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COMMUNITY HERITAGE COMMISSION
Wednesday, June 2, 2021
Meeting held electronically under Ministerial Order No. M192/2020 and the
current Order of the Provincial Health Officer - Gatherings and Events

MINUTES
VOTING MEMBERS PRESENT:
Councillor Jaimie McEvoy
- Chair
Maureen Arvanitidis
- Community Member
Samuel Boisvert
- Community Member
Rosanne Hood
- NWHPS Representative
Lindsay Macintosh
- Community Member
Robert Petrusa
- Community Member
VOTING MEMBERS REGRETS:
John Davies
- Community Member, Alternate Chair
David Sarraf
- Community Member
STAFF:
Britney Dack
Rob McCullough
Kathleen Stevens
Heather Corbett

- Senior Heritage Planner
- Manager, Museums & Heritage Services
- Heritage Planning Analyst
- Committee Clerk

The meeting was called to order at 6:00 p.m.
1.0

ADDITIONS TO AGENDA
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the agenda of the June 2, 2021 Community Heritage Commission meeting be
adopted with the following addition:
4.1
Site visit to 208 Fifth Avenue
CARRIED.
All Commission members present voted in favour of the motion.
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2.0

ADOPTION OF MINUTES

2.1

Adoption of the Minutes of May 5, 2021
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the minutes of the May 5, 2021 Community Heritage Commission meeting be
adopted with the following amendments:
• Page 5, Item 7.2: Change the seventh bullet of the discussion points from
“…the application would be supportable” to: “…the application could be
supportable”; and,
• Page 5, Item 7.2: Revise the result of the motion to indicate that Rosanne
Hood voted in favour of the motion.
CARRIED.
All Commission members present voted in favour of the motion.

3.0

PRESENTATIONS

None.
4.0

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

Procedural Note: Item 4.1 was addressed after Item 5.2 and before Item 6.1
4.1

Site Visit to 208 Fifth Avenue
Kathleen Stevens, Heritage Planning Analyst, noted that further to the May 2021
Community Heritage Commission (CHC) meeting, staff are working on arranging
an informal site visit to 208 Fifth Avenue, which would take place between now and
the next July 2021 CHC meeting. Ms. Stevens advised that an invitation would be
sent out by the Clerks’ office once potential dates have been confirmed with the
owner, and a pre-site visit would be scheduled to go over Health and Safety protocol.

5.0

NEW BUSINESS

5.1

210 Regina Street: Demolition of a 1907 Building
No discussion occurred on Item 5.1.

5.2

122 Eighth Avenue: Demolition of a 1911 Building
Kathleen Stevens, Heritage Planning Analyst, reviewed the June 2, 2021 staff report
regarding the demolition of the 110 year-old building located at 122 Eighth Avenue,
noting that under the 100 Year and Older Heritage Review Policy, a Heritage
Assessment and a review by the CHC is required.
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Ms. Stevens noted that the building is not legally protected, nor listed on the City’s
Heritage Register or Inventory, and is in poor condition with numerous
interventions that have been made, including a rear addition, newer doors and
window inserts, and narrow horizontal aluminum or vinyl cladding.
Ms. Stevens noted that the CHC was being asked to review the heritage value of
this building in advance of the Director of Development Service’s consideration of
a demolition permit and to provide a recommendation.
In response to a question from the Commission, Ms. Stevens noted that a Heritage
Revitalization Agreement (HRA) has not yet been discussed for this property.
In discussion, the Commission noted that the building appeared in poor condition,
but that the original shape was still distinguishable.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommend the Director of
Development Services discuss a Heritage Revitalization Agreement with the
applicant for 122 Eighth Avenue.
CARRIED.
All Commission members present voted in favour of the motion.
6.0

REPORTS AND INFORMATION

6.1

New Westminster Heritage Program
Britney Dack provided a PowerPoint presentation on the tools and processes used
within the City’s Heritage Program.
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Dack provided the following
information:
• Under its jurisdiction, the City is not permitted to require that a particular
operator stay at a property, however they can require that a particular land
use (such as rental housing or childcare spaces) be associated with a property
for a certain amount of time;
• Land use or timeline parameters can be negotiated within a contract or an
HRA, particularly if relaxations are being requested;
• The City does not have the authority to require commitment from a property
owner if the entitlement for a land use is already existing;
• HRAs usually have negotiated timelines and Heritage Alteration Permits
usually have timelines in line with other, similar permits and based on staff
recommendations;
• An HRA is registered with the land title; therefore, if a property is bought or
sold, the HRA and the responsibility to see it fulfilled is also transferred;
• Permits are issued to an individual and can be transferred to another
individual;
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• HRAs, Heritage Designations and Covenants are registered on title;
• Landscaping elements may be protected in covenants; however, they can also
be required and written in to an HRA, particularly in larger HRAs where
walls, trees, or types of paving materials are regularly negotiated;
• Large landscaping features such as trees are not automatically included in
HRAs, but are looked at within a site plan to balance the entitlement or
community amenity with other City regulations;
• Heritage Designation changes the entitlement and is restrictive, in that a
property owner can only make changes if given the authority to do so;
whereas an HRA can be negotiated in exchange for extra considerations,
relaxations or incentives; and,
• Incentives for designation in New Westminster are generally considered
within the HRA process, such as parking, subdivision, laneway infill etc;
however, financial incentives are being investigated by higher levels of
government.
6.2

General Inquiries from the Commission (Standing Item)
1. Update on 219 Second Street Demolition
Kathleen Stevens, Heritage Planning Analyst, noted that in regards to the
Commission recommendation regarding 219 Second Street, staff have discussed
alternative development options with the owners and it is likely that a report
would be considered by the Land Use and Planning Committee prior to
consideration by Council.
A Commission member noted that the 219 Second Street house has been listed
on Craigslist as available for relocation.
2. Naming of House at 208 Fifth Ave
In response to a question from the Commission, Britney Dack provided the
following information:
• The owner of 208 Fifth Avenue (Lane House) had been notified that a
more appropriate name for the house may be the “Calbick House”;
• The applicant has been asked to work with their heritage professional to
provide rationale for the name of the house; and,
• The naming would form part of the second review of the application by
the CHC; however the City does not have a policy on how to name private
assets.
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6.3 Demolition Permit Applications Issued from April 27, 2021 to May 19, 2021
ADDRESS
NEIGHBOURHOOD
YEAR BUILT
209 SECOND STREET*
1940
QUEEN’S PARK
231 EWEN AVENUE (Animal Shelter) 1946
QUEENSBOROUGH
615 EWEN AVENUE
1941
QUEENSBOROUGH
712 EIGHTEENTH STREET
1940
WESTEND
1931 SEVENTH AVENUE
1936
WESTEND
*Information presented to the Commission on March 3, 2021

7.0

CORRESPONDENCE

None.
8.0

NEXT MEETING

8.1

Next Meeting Date: Wednesday, July 7, 2021 (held electronically under
Ministerial Order No. M192/2020) or at the call of the Chair

9.0

ADJOURNMENT

ON MOTION, the meeting was adjourned at 7:23 p.m.
Certified correct,

Councillor Jaimie McEvoy
Chair
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Memorandum
To:

Community Heritage Commission

Date:

July 7, 2021

From:

Britney Dack,
Senior Heritage Planner

File:

HER00802

Subject:

9 E. Columbia St Woodlands Wall (Pattullo Bridge Replacement Project)
Heritage Alteration Permit Application

OVERVIEW
Find attached a staff report to Council from June 21, 2021 which describes an application
for a Heritage Alteration Permit (HAP) which would allow changes to the Heritage
Designated Woodlands Wall in the Victoria Hill neighbourhood.
The application forms part of the Municipal Agreement between the Province and the
City, related to the construction of a new bridge which is planned to replace the 1930
Pattullo Bridge. Further details on the project and jurisdictional context are provided in
the attached report.
FEEDBACK FROM THE COMMISSION
As part of the HAP application process, Fraser Crossing Partners (working with the
Province on the project) and their heritage consultant team Donald Luxton and Associates
are engaging with New Westminster’s heritage community, among other stakeholders.
The team will provide an overview presentation to discuss the heritage conservation
approach for the Wall, and the scope of restoration proposed and new interpretation
program. Feedback is being requested from the Commission on these items following the
presentation and through a written submission component. The Commission may also
choose to offer a motion to Council recommending support or non-support of the
application.
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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Mayor Coté and Members of Council

Date:

6/21/2021

From:

Emilie K Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services

File:

HER00802

Item #:

229/2021

Subject:

9 East Columbia Street (Woodlands Wall/Pattullo Bridge Replacement
Project): Heritage Alteration Permit - Preliminary Report

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council direct staff to proceed with processing the proposed Heritage
Alteration Permit for the Woodlands Wall at 9 East Columbia Street, as outlined in
the “Consultation and Review Process” Section of this report.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As part of the Pattullo Bridge Replacement Project, the City has received a Heritage
Alteration Permit (HAP) application from the Fraser Crossing Partners to alter an 85.5 metre
(280 foot) section of the Woodlands Wall at 9 East Columbia Street. The City-owned
property (“Great Lawn”) and Wall are protected by a Heritage Designation Bylaw (2003)
which was a result of the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for the former Woodlands site,
now the Victoria Hill neighbourhood.
The proposed design for the landing and on-ramping to the replacement bridge, along with
updated pedestrian and cyclist infrastructure, and improved safety and vehicle traffic
management at the East Columbia Street and McBride Boulevard intersection, can only be
achieved with a change to the location of the wall. The applicant is proposing re -creation of a
section of the Wall in a new location away from East Columbia Street, including retaining
and restoring a portion of the original materials. Also as part of this project the entranceway
plaza to the Great Lawn, at the intersection, would be renewed. The renewal is set to include
new interpretation of the site. No heritage trees are proposed to be remove d, and impact
would be carefully monitored.
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Fraser Crossing Partners would conduct community consultation related to this application
with stakeholder groups and the general public over the summer. It is expected the
application would return for Council’s consideration of issuance in the fall.
BACKGROUND
Site Characteristics and Context
The property at 9 East Columbia Street is 24,200 square metres (260,486 square feet) in size
and is a City owned park known as “The Great Lawn”. The park is primarily used by
residents of Victoria Hill, although it also sees visitation from the community at large. The
frontage along East Columbia Street is the entire 316 metres (1,037 foot) width of the
Victoria Hill neighbourhood. It has a 70 metre (240 foot) frontage alo ng McBride Boulevard
and meets the foot of Francis Way at the other end. The route of the Central Valley
Greenway, a pedestrian and cyclist path connecting New Westminster to Burnaby and
Vancouver, passes through the property.
There are several mature protected heritage trees in the park, and the Woodlands Wall
(described later in this report) runs along the full length of the south side of the park,
adjacent to East Columbia Street, with a shorter return on McBride Boulevard. A site context
map and aerial image is provided in Figure 1 below.
Figure 1: 9 Site Context Map, with 9 East Columbia Street highlighted in blue

Agenda Item 229/2021
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Heritage Value
The Woodlands Wall was constructed in 1909. It has a concrete base, surmounted with
ornate filigree wrought iron panels. Current photographs of the segment of the wall at the
intersection of East Columbia and McBride Boulevard is in Figure 2 below.
Figure 2: Current Photograph of the Woodlands Wall (provided by Fraser Crossing Partners)

The heritage value of the Woodlands site is connected to the history and evolution of mental
health care in the province. As stated in the Wall’s Statement of Significance, the Woodlands
“history offers important lessons about nineteenth and early twentieth century attitudes
towards mental health issues, and the development of humane treatment and occupational
therapy programs” (page 1). The value of the Wall was previously assessed as part of the
process to develop the Victoria Hill neighbourhood. Further review of the heritage value o f
the building will be conducted by the Community Heritage Commission as part of this
application process. More detailed information on the heritage value is available in
Attachment 2.
Heritage Protection
The Woodlands Wall, the Great Lawn, and several significant trees are protected by a
Heritage Revitalization Agreement and Designation Bylaw (2003). As a result, a Heritage
Alteration Permit (HAP) is required in order to permit modifications to the Wall. Proposed
alterations and additions to protected heritage structures are reviewed through this permit
process to determine the appropriateness of the proposed changes in relation to the character
defining elements of the structure. For a HAP to be approved, the changes proposed must
reflect heritage conservation best practice and be consistent with the intent of the heritage
protection bylaws.
Agenda Item 229/2021
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Pattullo Bridge Replacement
The Province is replacing the existing Pattullo Bridge with a new, safer, and more modern
four-lane bridge that provides walking, cycling, and driving improvements. The Province has
awarded the contract to build the new bridge to Fraser Crossing Partners. Once the bridge is
complete, it will be owned and maintained by the Province. In addition, the Province will
take ownership of key intersections that control access to the new bridge, including the
intersection of McBride Boulevard and East Columbia Street, adjacent to 9 East Columbia
Street.
The design work completed by Fraser Crossing Partners has identified an impact to the
portion of 9 East Columbia Street near the intersection with McBride Boulevard. It is within
the scope of work of the Fraser Crossing Partners to design and implement changes to this
intersection, with the primary objective of improving safety for pedestrians and cyclists
crossing McBride Boulevard.
Project Municipal Agreement
Throughout the project, the City and Province have been working closely to ensure that the
new bridge is successfully integrated into the urban fabric of New Westminster. The
collaboration between the City and the Province is guided by a Municipal Agreement that
was entered into in September 2019.
The Municipal Agreement includes a requirement for the project team to limit the scope of
modifications to the Woodlands Wall as much as reasonably practical, and to apply for a
Heritage Alteration Permit before performing any modifications. Additional requirements
from the Municipal Agreement relevant to modifications to the Wall are summarized in
Attachment 1.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The design for the new bridge will require changes to the intersection of East Columbia
Street and McBride Boulevard; in great part to address ongoing pedestrian and cyclist safety
hazards at the intersection. The proposed intersection improvements require removal of an
85.5 metre (280 foot) length of the Woodlands Wall. This includes the entire 10.5 metre
(34.5 feet) return along McBride Boulevard, and 75 metres (246 feet) along East Columbia
Street. Proposed is the demolition of the concrete base of the Wall and rec onstruction
(partially with existing materials) in a new location north of the existing wall. As required by
the Municipal Agreement, Fraser Crossing Partners has applied for a Heritage Alteration
Permit to amend the heritage bylaws that provides formal protection to the Woodlands Wall.
The original Wall is generally straight along both McBride Boulevard and East Columbia
Street. The proposed new section would angle away from East Columbia Street to a higher
location on McBride Boulevard. The McBride return would be the most visually changed: it
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is proposed to be canted (angled) on the corner, and relocated away from its current location
at the intersection’s curb. No heritage trees are proposed to be removed, and impact would
be carefully monitored. A diagram of the new location is in Figure 3 below.
The length of wall to be demolished was determined by the vehicle site-triangle zone
identified to improve safety at the intersection (described later in this report), as shown with
the yellow area in Figure 3. The dashed red line in Figure 3 is the existing Wall’s location,
and the blue line is the proposed new location. Dark grey represents the new entrance plaza.
An excerpt of application materials are included in Attachment 3.
Figure 3: Diagram of proposed wall demolition, new wall construction, and vehicle site-triangle zone

Image provided by Fraser Crossing Partners

DISCUSSION
Pedestrian and Cyclist Safety
The rationale provided by Fraser Crossing Partners for modifying the Woodlands Wall
focuses on two key considerations: pedestrian and cyclist safety, and physical site
constraints.
 Pedestrian and Cyclist Safety: Due to the current location of the Wall, there are
limited site lines for vehicles turning right from East Columbia Street onto McBri de
Boulevard, making it challenging to see pedestrians and cyclists at the northeast
Agenda Item 229/2021
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corner of the intersection and as they cross McBride Boulevard. Current restrictions
are in place for right turns at this intersection. However, public concerns and
intersection surveys both confirm that some right turning vehicles are not complying
with the signal control, and not yielding to pedestrians and cyclists.
A Road Safety Auditor was retained by the project team to assess the proposed design
as well as other alternatives aimed at reducing the impact to the Wall. The Auditor
determined the proposed approach to be the preferred option. City Engineering staff
have reviewed the assessment and concur with the conclusions.
 Physical Site Constraints: There are a number of constraints that limit the design
options for this intersection, including the shore line, an off-ramp, protected trees, the
SkyTrain tunnel, City utilities, a Metro Vancouver water main, and a significant grade
change south-east of East Columbia Street.
Given these constraints, Fraser Crossing Partners has indicated that impact to the Wall
is unavoidable if the pedestrian and cyclist infrastructure upgrades (such as a multiuse path) are to be integrated into the landing design.
Additional details are summarized in the HAP Rationale Letter, which has been included as
Attachment 3.
Heritage Conservation
The design and materials of the new section of the Wall’s concrete base are proposed to
replicate the original design as best as possible. The wrought iron fencing would be restored
and reinstalled on this new base. The proposed design intends to visually integrate the new
and old sections of the Wall by cutting the Wall between one of the regularly spaced ornate
filigree panels in the wrought iron fence. Though altered in location, the length of the Wall
would be substantially similar, which would allow the majority of the wrought iron to be
reinstalled, with only the most damaged or degraded pieces being discarded.
The new plaza, through which the Central Valley Greenway would run, is proposed to
include new markers for the original location of the Woodland site’s entranceway, as well as
new columns (originally recreated as part of the 2003 Heritage Revitalization Agreement).
The columns and markers are proposed to be accompanied by interpretive panels,
highlighting the changes to the Woodlands site over time, its heritage values, and the stories
of its history.
Both the technical conservation approach and the plaza interpretation are anticipated to be
workshopped with the Community Heritage Commission and stakeholder groups, and be the
subject of further public consultation as described in the following section of this report. The
feedback received from these groups would be provided to form part of Council’s
consideration of the permit’s issuance.
Agenda Item 229/2021
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CONSULTATION AND REVIEW PROCESS
Review Process
The anticipated review steps for this application are:
1. Preliminary report to Council (we are here);
2. Review of the proposal’s heritage elements by the Community Heritage Commission
(July 2021);
3. Applicant-led consultation, further outlined below (Summer 2021);
4. Council consideration of the Heritage Alteration Permit (Fall 2021).
Consultation Approach
Fraser Crossing Partners and the Province (Transportation Investment Corporation) have
prepared a consultation and engagement plan for this project. The creation of the strategy has
given careful consideration to the recognized heritage value of the Wall, while also
recognizing the long and controversial history of systemic abuse endured by former residents
of the mental health institution that existed at this site.
The application-led consultation will include two phases: 1) consultation with stakeholder
and heritage groups; and 2) engagement with the general public and resident associations.
Information about the application would also be included on the applicant’s project website.
Following completion of the consultation, a summary report would be prepared and
submitted to the City, outlining the process and the feedback received.
Consultation with Stakeholder and Heritage Groups
Two virtual meetings would be hosted by the applicant. One meeting would be with
Inclusion BC, the Community Living Society, and representatives of the Woodlands
survivors. Another meeting would be held with Westminster Heritage Preservation Society
and members of the Community Heritage Commission, should they wish to attend for further
conversation.
The purpose of these meetings would be to introduce the proposal and the project rationale
and to gather feedback. In addition to gathering feedback on the changes to the Wall,
feedback would be sought on the proposed new entry plaza and its proposed interpretation
panels.
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Engagement with the General Public and Resident Associations
In the second phase, the general public and Residents Associations would be invited to
attend a virtual meeting. Similar to the first phase, the purpose of this meeting would be to
introduce the proposal and the project rationale, and to gather feedback.
This meeting would be advertised through the project website, an email to the stakeholder
list, and email to the Residents Associations. Staff also recommend that an advertisement be
placed in the New Westminster Record.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON
A project team has been established for the Pattullo Bridge Replacement Project that
includes multiple staff from the Engineering, Parks and Recreation, Development Services,
and Electrical Departments. The project team has been involved in the review of the design
details of the intersection and the new entry plaza. This report was prepared in collaboration
with staff from the Transportation and Design and Construction Divisions of Engineering.
OPTIONS
The following options are available for Council’s consideration:
1. That Council direct staff to proceed with processing the proposed Heritage Alteration
Permit for the Woodlands Wall at 9 East Columbia Street, as outlined in the
“Consultation and Review Process” Section of this report;
2. That Council provide staff with alternative direction.
Staff recommend option 1.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1: Municipal Heritage Agreement Expectations Regarding the Woodlands
Wall
Attachment 2: Heritage Value of the Woodlands Wall
Attachment 3: Excerpt of Heritage Alteration Permit Application Package
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This report has been prepared by:
Britney Dack, Senior Heritage Planner

This report was reviewed by:
Jackie Teed, Senior Manager of Development Services

Approved for Presentation to Council

Emilie K Adin, MCIP
Director of Development Services
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Chief Administrative Officer
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Municipal Agreement Expectations
Regarding the Woodlands Wall
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Municipal Agreement Expectations Regarding the Woodlands Wall
The Municipal Agreement, entered into by the Province and City for the Pattullo Bridge
Replacement Project, requires the Provincial project team to:
• consult with the City on any proposed modifications to the heritage wall and
trees;
• retain and pay for qualified relevant subject experts to identify any heritage assets
within the Former Woodlands Site vulnerable to material damage or disturbance
by the construction of the bridge;
• repair and/or replace, at its sole cost, heritage assets within the Former Woodlands
Site, damaged as a result of the construction of the bridge;
• apply for and obtain from the City a Heritage Alteration Permit, before
performing any such modifications;
• limit the scope of any such modifications as much as reasonably practical;
• perform any such modifications in accordance with generally accepted best
practices in heritage conservation; and
• consult with the community and relevant stakeholders before performing any such
modifications to the heritage wall and trees.
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Attachment 2
Woodlands Wall Heritage Value
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Statement of Significance
From City of New Westminster
(http://arcgis.newwestcity.ca/images/heritageregister/sos/SOS_0017.pdf)
Description of Historic Place
The Woodlands Wall is located at 9 East Columbia Street, New Westminster, running the full width of
the Woodlands site, adjacent and parallel to Columbia Street, with a short return along McBride
Boulevard. It is composed of a linear concrete wall surmounted by decorative wrought iron railings.
The base of the wall is a cast-in-place, continuous concrete wall. with a sloped top with projecting
coping on each side. The vertical faces of the concrete are parged on both sides with a mortar skimcoat, scored with lines to resemble traditional ashlar stone construction. The wrought iron fence has
regularly spaced ornate filigree panels. A pedestrian gate that provided a central access to the site is
flanked by cast concrete posts with flared caps, surmounted by wrought iron scroll-work that formed
the base for decorative lighting.
Heritage Value of Historic Place
The Woodlands site represents the long-term evolution of provincial mental health care. The first
large-scale mental health institution in the province, for nearly a century Woodlands played an
important role in the institutional and cultural history of New Westminster as a care facility for the
mentally ill and mentally handicapped. Opened in 1878, the Asylum, renamed the Provincial Hospital
for the Insane in 1897, and Woodlands School in 1950, continued to operate until 1982. Its history
offers important lessons about nineteenth and early twentieth century attitudes towards mental
health issues, and the development of humane treatment and occupational therapy programs. Five
early buildings remain on the Provincial Asylum's twenty-six hectare site, and the Woodlands Wall is a
significant surviving portion of the site's landscaping and marks its southern and most public
boundary.
The heritage value of the Woodlands Wall is additionally associated with its role as part of the ongoing
development of the Woodlands complex. Constructed in 1909, this wall replaced a high wooden
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fence, and demonstrates the Province's desire to imbue Woodlands with a sense of permanence and
respectability. The craftsmanship and design of the wrought iron work is of the highest order.
Manufactured in a consistent module, the iron work predates the use of welding. Periodic ornate
filigree panels were anchored into the concrete, braced with diagonal struts on the uphill side. These
panels are made of intricately rivetted, screwed and bolted wrought iron, and their attenuated
swirling vertical lines reflect an Art Nouveau sensibility. Between each fixed vertical panel, a fence
panel was installed, rivetted at the top and bottom, passing through square holes in intermediate flat
bar rails. This combination of fixed ornate panels with simpler infill panels is a clear and logical
ordering element that sets up a pleasing visual rhythm, avoiding a monotonous appearance. The
manufacturer, Westminster Iron Works Company Ltd., was established in New Westminster by its
founder John Reid (1852-1949) in 1874. The ornamental iron work department of the firm was largely
developed and supervised during the company’s early years by master ironworker James Auld Blair
(1877-1957). This firm was also responsible for the ironwork on the Central Park Gate in Burnaby,
undertook most of the early decorative ironwork in New Westminster and was also responsible for
some landmark projects in Vancouver.
The City of New Westminster has recognized the outstanding architectural, historical and contextual
value of Woodlands, and has participated in a plan for the preservation of historic buildings,
landscaping and specimen trees on the site within the context of its redevelopment as a residential
community.
Character-Defining Elements
Key elements that define the heritage character of the Wall at Woodlands include its:






location across a sloping site, at the south perimeter of the Woodlands property, facing
Columbia Street and returning along McBride Boulevard;
parged concrete base wall scored with ashlar lines;
wrought iron railing with regular spaced decorative panels anchored into the concrete wall,
with simpler fence panels attached between each fixed panel;
pedestrian gate with concrete piers with decorative wrought iron light bases;
associated landscape features including grassed lawn area and boulevard, and numerous
large, mature trees.

I
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Photo B-1: Woodlands Wall, 1909 (Vancouver Public Library 7553).

Photo B-2: Detail of Woodlands Wall gate columns, 1909 (Vancouver Public Library 7553).
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Attachment 3
Excerpt of Heritage Alteration Permit
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March 19, 2021
Attn:

Britney Dack
Heritage Planner
City of New Westminster
511 Royal Avenue
New Westminster, BC V3L 1H9

Subject:

Heritage Alteration Permit - Woodlands Wall (9 East Columbia Street)

Dear Ms. Dack,

The Pattullo Bridge Replacement Project (the Project) involves the replacement of the existing
Pattullo Bridge that does not comply with modern design standards and requires annual
maintenance and improvements, with a new four-lane bridge. The new bridge will provide a safe and
reliable crossing for all users including motorists, pedestrians and cyclists.
As part of the Project, the intersection of East Columbia Street and McBride Boulevard requires
modification to accommodate a new off-ramp from the bridge (the East Columbia Exit Ramp), as well
as the number of lanes required by the Project Agreement Laning Schematics, and to address ongoing
safety hazards for pedestrians and cyclists at this junction. These changes will require the demolition
of 85.4 metres of the historic Woodlands Wall, including the entire section along McBride Boulevard,
and 74.9 m along East Columbia Street from the McBride Boulevard corner, to provide unobstructed
sightlines for southbound vehicles making right-hand turns onto McBride Boulevard (see Appendix D:
Heritage Wall Modification Report). Additionally, a new multi-use pathway is required to be
constructed along the east side of McBride Boulevard to improve connectivity to both the new bridge
and the existing Central Valley Greenway.
The sightlines, physical conflict of the infrastructure and minimum separation to Columbia Street
determine the extent of the wall that needs to be relocated. Physical constraints include: the SkyTrain
tunnel portal and roof South of the intersection; existing utility vaults, manholes, and a Metro
Vancouver water main North-West of the intersection; and the Woodlands site, Heritage Wall, and
protected trees North-East of the intersection. Constraints of design were presented and discussed at
a meeting with Fraser Crossing Partners (FCP), the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure
(MOTI) and the City of New Westminster on October 9, 2020, which are detailed in the appended
Heritage Wall Modification Report (Appendix D).
Given the presence of the SkyTrain tunnel portal on the south side, the impact of the Woodlands Wall
is unavoidable. In an effort to minimize the extent of impact, an alternative laning arrangement was
developed and considered by the Project. This alternative arrangement removed the dedicated rightturn lane and would have reduced the extent of the impact on the wall; however, a review of this
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change by the Road Safety Auditor (G. Ho Engineering Consultants Inc., 2020) identified the following
concerns with this change:






The existing westbound sightline limitation due to the presence of the existing heritage
retaining wall would remain.
Without the separate “pedestrian/cyclist” phase due to the shared lane configuration, the
original safety concerns raised in the 2008 road safety audit remains a significant concern. The
original concerns included the potential severity of collisions between westbound right-turn
commercial vehicles and pedestrians/cyclists, and the potential conflicts between westbound
right-turn vehicle movement and westbound pedestrian/cyclist movement, which were
initially designed to occur concurrently.
The removal of the westbound right-turn lane would increase the propensity for rear-end
incidents due to the shared through and right-turn lane configuration and vertical profile.
The high volumes of westbound right-turn commercial vehicles may increase the severity of
the rear-end incidents due to the length of the queue and the different operational
characteristics between commercial vehicles and other motor vehicles.

The report concludes that the proposed concept with a separate “pedestrian/cyclist” phase is
preferred and expected to result in a safer configuration than the proposed alternative arrangement.
Since its construction in 1909, the Woodlands Wall has provided a tangible delineation of the eastern
and primary frontage of the former Woodlands facility which previously occupied the Victoria Hill
community from 1878 to 1996. Its heritage value and significance have been previously identified
through a Statement of Significance, and as part of the redevelopment of the former Woodlands
facility, the wall was legally protected through both a Heritage Revitalization Agreement Bylaw
(#6868) and a Heritage Designation Bylaw (#6847) in 2003. The heritage value of the Woodlands Wall
was determined to be “its association with the historic development of the Woodlands complex,”
while its character-defining elements, physical attributes of a place that are fundamental to its overall
heritage significance and ability to be interpreted, were noted as the following:






location across a sloping site, at the [east] perimeter of the Woodlands property, facing
Columbia Street and returning along McBride Boulevard;
parged concrete base wall scored with ashlar lines;
wrought iron railing with regular spaced decorative panels anchored into the concrete wall,
with simpler fence panels attached between each fixed panel;
pedestrian gate with concrete piers with decorative wrought iron light bases; and
associated landscape features including grassed lawn area and boulevard, and numerous
large, mature trees.

The Woodlands Wall has undergone several past interventions to its original design and form since
1909. The terminus of the wall along McBride Boulevard originally featured a large, wrought iron
vehicular gate, flanked by two tall concrete columns and wrought iron pedestrian gates, which
historically served as the primary entrance to the Woodlands facility. However, these components
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were removed sometime between 1948 and 1951 presumably to provide for a wider driveway onto the
property. The concrete wall and wrought iron fencing also extended for a short distance further
northwest along McBride Boulevard, though this section was removed sometime prior to 1948. In
2005-2006, the extant circular plaza was constructed on the site of the aforementioned gates and
entrance to the Woodlands facility. The plaza contains a short perimeter wall, along with two columns
and a pedestal, all of which feature granite block ashlar masonry and concrete coping and caps.
Fastened to portions of the perimeter wall are metal fence segments, imitating the wrought iron
fencing on the Woodlands Wall.
While acknowledging that the required intervention to the Woodlands Wall will have a discernable
and irreversible impact, our team has been committed to adhering to the Standards and Guidelines of
the Parks Canada’s Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada in
mitigating the scale and severity of this intervention as much as possible and have conceived the
following rehabilitation option. Instead of abruptly ending the wall midblock along East Columbia
Street, and in-order to minimize the loss of historic fabric, it is the intention of the Fraser Crossing
Project Corporation to salvage and reinstall the wrought iron fencing atop a reconstructed concrete
wall along the realigned property line of East Columbia Street, and provide a return along McBride
Boulevard to tie the wall back into a redesigned plaza. A specialized contractor will also be retained to
take apart and reassemble two segments located along a large incline to ensure that the stanchions
will remain close to vertical. This scheme will allow the Woodlands Wall to continue to demarcate the
full length of the principal frontage of the historical Woodlands facility property as it has done for the
past 111 years and will provide for a continued awareness of the approximate original length and
design of the wall by community members and future observers.
Unlike the existing plaza, which is inadequate and unsympathetic in its design to properly interpret
the heritage of the Woodlands Wall and the former entrance which existed at this location, the new
envisioned plaza will enhance the understanding of the cultural and historical significance of this
place. The entrance to this plaza, and the former Woodlands property, will once again be marked by
large concrete columns, referencing the original 1909 gate columns which once stood in this area, but
differentiated and distinguishable in their design. The new columns will provide an opportunity to
attach interpretation panel(s) to describe the value of the Woodlands Wall; its interventions as a result
of the Pattullo Bridge Replacement Project; and the contested heritage of the Woodlands facility. Use
of new material, consistent with the overall landscaping design of the project area, will be reserved to
‘behind’ the wall and within the plaza, allowing the Woodlands Wall and its reconstructed concrete
wall and wrought iron fencing to continue to be the most prominent and perceptible aspect of this
corner.
In order to utilize as much of the salvaged wrought iron fencing as possible, the reconstructed
Woodlands Wall will also extend a short distance along McBride Boulevard to the west of the plaza,
similar to the original design and appearance of the wall in the early 20th century. Along the multi-use
pathway, the former locations of the original 1909-constructed gate columns will be marked on the
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ground, providing a spatial comprehension of the original alignment and orientation of the
Woodlands Wall and location of the original entryway.
Included with our Heritage Alteration Permit application is a drawing package (Woodlands Node:
Heritage Wall As-Builts and Node Concept) prepared by VIA Architecture in collaboration with Hatch
and Donald Luxton & Associates. This document supplies an overview of the proposed intervention to
the Woodlands Wall, in addition to as-built drawings which document and provide a historical record
of the impacted portion of the wall. Our team has strived to achieve a balanced approach by limiting
the scope of the intervention while ensuring a safe intersection for pedestrians, cyclists, and
motorists. Our plan conserves the integrity of the Woodlands Wall; retains a satisfactory degree of
historic fabric; allows for the wall’s integration into an appropriate landscaping plan; and is the least
impactful option to the heritage at this site. Along with the realization of long-awaited improvements
to this intersection, protected heritage trees in proximity to this corner will continue to be preserved,
and the redesigned plaza will incorporate CPTED and Universal Design principles.
Addressing the Contested Heritage of the Woodlands Landscape:
Fraser Crossing Partners, and the entire project team for the Pattullo Bridge Replacement Project,
recognize that the Woodlands site, the former home of the Woodlands School (originally the
Provincial Asylum for the Insane) has a long and controversial history, and is a contested heritage
landscape. We are committed to an inclusive engagement with survivors of the Woodlands facility as
part of this Heritage Alteration Permit for the Woodlands Wall to gain a comprehensive understanding
of their views and connection regarding this tangible vestige, and how to achieve a balanced
approach to conserve the heritage significance of this place which has been previously recognized
and legally protected by the City of the New Westminster.
Operating from 1878 to 1996, Woodlands was established to institutionalize and treat both children
and adults who were diagnosed and/or exhibited a range of physical and mental health conditions
and were either admitted by their caregivers or by governmental authority. Oral and written accounts
by those who were confined at Woodlands in the latter-half of the 20th century, and a Provincial
administrative review of the institution covering the years between 1975 and 1992, completed in 2001,
have detailed and exposed systemic abuses and torment which occurred at the facility. Documented
physical, mental, and sexual abuse; inadequate tracking and investigation of deaths which occurred
at the facility; and a possible sordid history involving eugenics have permanently embedded this
landscape with a contentious legacy. The memories and experiences of the Woodlands survivors have
supported the direction of development on the Woodlands site in the past, most recently and notably
with the demolition of the remnants of the Centre Block in 2011.
The Project Lands of the Pattullo Bridge Replacement Project includes the southwesterly section of
the Woodlands Wall, with only a portion of this length proposed to be directly impacted. A Heritage
Alteration Permit is required due to the heritage protection granted on the Woodlands site in 2003 by
the City of New Westminster though both a Heritage Revitalization Agreement and Heritage
Designation bylaws, which continues to conserve other features of the former Woodlands facility
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including the Nurses’ Lodge, Boiler House, and Carpentry Shop. The Heritage Alteration Permit and its
conservation approach is a response to the identified heritage values and significance of the
Woodlands Wall recognized in a Statement of Significance (reproduced below). Subsequent to the
production of this Statement of Significance, the City of New Westminster included the Woodlands
Wall onto its Heritage Register in 2008.
While this Heritage Alteration Permit seeks to mitigate the proposed impact and conserve the
identified heritage values of the Woodlands Wall, we are prepared to consult and engage with
Woodlands survivors and associated stakeholders, welcoming their input and feedback in order to
facilitate reconciliation of past wrongs and in the continued spirit of deinstitutionalization.
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Memorandum
To:

Community Heritage Commission

Date:

July 7, 2021

From:

Athena von Hausen,
Development Planner

File:

HER00710

Subject:

114 and 118 Royal Avenue Demolitions

OVERVIEW
At the April 7, 2021 meeting, the Community Heritage Commission (CHC) reviewed and
supported a proposal for a Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) located in the
Albert Crescent neighbourhood at 74 and 82 First Street and 108-118 Royal Avenue (see
staff report in Appendix A). The HRA project would:
• retain, restore, and legally protect 82 First Street, relocated onto the southeast
corner of the site,
• relocate 112 Royal Avenue offsite and provide the house for another third-party
HRA,
• demolish 74 First Street and 108, 114, and 118 Royal Avenue, and
• construct a mid-rise residential building, as per the Official Community Plan land
use designation for the area.
Three of the six properties were reviewed by the CHC for heritage value in 2016 (see
Appendix B and C). At that time, the CHC identified one house (82 First Street) as
warranting protection in the case of redevelopment. Following that review, and prior to
the HRA application in 2019, three additional properties were added to the development
site.
These buildings were originally constructed in 1930 (112), 1944 (114), and 1945 (118)
and are not protected. However, all three of the additional houses were listed on the
Inventory. Staff and the applicant worked for the oldest house (112 Royal Avenue) to be
relocated in lieu of demolition. The house now forms part of an HRA at 709 Cumberland
Street, which the CHC endorsed in July 2020 and Council approved in December 2020.
In April 2021, the CHC requested additional information on the two other houses added
to the development site following the initial 2016 heritage value review: 114 and 118
Royal Avenue. Review of the value of these properties by the CHC would be consistent
with the Heritage Review of Demolitions policy, and as such this memo provides
additional information, including photographs.
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GUIDING POLICY
Heritage Protection
The buildings are not legally protected by bylaw nor listed on the City’s Heritage
Register. As such, no heritage related permits are required prior to demolition of the
buildings.
However, the houses are on the City’s Heritage Resource Inventory (1986). Their
Inventory listing is available as Appendix D. The Inventory is an informal listing of
historic New Westminster properties. The Inventory was the City’s first step to identify
local heritage assets and listing acts as a flag for potential heritage value in a property. In
cases where an Inventory property is included in a redevelopment, the City expects some
consideration of retention and protection as part of the application.
50 Years and Older Heritage Review Policy
The City’s Heritage Review of Demolitions policy requires that demolition applications
for a building or structure older than 50 years are automatically forwarded to the Planning
Division for review. An application may be referred to the Community Heritage
Commission (CHC) for comment if it is deemed by the Planning Division to have
sufficient heritage significance.
In cases where redevelopment is proposed, staff work to encourage this review to occur
early in the process, rather than waiting until the Demolition Permit application, which
typically follows Council’s approval of a development. The 2016 review, and
negotiations for the off-site 2020 HRA are consistent with this approach.
BACKGROUND
Property Descriptions
114 and 118 Royal Avenue are located in the Albert Crescent Precinct of the Downtown
neighbourhood, on the south side of Royal Avenue, adjacent to Qayqayt Elementary
School, between Elliot and First Streets.
Development Application and Site Context
Please refer to Appendix A for information about the site’s characteristics and context. A
description of the HRA project, and the related development policy context is also
included in the report.
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DISCUSSION
Photographs of the buildings in their current condition are available in Appendix E.
Notably, formal heritage assessments have not been completed for the properties as they
are not over 100 years old.
Heritage Value
114 Royal Avenue
The building at 114 Royal Avenue was built in 1944 and is approximately 260 sq. m.
(2,800 sq. ft.) over three levels (including a basement). Since construction, four Building
Permits have been issued to change the building, which include raising the house and
adding a basement suite (1957), adding a carport (1960), and enlarging several decks in
the 1980s. These changes are generally reversible or are not seen to substantially impact
the property’s architectural features. The house is generally considered to be in good
condition and is considered to have strong architectural integrity.
The property’s Inventory listing describes the building as a period revival style. Today it
would likely be characterized as late or post-war Arts and Crafts. Character features
identified in the Inventory listing include its chamfered gabled roof, shed dormers, wood
shingle cladding, leaded glass windows, and a pedimented porch. The house is identified
as the residence of the J.G. Gibson family. At this time, staff are not aware of historic
connections of the Gibson family to significant moments or social history.
118 Royal Avenue
The building at 118 Royal Avenue was built in 1945 and is approximately 248 sq. m.
(2,675 sq. ft.). From Royal, the house is one storey, though the site slopes substantially
away for a two storey presence at the rear. Since construction, three building permits
have been issued including for attachment of a carport (1960) and construction of a
roughly 14 sq.m. (150 sq.ft.) addition (1973). In 2007, the basement suite was legalized.
The house is generally considered to be in good condition, and the permitted work has
not altered its features significantly.
The property is a “supporting residence” in the Inventory. It is built in the minimalist
style, as a mid-century bungalow. Character features include its horizontal single-storey
massing, a double-stacked pyramidal hipped roof, recessed entry, and long windows with
side-lites. The windows and siding do not appear to be original and the general integrity
of the property is moderate to low. No social connections are known at this time.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Staff Report to CHC April 7, 2021
Appendix B: Staff Report to CHC April 6, 2016
Appendix C: Excerpt of the Minutes of the CHC Meeting on April 6, 2016
Appendix D: Current Photos of 114 and 118 Royal Ave
Appendix E: Heritage Resource Inventory Listings for 114 and 118 Royal Ave
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City of New Westminster

REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Community Heritage Commission

Date:

April 7, 2021

From:

Athena von Hausen,
Development Planner

File:

HER00710

Subject:

82 First Street & 112 Royal Avenue: Heritage Revitalization Agreement
Application

SUMMARY
An application for a Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) has been received for 74 and 82
First Street and 108, 112, 114, and 118 Royal Avenue. Two of the houses on the site are
proposed for retention including 82 First Street and 112 Royal Avenue, which were built in 1890
and 1930 respectively. The proposed project would relocate, restore and legally protect the 1890
house on the southeast corner of the site, and relocate the 1930 house offsite, providing it for
another third-party HRA. The remainder of the site would be redeveloped to include two midrise residential buildings.

PURPOSE OF REVIEW
The Community Heritage Commission is being asked to review the proposal and provide
feedback in relation to the following elements:
Ͳ The heritage value of the 1890 and 1930 buildings;
Ͳ The prepared Statement of Significance for the 1890 building;
Ͳ The appropriateness and level of the planned heritage conservation work on the 1890
building;
Ͳ The appropriateness of the location and siting design in relation to the overall
redevelopment; and
Ͳ The appropriateness of the design of the basement addition.
The Community Heritage Commission is also being asked to provide a recommendation to
Council on this application.
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GUIDING POLICY AND REGULATIONS
Interim Development Application Review Process
In April 2020, Council directed staff to implement an Interim Development Application
Review Process (Interim Process) in response to the COVID-19 Pandemic. The Interim
Process is intended to support continued public engagement on development projects, while also
meeting physical distancing requirements. Under this process, development applications with a
heritage component will be brought forward to the Commission virtually for comment and
endorsement. However, the focus of the review will be on the Statement of Significance (SoS),
Heritage Conservation Plan (HCP), and heritage-related elements of the project, as will be
outlined in staff reports moving forward.
Official Community Plan (OCP) Land Use Designation
The Official Community Plan (OCP) sets out the City!s anticipated land use for the future, for
the purposes of guiding rezonings and other development applications. In the OCP, this property
is designated "Residential - Low-Rise Apartment# and "Residential $ Mid-Rise Apartment#.
These designations envision a mix of low to mid-rise apartments, townhouses, stacked
townhouses, and row houses with complementary uses including community amenities and small
scale local commercial uses. The proposed application is consistent with this policy.
Projects with Heritage Assets
The OCP encourages the use of Heritage Revitalization Agreements when a heritage asset on the
site is appropriately incorporated into a development. Through this type of agreement, the OCP
land use designation indicates the development may be eligible for regulatory incentives such as
an increase in density, reduced parking, or smaller setbacks, as appropriate.
Zoning Bylaw and Heritage Revitalization Agreement
The subject properties are currently zoned Single Detached Residential District (RS-2). The
proposed project would not be permissible under the current zoning. As such, the Heritage
Revitalization Agreement (HRA) is proposed. An HRA is a negotiated agreement between the
City and a property owner for the purposes of heritage conservation. In exchange for long-term
legal protection through a Heritage Designation Bylaw and exterior restoration, certain zoning
relaxations may be considered (as noted above). In this case, the HRA is being used both for
relaxations related to incentivization of the heritage elements, and also like a rezoning, to permit
a different building form.
Heritage Related Design Guidelines
Council endorsed The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in
Canada in 2008 as a basis for assessing heritage conservation projects within the city.
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These are national guidelines for best practice in heritage restoration, rehabilitation, and design.
The goal of the Standards and Guidelines is to promote heritage conservation best practice while
ensuring respectful and sensitive new construction. All HRA applications are evaluated against
these guidelines.
Heritage Designation
In New Westminster, a heritage property which is the subject of an HRA is also protected by a
Heritage Designation Bylaw. A Heritage Designation Bylaw is a form of land use regulation that
places long-term legal protection on the land title of a property. Any changes to a protected
heritage property must first receive approval from City Council (or its delegate, the Director of
Development Services) through a Heritage Alteration Permit (HAP). Designated buildings are
also added to the City!s Heritage Register.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Site Characteristics and Context
The subject sites are heavily sloped and located within the Albert Crescent Precinct of
Downtown. The site is surrounded by Royal Avenue to the north, First Street to the east,
Cunningham Street to the South, and Qayqayt Elementary School to the west. Across Royal
Avenue are townhomes and some older three to four-storey apartments, and across First Street
are older two to three-storey apartments. To the south of the site, along First Street, are single
detached dwellings or duplexes, several of which are protected heritage properties. To the south
of the property across Cunningham Street are three-storey apartment buildings. A site context
map and aerial image is provided in Appendix A.
Proposal/Project Description
The applications propose the development of 168 residential units in two phases with a total
floor space ratio (FSR) of 3.3. As part of the project, the HRA would facilitate retention, on-site
relocation, restoration, and protection of the Woods House (1890) at 82 First Street, as well as
retention and off-site relocation of the Henderson House (1930) from 112 Royal Avenue.
The project would be completed over two phases with 77 units developed in the first phase and
91 units developed in the second phase. Of these, 166 are proposed to be within the six storey
(from Royal Avenue) to eight storey (from Cunningham Street) wood frame apartment building.
The remaining two units would be within the renovated heritage house from 82 First Street,
which would be relocated on-site, restored, and legally protected with a Heritage Designation
Bylaw. The apartment building would front Royal Avenue and the heritage house would front
First Street. The project!s design drawings are provided in Appendix B.
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Previous Direction from the Community Heritage Commission
Per the City!s Policy on the Use of HRAs, and the Heritage Review for demolition, the existing
buildings on this site were evaluated for heritage value. On April 6, 2016 the Community
Heritage Commission discussed the heritage value potential of the properties which make up the
site. The Commission reviewed the historic significance of each of the three older houses, and
gave the opinion that the 1890 Inventory house located at 82 First Street was most valuable, and
should be retained as part of any future development. However, another house at 112 Royal
Avenue was also listed on the Inventory, and has since been evaluated as having historic and
aesthetic significance, as described below. The remaining houses on site were not evaluated to
have heritage potential and are proposed to be demolished.
Henderson House
Heritage Value of the Henderson House
Henderson House was originally constructed in 1930 and is listed in the City!s heritage
Inventory. The house is an intact example of an English cottage revival style and is considered to
have aesthetic and historic value. Its notable features includea stucco exterior, front offset gable,
chamfered side gabled roof, rear shed dormer and extensive exterior ornamentation. The home is
a rare example of the interwar building period, specifically during the Great Depression.
The Henderson House now forms part of an HRA at 709 Cumberland Street, which was adopted
by Council in December, 2020. The heritage value of the house was reviewed and confirmed by
the Community Heritage Commission in July 2020, through their review of that application.
Proposed Relocation
The 1930 Henderson House is proposed to be relocated to a new site (on Cumberland Street)
with a $30,000.00 contribution towards the dwelling!s transfer, provided by the applicant of this
project on Royal Avenue. Though retention of houses in-situ is best practice, relocation to
another site is acceptable under the City!s Heritage Review policy. The provision of additional
moving costs is considered an amenity in support of the City!s heritage program, and further
justifies the use of the HRA tool.

ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION
Heritage Value of the Woods House
82 First Street (the Woods House) was recognized for its potential heritage value by its inclusion
on the City!s heritage Inventory. At over 130 years old (built in 1890), the house is the oldest
surviving building on this block of Royal Avenue. The house was constructed in the most
exclusive area of early New Westminster, and was commissioned by Edward Montague Nelson
Woods who engaged architects Samuel Maclure and Charles Chow.
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Reflecting the house!s prominence and location, and the style of the times, the house is designed
as an English Victorian. This style was an elite architectural trend during the mid-1800s and is
associated with the development boom in the region. Other similar examples on Royal Avenue
are Irving House (1865) at 302 and Hunter House (1883) at 835.
The most notable architectural features are the complex intersecting gabled roof design with hip
dormers, projecting front porch with columns and brackets, decorative bargeboards, and the
corbeled brick chimney with decorative Victorian brickwork. Photographs of the building are
available in Appendix C (pages 8-11) along with the Statement of Significance.
Is the heritage value sufficient to warrant long term legal protection and heritage status?
Does the Statement of Significance provide an accurate representation of the heritage values of
the building?
Heritage Conservation Work
The application proposes that the building undergo rehabilitation and restoration work. Details
are available in the Heritage Conservation Plan which is included in full in this report as
Appendix C. A summary is provided below:
The house would be moved from its current location on the corner of Royal Avenue and First
Street, approximately 20 metres south on First Street. This would create a cluster of historic and
protected houses at the southern half of the block, and provide a transition from the mid-rise
building to the existing neighbourhood.
Major conservation and restoration work proposed is:
1. Remove the 1958 addition (back porch and southern flat-roofed addition);
2. Remove the later stucco, and restore to original wood drop siding;
3. Preserve and repair the existing wooden window trim, soffits, gable finials, facia boards,
half-timbering, and railing caps;
4. Restore the wooden gable boards, altered window and door trims, front porch columns,
porch brackets, and trim boards;
5. Restore the roof to traditional cedar shake;
6. Restore original front door and hardware to a Victorian style entry set;
7. Replace non-original window sashes and window openings with vertically oriented
replica wood casement windows;
8. Restore back door on north elevation to a Victorian style back door with an upper-glazed
portion; and
9. Restore the original colour scheme.
Is the conservation work proposed appropriate and sufficiently comprehensive?
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New Building Elements
The house is proposed to be raised, relocated and given a new basement level on a concrete
foundation. The basement would be integrated into the larger site!s foundation and would
include a second dwelling unit.
The new level would be primarily sited behind landscaping so that the historic portion of the
house is the most visible portion of the building from the street (see drawings in Appendix B).A
contemporary (concrete finish) is proposed for the cladding of this lower level, with window and
door openings that mimic the historic ones in size and shape, but provide a more narrow trim
detail, marking them as contemporary interventions. The heritage conservation plan proposes
that the basement addition would be compatible with, subordinate to and distinguishable from
the historic place, as required in the Standards & Guidelines for additions.
Is the new basement addition appropriate to the building!s design and respectful to its heritage
elements? Does it sufficiently conform to the Standards and Guidelines?
Site Design and Integration
The Standards and Guidelines, the Development Permit Area guidelines which apply to this site,
and the OCP, all encourage new developments to design projects that are respectful of existing
heritage assets. The major focus should be the fabric of the building, but also in its design and
relationship to the historic building on the site. The guidelines identify that new buildings should
not be overwhelming, or detracting from the historic features of the heritage asset. Find below a
description of the relationship between the heritage house and new mid-rise buildings, for
discussion.
Massing and Siting Relationships
The Woods House would be relocated to the south, to sit adjacent to other Registered and
Designated houses on the southern half of First Street, creating both a cluster of similar houses,
and also providing a transitional buffer to the mid-rise massing of the apartments. This could be
seen to create respectful placement of the house in a relatively prominent location, which is also
more reflective of its historic setting (in a single-detached neighbourhood). The new building is
also designed in an "L# shape around the heritage house while providing a two-level massing,
similar to the heritage house, at the transition between them. There are also two steps in building
massing along the south façade, to transition to the house and the neighbourhood beyond. See
Figure 1 below for the First Street streetscape:
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Figure1:EastFacadeandIncorporationofHeritageHomealongFirstStreet

There is limited distance between the west side of the heritage house and the residential building:
approximately 4 feet (1.2 m). The north side of the heritage house is located 17.5 feet (5.3m)
away from the two-story podium level of the mid-rise building, which potentially limits the
amount of privacy for the house and their related outdoor space. See the site plan in Figure 2
below.

Figure2:HeritageHouseSitinginplanview
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Does the current design provide an appropriate buffer and massing transition between the
heritage house and the residential mid-rise building?
Does the current design highlight and respect the heritage building?
Design and Material Relationships
The design of the mid-rise building also addresses the heritage house in the following ways:
x Townhouses incorporated into the design along the rear, to provide a similar groundorientation;
x Brick finishes around the first two levels of the building in keeping with the brick
chimney and sympathetic to the massing of the heritage house;
x Muntin patterns on the windows of the first two levels of the east façade, to harmonize
with the window treatment of the heritage house;
x Consistent vertical window openings along the east façade;
x Mid-rise building steps away from the heritage house; and
x The podium level of the mid-rise building provides a similar height to the heritage house.
The proposed envelope materials for the mid-rise building include:
x Brick veneer wrapping the podium along the first two levels (noted above);
x Exposed architectural concrete along the south façade for the first two levels, to match
the basement level of the heritage house;
x Stone veneer wrapping levels 3-5 along the rear of the building;
x White and grey fibre cement cladding paneled along levels 6-8;
x Prefinished metal and glass deck/guardrails; and
x Charcoal grey window frames and prefinished metal cladding trim.
Are the design elements (character) of the new mid-rise building compatible with and respectful
of the heritage house!s character? Do they sufficiently conform to the Standards and
Guidelines?

FEEDBACK FROM THE COMMISSION
Under the Interim Development Review Process, the Community Heritage Commission is being
asked to provide a recommendation on the project to Council, based on its heritage merits, and
provide feedback in relation to the following elements of the proposal:
x
x
x
x

The heritage value of the 1890 and 1930 buildings (photos in Appendix C);
The prepared Statement of Significance for the 1890 house; (Appendix C)
The appropriateness and level of the planned heritage conservation work (as detailed in
the Heritage Conservation Plan, Appendix C) and the new building elements; and
The appropriateness of the location, siting, materiality, and design proposed for the new
mid-rise building (design plans in Appendix B).
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The following options are available for consideration by the Commission:
1) That the Community Heritage Commission recommend that Council support the overall
Heritage Revitalization Agreement, and the Heritage Designation of 82 First Street and
its inclusion on the City!s Heritage Register; or
2) That the Community Heritage Commission recommend that Council does not support the
overall Heritage Revitalization Agreement, and the Heritage Designation of 82 First
Street or its inclusion on the City!s Heritage Register; or
3) The Community Heritage Commission could also provide an alternative
recommendation, stemming from elements identified in their discussion.

APPENDICES
Appendix A: Site Context Map
Appendix B: Proposed Design Plans
Appendix C: Heritage Conservation Plans including Statements of Significance
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Heritage Conservation Plan
82 First Street, New Westminster, BC
E. M. N. Woods House ~ 1890

Elana Zysblat, CAHP :: Ance Building Services :: October 2019
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Statement of SigniÞcance

Description of the Historic Place
The E.M.N. Woods House is a 1 and 1/2 storey, Victorian Arts & Crafts style house located between
QueenÕs Park and Albert Crescent at the southeast corner of Royal Avenue and 1st Street in downtown
New Westminster.
Heritage Value of the Historic Place
Built in 1890, the E. M. N. Woods House is associated with the late 1880s development boom in New
Westminster, sparked in response to the announcement of the arrival of the Canadian Pacific Railway
to the area. Located on a short stretch of First Street connecting QueenÕs Park and Albert Crescent, the
E. M. N. Woods House was constructed in what was considered the most exclusive area of early New
Westminster. The lots on Park Lane (the original name of First Street) were advertised in local papers as
some of the ÔfinestÕ in the city and the subject buildingÕs corner location adds to this prestige.
The buildingÕs association with its developers and first residents - pioneers, notable and affluent
citizens of the city - expresses the prestigious status of this location in the Victorian era. When Edward
Montague Nelson Woods - the son of the local Archdeacon Charles T. Woods - commissioned the
construction of this residence, he had been recently married and inducted as a barrister. His new wife
Emily Sophia Dickinson was the daughter of New Westminster Mayor Robert Dickinson whom the
nearby Dickinson Street is named for.
The E. M. N. Woods House is important as an example of one of approximately two dozen buildings
generated by the brief partnership between two prolific architects in 1890 and 1891 - Samuel Maclure
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and Charles Clow. New Westminster-born architect Samuel Maclure, who is considered the leading
residential architect in British Columbia in the early twentieth century, had just begun his distinguished
career when the E. M. N. Woods House was designed in 1890. Shortly after the subject house
construction, Maclure moved on to work in Victoria and then Vancouver where he left an invaluable
built heritage legacy. Charles Clow began his practice in New Westminster in 1887 and remained
active in the area for close to 30 years, especially while New Westminster was rebuilt after the fire of
1898.
The buildingÕs elaborate display of the Victorian Arts & Crafts style expresses an elite architectural
trend of the late 1880s and early 1890s.
The flat-roofed apartment addition attached to the side of the house was constructed in 1958 during a
time when the neighbourhood shifted towards rental units and the house was adapted as a multifamily rental property for working-class families - its continuous use for the last six decades. The
survival of the 1890 residence, alongside only a handful of other early single-family homes, in a
neighbourhood that has transformed through zoning changes to dominantly apartment buildings, is
even more important as the oldest surviving building on this block of 1st Street.
Character-DeÞning Elements
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

continuous residential use since 1890
continuous multi-family residential rental use since 1958
location on First Street at the corner of Royal Avenue, with views towards the Fraser River
residential form and scale as expressed in its cross plan, and one and one-half storeys plus
basement height
wood-frame construction
complex, intersecting gabled roof design with hip dormers on two sides
projecting front porch with columns and brackets
evidence of porch extending across the front and around the north side of the house, now
enclosed
half-timbered, stuccoed gables with decorative bargeboards
gable ornaments
original 6-panelled wood front door and decorative leaded sidelights with wood trim
decorative leaded casement window with transom on the north side of the house, main floor
divided-light wood windows in upper storey
corbeled brick chimney shaft with decorative Victorian brickwork
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Historic Brief
Although parks and public plazas were allocated
in New WestminsterÕs first plan drawn by the
Royal Engineers in the early 1860s, there was
almost no development beyond the Royal CityÕs
original northern boundary of Royal Avenue until
the 1880s.
The announcement of the arrival of the CPR to
Vancouver, with a branch line to New
Westminster caused a huge building boom
between 1887-1898, transforming the small
town into a real city.
At the time this map (right) was drawn in 1892,
New Westminster had not only a train station
but a streetcar system, electric street lights, and
expanded boundaries well beyond Royal
Avenue to include suburbs such as QueenÕs
Park, Sapperton and Queensborough. QueenÕs
Park was refined and designed with public
gardens, walkways and sports fields.
It was during this Victorian-era growth and
investments in infrastructure that residential
development really began in the streets around
Q u e e n Õs P a r k w h i c h w o u l d b e c o m e a
neighbourhood named after the park. City of New Westminster map, by R.J. Williams, Ottawa. 1892.
Numerous late 1880s and early 1890s grand source: City of Vancouver Archives Map 617
homes were built in the QueenÕs Park
neighbourhood, establishing its reputation as a prestigious area located at a commanding distance
from the industrial riverfront and busy downtown core. The subject house is directly linked to this
development period.
The blocks in the vicinity of the subject house (marked in red) were already subdivided at this time as
they were located on to the streetcar line which came from downtown along Columbia, Leopold,
Royal, Park Row, up 1st Street, 3rd Avenue, Pine Street, 4th Avenue and then out along 6th Street.
Another high-end residence surviving on this block of First Street is that of Mayor Keary (72 First Street
- 1902).
The developers of the subject property were newlyweds Edward M. N. Woods and Emily S. Dickinson.
Woods was a lawyer, the son of Archdeacon Charles T. Woods, who came to British Columbia in 1860
to take charge of the collegiate schools of Victoria where Edward was born in 1862. As archdeacon of
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BC, Woods was sent to New Westminster in 1868
where he served at St. MaryÕs Sapperton Parish until
his death in 1895. Edward Woods passed the Bar in
1889 and set up practice as a barrister on McKenzie
Street in 1890, the same year of his marriage and
the construction of the subject house. His legal
cases were regularly mentioned in the newspapers.
The Woods were highly involved in the local
community - Edward was politically involved in the
Liberal party, played on the New Westminster
Cricket Club and Emily served as a judge on various
competitions at QueenÕs Park Royal City Fair and
was an organist at Holy Trinity Cathedral. They were
among the main donors for the construction of St.
MaryÕs Hall in 1892. Together they were members of
the Royal City Regatta Club where they won several
sailing competitions. After 10 years at the subject
house the Woods family relocated to Atlin, where
Edward had invested in some mining claims and
later settled in Vancouver where he reopened his
legal practice in the Birks Building.
After the devastating fire of 1898, which burned
down much of downtown New Westminster
between Tenth and Fourth Streets, another 12-year
growth spurt commenced in the city. Specific
improvements to QueenÕs Park were sparked by the
1905 Canadian National Exhibition held in the park, E.M.N. Woods death announcement in the Vancouver Sun
for which new exhibition buildings were constructed. newspaper, Nov 24, 1919. source: newspapers.com
Paving and concrete sidewalks introduced to the
neighbourhood in 1906 and by 1913 the number of homes in QueenÕs Park had doubled.
The population of the city grew over the decades putting pressure on single-family dwellings in the
downtown area. After World War II, a city-wide housing shortage brought expansion to new
neighbourhoods, but also sparked the replacement of most downtown houses with low-rise apartment
buildings in the 1950s. In the case of the subject property, mid-century development was introduced
as an addition to the house in 1958 and a layer of stucco was applied to both buildings to join them
aesthetically. Low-rise mid-century apartment buildings dominate the streetscape character of this
eastern part of the downtown neighbourhood today, leaving early single-family dwellings as rare, often
isolated scenario. The few surviving single-family homes on Royal Avenue have needed to adapt to
the high-traffic, noisy context of what is now a major inter-city arterial and have responded by planting
tall, dense hedges and using rear entrances. The subject block is unique in that is has several singlefamily homes surviving on it.
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Research Findings
Civic address: 82 First Street, New Westminster BC (Originally St. AnneÕs Street/Park Lane)
Legal description: LOT C, BLOCK 32, PLAN NWP12722 GROUP 1
Date of construction: 1890 (New Westminster CityViews permit database)
Builder: W. D. Purdy (New Westminster Heritage Inventory for Albert Crescent)
Architects: Maclure & Clow (Daily Columbian newspaper, Dec 31 1890, pg 4)
Original owners and residents: Edward Montague Nelson Woods & Emily Sophia Dickinson

Residents at 82 First Street
1891 - 1899 - Edward Montague Nelson Woods (Barrister) & Emily Sophia Dickinson
1900 - 1906 - Robert Huntley Gordon (insurance Agent)
1908 - 1950 - Cliff J. W. (postmaster) & Jessie Duncan Lord
1951 - 1990 - George A. (Welder at Marathon Machinery) & Sylvia Levers*
*The Levers built the 1958 rental addition.
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Archival Photographs
Barrister E.M.N. Woods
House ca. 1970.
source: NWPL 723

82 First Street ca. 1982
source: NWMA IHP
IHP14337
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Current Photographs!
southeast corner view

front (east) view
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northwest corner view

rear (west) view
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northeast corner view

side (north) view
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Conservation Objectives
Restoration is the overall conservation objective for the historic house.
Rehabilitation is the conservation objective for the property.
As the immediate context of the property has dramatically changed from a quiet, prestigious
residential corner to a noisy, high-traffic arterial, the the subject house will be relocated to a more
pedestrian-focused, quiet section of the block- to benefit the quality of life in the house and allow its
restoration efforts to be intimately seen and appreciated. The historic house will be relocated from its
corner location on First Street and Royal Avenue, and repositioned approximately 65 feet south on the
same street, linking the old house with a grouping of early homes at the southern half of the block.
This will also allow for a new L-shaped apartment complex to be constructed at the corner, creating an
interior pedestrian-friendly plaza shielded from Royal Avenue. The subject building will retain its
residential use, but be restored to a single-family massing and appearance with the removal of the
1958 addition. The proposed development does not negatively impact the exterior design of the
historic house, nor significantly affect the propertyÕs Character Defining Elements and Heritage Values.
Preservation: The action or process of protecting, maintaining and/or stabilizing the existing materials, form and
integrity of an historic place or of an individual component, while protecting its heritage value.
Restoration: The action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of a historic
place or of an individual component, as it appeared at a particular period in its history, while protecting its
heritage value.
Rehabilitation: The action or process of making possible a continuing or compatible contemporary use of an
historic place or of an individual component, through repair, alterations, and/or additions, while protecting its
heritage value1 .

Rendering of the
proposed development
showing the historic
house in its new, adjusted
location (circled) and the
new apartment complex.
source: Iredale
Architecture

1

definitions from the Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2nd edition)
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Condition Assessment
Overall the building is in good condition.
a. Structure
The exterior building lines are true to the eye, there is no visual evidence of structural distortion or
obvious failures.
b. General Wood Elements
Exterior wood elements - window and door trim boards, tongue & groove soffits and gable finials are
all in good condition. Facia boards, half timbering in gables and front porch railing cap are in fair
condition as they appear to have lacked paint maintenance. There is no evidence of wood rot,
damage or missing parts in any of the above mentioned elements.
The condition of the original wood cladding and other wood elements such as brackets or additional
trim boards underneath the stucco, is unknown at this time.!

1 window trim

3

2 sofÞt
3 gable Þnial

4

4 facia board
5 half timbering
6 railing cap

1

2

5
6
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c. RooÞng and waterworks
The asphalt shingle roof and aluminum gutters are in excellent condition and appear to have been
installed within the last 5-10 years.
d. Windows and Doors
The 1890 portion of the building retains many original window and door openings as well as some
original window sashes. The condition of the surviving windows and doors is good. See details below:

facade (east elevation)

1
2
1 gable triple-assembly window
2 & 3 front door leaded side lights

3

4 panelled front door

side (north elevation)
5 staircase leaded triple
assembly with art glass
transom
6 gable window opening,
missing original sash

6
7

5

7 original side door
opening, missing original
door
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rear (west elevation)

8 dormer double assembly windows

8

side (south elevation)

9 dormer double assembly
windows. One sash is missing
where an air conditioning unit
was installed.

9

All original window sashes and doors require further assessment but in general are in good, repairable
condition.

e. Finishes
The painted finish on the wood elements is in fair condition.
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Recommended Conservation Procedures
a. Structure and site - Restoration and Rehabilitation:
Restore the historic house building structure in its new location, while introducing a new ground-level
unit, thus converting the building into a two-family dwelling. Improve the functionality and liveability of
the historic house through internal and mechanical alterations, not visible on the exterior. Remove
1958 additions - back porch and flat-roofed attachment to the south.
Rehabilitate the historic property by introducing a new multi-family development to significantly
increase density at this site.
The below site plan shows the historic house in its current (red outline) and proposed (solid purple)
locations:!

source for site plan: Iredale Architecture
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b. General Wood Elements - Preservation and Restoration:
Preserve the following visible, original exterior wood elements:

1 window trim - The original 5.5Ó window and door casings
survive on the building around many original openings such as in
the photographs below, however an additional back band
moulding was added (outlined in red in photo - right), likely at the
time the stucco was applied in 1958. This additional moulding
should be removed where present.

2 sofÞts, 3 gable Þnials, 4 facia boards, 5 half timbering
6 railing caps.
Repair any of the above wood
elements with a thorough paint
preparation (sanding down to
sound paint layer, caulking and
priming).
Only replace (in-kind) any individual
element or portion of element that
is identified as damaged beyond
repair - with like species,
dimensions and profiles of wood.
At this time no visible wood
elements are observed to be
damaged beyond repair.

1

3

4

1

2

5
6
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At this time, we have no confirmed knowledge of the condition or design of the non-visible wood
elements on the subject building - especially the cladding, the front porch columns and brackets and
any trim boards that have all been covered in stucco.
The following restoration assumptions are based on two other Maclure & Clow houses of the same era
and neighbourhood - the Hill Residence (400 block of Fourth St., now demolished) and the English
Residence (survives at 119 Royal Avenue). The subject house scale is more in line with the Hill
Residence, pictured below in an archival photograph, and for this reason the cladding, column and
porch elements recommended here are similar to those of the 1891 Maclure & Clow designed Hill
Residence.
When more invasive investigation of the elements below the stucco layer are possible, this plan can be
amended if necessary to reflect the original wood elements and their condition.!

"Idlewild," home of A.J. Hill photographed ca. 1905. source: New Westminster Museum & Archives IHP0058
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Restore the following non-visible, original exterior wood elements:

1 gable boards - currently stuccoed, originally wood boards
2 altered window & door trim - where window openings were altered, the trim size was
changed. Restore all window and door trim on historic house to original 1890 dimension as
per front door and sidelights trim.

3 front porch columns - currently stuccoed, originally wood posts, likely turned.
4 porch brackets - currently stuccoed, originally wood brackets, likely ornamental
cut outs like the image on the right.

5 cladding - currently stuccoed, originally wood. Likely 1890s drop siding, as per
other Maclure & Clow houses of the same era.

6 trim boards - currently stuccoed, originally wood. Likely a 10Ó trim board below
gable, a 10Ó after table at main floor and a 5.5Ó trim board capping the porch entry.
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The below crop from the proposed elevation drawings illustrates some of the restored wood elements
on the facade elevation:!

1
2
3
5
4

source for elevation drawing:
CityState Consulting Group Ltd.

1 gable boards restored to wood
2 stucco removed and wood cladding repaired
3 window trim restored to historic dimensions and materials
4 window sash restored to historic dimensions and materials
5 turned wood columns exposed and restored
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c. Roof and Rainwater Works - Restoration:
Restore roof to a traditional cedar shake roof installed in standard coursing.
Install new "Colonial" K-style gutters and 2Óx2" square downspouts - in Edwardian Pewter VC-23. "
Do not install downspouts facing the street.
d. Windows and Doors - Restoration:
Systematically and thoroughly repair all the original wood windows as identified on pages 14-15 with
the aid of a specialized wood window carpenter. Wood windows need to be individually assessed for
putty and glass repair, and for hardware integrity and operability. All windows need thorough paint
preparation and repainting.
Restore original front door by stripping it of paint, filling in mail slot
and restoring a lacquered, high-gloss finish. Restore the door
hardware to a Victorian style entry set such as the (right) pictured
Fenwick set by Baldwin Hardware, either in bronze or black. Rehang
and discreetly weather strip.
Replace non-original window sashes and window openings with
vertically oriented replica wood casement windows, as per proposed
elevation drawings (see pages 23 to 26). Restore trim around these
ÔnewÕ window openings as per original trim size (5.5Ó) and style
(square).
Restore back door on north elevation to a Victorian style back door
with an upper-glazed portion such as the below photo pf an 1890 salvaged
door.
New basement level
This proposed addition to the historic house will be subtle and discreet in its
siting behind landscaping (planted and constructed) so that the historic
portion of the house is the most visible portion of the building from the
street. The finishes on this level will be contemporary (concrete finish) and
the window and door openings will mimic the historic ones in size but the
trim detail will be slimmer. The basement addition will thus be compatible
with, subordinate to and distinguishable from the historic place, as required
in the Conservation Standards & Guidelines for additions. See illustration of
this level on the proposed elevation drawings on pages 23 to 26.
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g. Finishes - Restoration:
The current colour scheme is dominated by the 1958 bottle-dash stucco and texture which is in
contrast to the dark, glossy and smooth painted finish an 1890s house would have featured.
The below proposed colour scheme is based on spot-scraping of original trim elements which
revealed an almost black, dark green original paint layer. Inspired by the sepia archival photograph of
the Hill Residence on page 18 and in line with ÔdrabÕ Victorian exterior colour schemes, the cladding
too is proposed to be a deep, dark colour. The contrasting elements will be the light buff colour of the
gable stucco and the window sashes, as per the same treatments on the Hill Residence.
Colour Scheme - all Benjamin Moore colours
all trim boards including window and door trim, facia,
brackets, columns and Þnials
Salamander 2050-10 (matched to original paint colour found on building)
semi-gloss finish

body wood siding
Edwardian Pewter VC-23

low luster finish

gable stucco and window sash
Edwardian Buff VC-6
window sash in high gloss finish

front door
clear lacquer/stain

new construction body and trim
concrete (or)
concrete colour
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Proposed Elevations
East elevation (front):

source for elevation render: CityState Consulting Group Ltd.
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West elevation (rear)

source for elevation drawing: CityState Consulting Group Ltd.
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South elevation (side)

source for elevation drawing: CityState Consulting Group Ltd.
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North elevation (side)

source for elevation drawing: CityState Consulting Group Ltd.
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Future Changes
Changes to the building configuration, especially additions, should be carefully considered for minimal
affect on the Heritage Values as embodied in the Character-DeÞning Elements (CDE) listed in the
Statement of SigniÞcance.

"
Research Resources

Ancestry.ca - historic genealogical documents for Woods, Dickinson and Lord and families
BC and National Archives
Indexes to births (1854-1903), marriages (1872-1938), deaths (1872-1993), colonial marriages (1859-1872) and
baptisms (1836-1888). Archival photographs. Government of Canada Censuses for BC
City of New Westminster
Building permit records - CityViews database, City of New Westminster. Barman, Burton & Cook. 2009. QueenÕs
Park Historical Context Statement prepared for the City of New Westminster.
New Westminster Archives
Archival photographs"
New Westminster Public Library
Historic directories, Fire insurance maps, Municipal Voters Lists
Columbian Daily newspaper - 1880s-1890s
Freund-Hainsworth, Katherine & Hainsworth, Gavin. 2005. A New Westminster Album: Glimpses of the City As It
Was. Dundurn. pages 46-47
Gottfried, Herbert & Jennings, Jan. 1985. American Vernacular Building and Interiors
1870-1960. Norton & Co. New York.
Hayes, Derek. 2005. Historical Atlas of Vancouver and the Lower Fraser Valley. Douglas & McIntyre.
Roy, Patricia E. 1989. A White ManÕs Province: BC Politicians and Chinese and Japanese Immigrants 1858-1914.
UBC Press. pages 111-112
Vancouver Daily World Newspaper. various archival editions 1888-1924
Vancouver Archives and Vancouver Public Library - archival photographs
Wolf, Jim. 2005. Royal City: A Photographic History of New Westminster. Heritage House.
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Fig. 1: Partial front view of 112 Royal Avenue, New Westminster, BC, 2019. (Source: Cummer)

Written by Katie Cummer, PhD CAHP – Cummer Heritage Consulting (CHC)
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1.0 Location
The subject house, Henderson House, is an English Cottage Revival style, one and a half storey, stuccoed,
wood-frame construction with concrete foundation located at 112 Royal Avenue in New Westminster (Fig.
2). It is located in the northeastern corner of Downtown New Westminster, the boundary of which is Royal
Avenue.

Fig. 2: Map of the area surrounding 112 Royal Avenue, outlined in yellow. (Source: City of New Westminster Map
Viewer, CityViews, 2019)

Fig. 3: Aerial view of the surrounding neighbourhood of 112 Royal Avenue, outlined in red. (Source: Google, 2019)
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2.0 Historic Brief
In 1859, the British Royal Engineers surveyed the area to become known as New Westminster, which at
the time was to be the new colonial capital of the crown colony of British Columbia (Hainsworth and
Freund-Hainsworth 2005, pp. 18-19). They overlaid a grid pattern on the natural topography of the area
(Fig. 4a), parallel to the Fraser River (Mather and McDonald 1958, p. 22). The design, still present today,
had the streets running up the hill, perpendicular to the river, and the avenues across the area, parallel to
the river (Wolf 2005, pp. 18-20). “The Royal Engineers’ survey of Downtown in 1860 with its grid pattern
to the Fraser River on the natural topography represented the original boundary of New Westminster at
its incorporation in 1860.” (DCD et al., p. 11). In its early history, New Westminster experienced two major
building booms. The first beginning in the 1880s with the extension of the Canadian Pacific Railway line
and the second in the 1900s, following the destructive fire of 1898 that destroyed much of Downtown
(Mather and McDonald 1958).
However, “this block of Royal Avenue in the historic neighbourhood of Downtown was [also] developed
in two phases – initially around the turn of the 20th century, during the city-wide building boom, and then
during and post World War II when a housing shortage sparked another wave” (Zysblat 2018, p. 2). The
house at 112 Royal Avenue is “a bit of an anomaly within the development pattern of the street, as it was
the sole development on this block during the inter-war years, erected in 1930” (ibid.). This area of Royal
Avenue (at the corner of Royal Avenue and Windsor Street) was not developed until the 1930s, as
distinctly visible in comparing a 1913 Fire Insurance Map (Figs. 4a and 4b) with one from 1957 (Fig. 5), as
well as a 1928 aerial photograph of the area, showing the area still forested and undeveloped (Fig. 6).

Fig. 4a: Fire Insurance Map of New Westminster, 1913. The neighbourhood of 112 Royal Avenue is outlined in red.
The property is outlined in bolded red in Fig. 4b (below). (Source: City of Vancouver Archives, 1972-472.11, Plate
124)
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Fig. 4b: Excerpt of Fire Insurance Map of New Westminster, 1913. The lot of 112 Royal Avenue is outlined in bolded
red. Note the empty, undeveloped lot of 122 Royal Avenue (Lot 15). (Source: City of Vancouver Archives, 1972472.11, Plate 124)

Fig. 5: Fire Insurance Map of New Westminster, 1957. The developed lot of 112 Royal Avenue is outlined in red.
(Source: City of New Westminster Archives 1957, sheet 16)
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Fig. 6: Section from a Royal Canadian Air Force aerial photograph of New Westminster, 1928. Note the still heavily
forested area of 112 Royal Avenue (Lot 15) and its neighbouring lots (Lot 13 and 14), whose approximate area is
outlined in red. The uppermost horizontal road at the top of the photograph is Royal Avenue. (Source: Library &
Archives Canada, AA287_057)

The mid-20th century building boom that took place in New Westminster, saw many single-family
dwellings torn down and numerous apartment buildings constructed instead, particularly along Royal
Avenue (Miller and Francis 1997, p. 136). The house at 112 Royal Avenue is unique for the decade in which
it was constructed and for it being one of the few single-family dwellings surviving, particularly along this
section of Royal Avenue. “Royal Avenue’s evolution into a fast-speed arterial in mid-century negatively
impacted the single-family character of the street and much of the lots along Royal Avenue were rezoned
for apartments. The few surviving single-family houses along Royal have tended to plant high hedges to
deal with noise and pollution from the vehicle traffic and have thus been out of view for decades” (Zysblat
2018, p. 2). This is certainly the case for 112 Royal Avenue, which has a front gate and immense
overgrowth to shield the house from the traffic on its doorstep (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7: Front view of Henderson House, at 112 Royal Avenue, from Royal Avenue, showing the property’s front gate
and foliage blocking out the heavy traffic along Royal Avenue. The house is visible in the background, through the
trees. (Source: Cummer, 2019)

Henderson House at 112 Royal Avenue was recognized in the 1980s and added to the City of New
Westminster’s Heritage Inventory. It was described as follows:
Mrs. A Henderson was an early resident of 112 Royal Avenue. The period revival home, built
in 1930, has stylistic elements common to residences built in England. Architectural features
include the gray stucco exterior with rust trim, front offset gable, chamfered side gabled roof,
rear shed dormer, windows boxes, and extensive exterior ornamentation. There is also an
arched door and entrance, and an arched window in the front gable.
(Enns 1990, p. 89)
These elements have persisted and directly influence the site’s Statement of Significance, outlined in the
following section.
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3.0 Statement of Significance
The following is the Statement of Significance of Henderson House at 112 Royal Avenue, based on the
Heritage Assessment conducted by Elana Zysblat, CAHP in December 2018.

3.1 Description of Historic Place
This historic place, Henderson House, is an English Cottage Revival style, one and a half storey, stuccoed,
wood-frame construction with concrete foundation. It has a steeply pitched offset front gable, a
chamfered side gabled roof, rear shed dormer and numerous exterior ornamentation, such as small
diamond detailing surrounding a floral roundel with an arched window at the top of the offset gable,
dentil moulding, a small front portico with arched roofline covering an arched wooden door with a round
multi-coloured stained glass window and a curved, brick front set of stairs, among others. It still features
a number of original double-hung, divided-light wood windows throughout the property. The house sits
in a lush landscape and is located on Royal Avenue at the northern end of Windsor Street.

3.2 Heritage Value of Historic Place
Henderson House at 112 Royal Avenue has heritage value for its aesthetic and historic significance, as
outlined below.
Aesthetic Significance
This house is among a collection of the few surviving single family dwellings of a range of ages and styles
along Royal Avenue. It is an intact example of a Revival style dwelling, specifically with English features,
such as the stucco exterior, front offset gable, chamfered side gabled roof, rear shed dormer and extensive
exterior ornamentation. This was a popular trend in the 1920s and 1930s, especially in the neighbouring
Queen’s Park neighbourhood. 112 Royal Avenue is one of the few surviving English Cottage Revival style
houses, along this eastern section of Royal Avenue. This uniqueness in the landscape contributes to the
place’s significance.
Historic Significance
Built in 1930, Henderson House has historic value for being representative and a rare example of the
interwar building period, specifically during the Great Depression. New Westminster, like much of the
province and country, saw a major decline in construction and development during this period on account
of the economic downturn. It is therefore significant that this house was built during this time, in a larger
scale and in such an ornate style.
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3.3 Character Defining Elements
Key elements that define the heritage character of Henderson House at 112 Royal Avenue include:
·
·

·
·
·

Its residential form, scale and massing as expressed by its one and a half storey height.
Its English Cottage Revival style represented by its front offset gable roof, chamfered side gabled
roof, rear shed dormer and front portico with arched roofline covering an arched wooden door,
accessed by an arched brick set of stairs.
Its stuccoed exterior.
Its double-hung, divided-light wood windows featured on all sides of the house, in various sizes
and configurations.
Its overall extensive ornamentation, including the diamond detailing, floral roundel, arched
window at the top of the gable, dentil moulding and its multi-coloured stained-glass window in
the front door, among others.
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4.0 Research Findings
Neighbourhood: Downtown
Address: 112 Royal Avenue
Folio: 00773000
PID: 012-912-433
Postal Code: V3L 1H3
Legal Plan: NWP2620
Legal Description: Lot 15; Block 32; New West District; Plan NWP2620
Zoning: Single Detached/RS-2
Site Area: 809.37 sqm
Date of completion: 1930
Architect/Builder/Designer: unknown
Water Connection Connector and Year: W.A. Grant on April 14, 1930
The following tables are a consolidated summary of the residents of 112 Royal Avenue, as determined
from the available city directories for New Westminster, as well as a list of the construction dates of the
surrounding properties, illustrating the range of ages to this section of the street.
Table 1: Consolidated list of the occupants of 38 Royal Avenue from the available city directories (Source: Vancouver
Public Library)

Year(s)
1930
1931 to 1944
1945
1946 to 1950

1950 to 1955

Name(s)
Not listed
Annie Henderson
Occupied
Albert Deildal
Mrs Ruth Deildal
Bruce E Deildal
Dr Ralph E Mitchell

Occupation (if listed)
N/A
Widow
Not listed
Vendor, LCB
(Not listed)
Clerk, Shell Oil
Radiologist, RC Hospital

Table 2: Consolidated list of the construction dates for the properties surrounding 112 Royal Avenue, New
Westminster, BC. Note that 112 Royal Avenue is the only 1930s construction. (Source: BC Assessment)

Address
30 Royal Avenue
38 Royal Avenue
42 Royal Avenue
55 Royal Avenue
76 Coburg Street
52 Royal Avenue
101 Royal Avenue
82 First Street
108 Royal Avenue
112 Royal Avenue
114 Royal Avenue
118 Royal Avenue

Year Built
1948
1905
1952
1965
1977
1962
1961
1901
1955
1930
1944
1945

Configuration
3 bedrooms, 2 baths
5 bedrooms, 2 baths
2 bedrooms, 2 baths
Apartment Building
Apartment Building
Apartment Building
Apartment Building
5 bedrooms, 5 baths
3 bedrooms, 2 baths
4 bedrooms, 3 baths
6 bedrooms, 3 baths
4 bedrooms, 3 baths
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5.0 Archival Photograph

Fig. 8: The only available historical photograph of 112 Royal Avenue, 1980s. Although only a partial view, a number
of the extensive ornamentation is distinctly visible, such as the diamond detailing in the top left, dentil moulding,
arched roofline and arched front door with stained glass window. The now missing window boxes are also still visible.
(Source: Enns 1990, p. 89)
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6.0 Current Photographs

Fig. 9: Partial front view of Henderson House at 112 Royal Avenue, 2019, illustrating the steeply pitched offset front
gable with ornamental diamond detailing, floral roundel and small arched window at the top as well as the dentil
moulding, with a partial view of the arched roofline over the front door and the arched brick front stairs. Note the
surviving window box supports, although the window boxes themselves are missing. (Source: Cummer)
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Fig. 10: Partial front view of Henderson House at 112 Royal Avenue, 2019, highlighting the arched roofline over the
arched front door with multi coloured stained glass window and the arched brick front stairs, as well as some of the
double-hung divided-light wood windows. (Source: Cummer)

Figs. 11 and 12: Left (Fig. 11) shows the back view Henderson House at 112 Royal Avenue, 2019 and right (Fig. 12)
shows the eastern side view, from Windsor Street, 2019. (Sources: Cummer)
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7.0 Conservation Objectives
Henderson House at 112 Royal Avenue will be moved from its current location, at the corner of Windsor
Street and Royal Avenue, to 709 Cumberland Street. It will be placed on a new foundation, allowing for a
full height basement. As part of this larger intervention, numerous elements will be restored once in place
at its new location, including removing the enclosed porch at the back and restoring the currently missing
window boxes. The proposed work would allow for a continued residential use, with improved living space
at the front of the property, getting to be relocated from the arterial Royal Avenue. The proposed changes
do not affect the Heritage Values nor the Character Defining Elements of this historic place.
Preservation, Restoration and Rehabilitation are the conservation objectives for the building.
As defined by the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2nd edition):
Preservation: The action or process of protecting, maintaining and/or stabilizing the existing
materials, form and integrity of an historic place or of an individual component, while protecting
its heritage value.
Restoration: The action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of a
historic place or of an individual component, as it appeared at a particular period in its history,
while protecting its heritage value.
Rehabilitation: The action or process of making possible a continuing or compatible contemporary
use of an historic place or of an individual component, through repair, alterations, and/or additions,
while protecting its heritage value.

(Canada’s Historic Places 2010, p. 255)
Specifically, preservation of the heritage ornamentation, including the various ornamentation and
detailing; restoration of the window boxes and the back configuration of the building by removing the
later addition enclosed porch; and rehabilitation of the windows and roof elements, particularly the fascia
boards and soffits.

8.0 Building Description
Henderson House is an English Cottage Revival style, one and a half storey, stuccoed, wood-frame
construction with concrete foundation. It has a steeply pitched offset front gable, a chamfered side gabled
roof, rear shed dormer and numerous exterior ornamentation, such as small diamond detailing
surrounding a floral roundel with an arched window at the top of the offset gable, dentil moulding, a small
front portico with arched roofline covering an arched wooden door with a round multi-coloured stained
glass window and a curved, brick front set of stairs, among others. It still features a number of original
double-hung, divided-light wood windows throughout the property. The house sits in a lush landscape
and is located on Royal Avenue at the northern end of Windsor Street. It is one of the few 1930s houses
remaining along this section of Royal Avenue.
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9.0 Condition Assessment
Overall, the exterior of Henderson House at 112 Royal Avenue appears to be in good condition. That being
said, there are certain areas needing attention, as discussed below.
9.1 Structure and Foundation
Overall, the condition of the walls and building envelope of Henderson House, from roof to foundation,
appears to be good and having aged well. In particular, there are no major cracks visible in either the
stuccoed walls or foundation (Figs. 13 and 14). Please note an interior inspection was not conducted. A
structural engineer should conduct a thorough investigation of the structure and foundations prior to the
house being moved to ensure its structural stability.

Figs. 13 and 14: Left (Fig. 13) shows a partial view of the front of Henderson House at 112 Royal Avenue, highlighting
the overall good condition of the walls and foundation. Right (Fig. 14) shows a partial view of the eastern side, beside
Windsor Street, again highlighting the good condition. (Sources: Cummer)

9.2 Wood Elements
The visible, exterior wood elements, such as the doors, door frames, roof fascia and windows are, for the
most part, in good condition. Any signs of deterioration are largely cosmetic, as illustrated and discussed
further in the relevant sections below. That being said, the porch at the back of the house, does appear
to be in need of greater repair and maintenance (Fig. 15). However, considering that this back addition
will be removed as part of the conservation work, the poorer condition of this aspect of the building is of
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less concern. Please note an internal inspection was not conducted to inspect the internal timber
elements. These should also be inspected by a structural engineer to confirm their integrity and stability,
prior to moving the house.

Fig. 15: Southeastern view of the back of Henderson House at 112 Royal Avenue, 2019, illustrating some of the
deterioration of the house’s back porch. (Source: Cummer)

9.3 Roofing and Waterworks
Although the roof is in fair condition, overall, there are areas in need of repair and maintenance. As
mentioned above, there are fascia boards in need of repainting (Fig. 16) and sections of the roof and
gutters in need of cleaning and clearing (Fig. 17).
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Fig. 16: Northeastern view of Henderson House at 112 Royal Avenue, 2019, illustrating the roof fascia deterioration
in the front offset gable, as well as some plant growth in the house’s gutters. (Source: Cummer)

Fig. 17: Southeastern view of Henderson House at 112 Royal Avenue, 2019, illustrating another fascia board
deterioration as well as additional plant growth in the house’s gutters. (Source: Cummer)
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9.4 Chimneys
It appears there are two chimneys currently on the house and they seem, externally, in good condition.
On the eastern side of the house, there is a tall and prominent brick chimney stack (Fig. 18) and another
smaller one nearer the back, in the middle of the roof line (Fig. 19).

Figs. 18 and 19: Left (Fig. 18) shows the northeastern view of Henderson House at 112 Royal Avenue, 2019,
illustrating its well conditioned taller chimney. Right (Fig. 19) shows the smaller chimney located nearer the back,
closer to the roof line. (Sources: Cummer)

9.5 Windows and Doors
Considering the age of the building, the windows and doors are in quite good condition (Figs. 20 to 26).
The only condition concerns appear to be cosmetic with paint peeling in places. Most (if not all) of the
windows (their frames, sashes and hardware) appear to be the original ones from 1930, particularly the
double-hung divided-light wood windows. The arched wooden front door, with round multi-coloured
stained-glass window, also appears to be original and in good condition (Fig. 27), as do the other doors on
the property, including the four-panel set of doors along the eastern façade (Fig. 28).
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Figs. 20 and 21: Left (Fig. 20) shows the front windows beneath the offset side gable of Henderson House at 112
Royal Avenue, 2019. Right (Fig. 21) shows the front windows on the other side of the front door (the western side
of the building). All appear to be in good condition. Note the visible supports of where the window boxes used to
be. (Sources: Cummer)

Figs. 22 and 23: Left (Fig. 22) shows a frosted double-hung, divided-light wood window along the western side of the
building. Right (Fig. 23) shows a lower window along the same side with visible paint peeling. (Sources: Cummer)

Fig. 24: Shows the windows at the back of Henderson House at 112 Royal Avenue, 2019. (Source: Cummer)
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Figs. 25 and 26: Left (Fig. 25) shows a divided-light wood window at the back of Henderson House at 112 Royal
Avenue, 2019, illustrating some deterioration. Right (Fig. 26) shows the eastern side of the property and its doublehung, divided-light wood windows. Again, note the supports for the missing window boxes. (Sources: Cummer)

Figs. 27 and 28: Left (Fig. 27) shows the front door of Henderson House at 112 Royal Avenue, 2019, illustrating its
largely good condition, minus some weathering at the bottom of the door, along with its intact, multi-coloured
stained-glass window. Right (Fig. 28) shows the four-panel set of doors along the eastern façade of the house. It is
also in good condition, minus some paint peeling near the bottom of some of the panels. (Sources: Cummer)
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9.6 Cladding and Trimwork
As mentioned above, the stucco exterior appears to be in good condition, with no major issues identified.
As for the trimwork, as discussed in the relevant sections above, there are certain trims around the
windows and doors that may need some touching up, however, no other major concerns with regards to
the trimwork.
9.7 Finishes
The finishes of the house are in good condition, for the most part, with few areas currently requiring
attention.
9.8 Landscaping
The landscaping on site is fairly dense and substantial in areas. There are certain plantings, in particular,
that are possibly growing too close to the structure. There is potential for damage to the foundations of
the building in a few areas. There is also growth on the structure itself which should be removed and kept
clear following relocation. Once the house has been moved, consideration of a gravel bed surrounding
the house is highly recommended to ensure the foundations of the building are protected from
encroaching landscaping and to help improve drainage.
Despite these minor issues and concerns stated above, the overall condition of the property is good.

10.0 Recommended Conservation Procedures
10.1 Structure and Foundations – Preservation
·

·

The main one and a half storey structure will, for the most part, be preserved. It is understood
that the framed walls of the basement will be deconstructed and rebuilt on a new foundation,
after the house is moved.
The foundations should be checked by a structural engineer prior to moving. It is understood that,
on account of the increased basement height, the house will be moved onto a new foundation.

10.2 Wood Elements – Preservation and Restoration
·

As addressed in greater detail in the relevant sections below (in particular, roofing and windows),
the wood elements should be preserved where possible and restored (repaired, maintained or
replaced in-kind), as needed.

10.3 Roofing and Waterworks – Rehabilitation
·

The roofing and waterworks should be rehabilitated, in particular cleaned and cleared of organic
growth.
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10.4 Chimney – Preservation and Restoration
·

The chimneys should be preserved, if possible, or restored (rebuilt with the original bricks, if
possible, or replaced in-kind) following the relocation of the house.

10.5 Windows and Doors – Preservation
·
·

·

·

The divided-light wood windows of Henderson House are the original 1930 windows and should
be preserved.
If there are concerns with regards to the performance of the original windows, an immediate
measure to allow for better protection of them (while address heating and sound issues), is to
install exterior wood storm windows on them. This would be the best conservation approach for
their long-term preservation, if so desired.
If this route is taken, the proposed storm windows should be traditional wood storm windows:
Single pane, single light and of similar sash dimension to the window sash itself, to minimise the
visual impact on the building and to allow the windows to continue to be visible on the exterior.
They should be painted the same colour as the current. Dimensions should be the same as the
window sash as per the proposed, historically appropriate colour scheme, outlined below. An
ideal storm window design will be hinged so that in the summer the top part can be opened to
allow for ventilation and they can be removed when repair and maintenance of the storms or the
windows is needed. This is a reversible measure that would immediately benefit the building,
providing greater protection to the house and improving its performance in relation to
temperature control, energy efficiency and also from a noise perspective.
The arched front door and its arched brick steps should be preserved.

10.6 Cladding and Trimwork – Preservation and Rehabilitation
·
·

The stucco should be preserved.
The fascia boards and soffits should be cleaned and rehabilitated, as needed.

10.7 Finishes – Restoration
·
·

·

·

The current colour scheme does not need to be maintained. If possible, the original colour scheme
should be determined by scraping down to the original layers of paint.
On account of its era, a proposed historically appropriate colour scheme could be inspired by the
typical “earth tone body with dark trim and dark sash” colour scheme (VHF 2001, p. 4). As outlined
in the 1980s heritage inventory description, at that time it had a “gray stucco exterior with rust
trim,” (Enns 1990, p. 89), which could be the original colour scheme.
The restored colour scheme should incorporate a combination of historical colours from the
Benjamin Moore Historical True Colours Palette (VHF 2012), following a three-colour exterior
scheme: a mid-range, earth tone body colour (VC-12 to VC-34), a darker trim colour (VC-18 to VC34); and gloss black sash (VC-35). VC-15 (Haddington Grey) could be an appropriate grey for the
body, VC-28 (Mellish Rust) for the trim and VC-35 (Gloss Black) for the sash.
Follow Master’s Painters’ Institute, Repainting Manual procedures, including removing loose
paint down to next sound layer, clean surface with mild TSP solution with gentlest means possible
and rinse with clean water; do not use power-washing.
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10.8 Landscaping
·

Once the house is moved, it is highly recommended that a gravel bed surrounding the house be
considered and that any landscaping being put in should have a minimum 2-ft clearance between
the vegetation and the building face. This is preferable to ensure there is sufficient space from to
remove any threat to the foundation or the building’s finishes over time.

11.0 Proposed Alterations and Future Changes
11.1 Proposed Alterations
The major proposed changes to this house are:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Moving the house to a new location within New Westminster;
Extending the basement height;
Preserving, but extending the arched front stairs (Fig. 29); and
Removing the back-porch addition (Fig. 30).

Fig. 29: Rendering of the restored front façade of Henderson House, 2020, including the restored window boxes.
Note the extended height for the basement, and the resultant extended front staircase, still maintaining its brick
and arched form. (Source: D3 Dimension, Drafting and Design Inc.)
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Fig. 30: Rendering of the restored rear façade of Henderson House, 2020. Note the removed back-porch. (Source:
D3 Dimension, Drafting and Design Inc.)

The proposed changes are considered a reasonable intervention given generally accepted conservation
standards, rehabilitation needs and site conditions. The proposed change does not affect the Heritage
Values and Character Defining Elements of the building. These alterations, in fact, allow for this unique
heritage house to be more prominent in its new location, allowing for greater visibility and increased
opportunity for its heritage values to be appreciated.
11.2 Future Changes
Changes to the building’s configuration, particularly any additions, should be carefully considered for
minimal effect on the Heritage Values as embodied in the Character Defining Elements (CDEs) listed in the
building’s Statement of Significance (section 3.0 above).

12.0 Maintenance Plan
Following completion of the outlined conservation work, the owner must maintain the building and land
in good repair and in accordance with generally accepted maintenance standards. All work should follow
the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2nd Edition). The Local
Government determines the acceptable level or condition to which the heritage building is maintained
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through the Heritage Maintenance Bylaw (CCNW 2018). As with the Heritage Conservation Plan, the
maintenance standards apply only to the exterior of the building.
As general upkeep is frequently overlooked and will lead to the deterioration of heritage resources,
maintenance standards warrant special attention to help to extend the physical life of a heritage asset.
Any building should be kept in a reasonable condition so that it continues to function properly without
incurring major expenses to repair deterioration due to neglect. The most frequent source of
deterioration problems is from poorly maintained roofs, rainwater works and destructive pests.
It is important to establish a maintenance plan using the information below:
12.1 Maintenance Checklist
a. Site
·
·
·

Ensure site runoff drainage is directed away from the building.
Maintain a minimum 2-ft clearance between vegetation and building face and a 12-inch-wide
gravel strip against the foundation in planted areas.
Do not permit vegetation (such as vines) to attach to the building.

b. Foundation
·
·
·
·

Review exterior and interior foundations, where visible, for signs of undue settlement,
deformation or cracking.
If encountered, seek advice from a professional Engineer, immediately.
Ensure perimeter drainage piping is functional.
Arrange a professional drainage inspection every three to five years.

c. Wood Elements
·
·
·

Maintaining integrity of the exterior wood elements is critical in preventing water ingress into
the building. Annual inspection of all wood elements should be conducted.
Closely inspect highly exposed wood elements for deterioration. Anticipate replacement in kind
of these elements every 10 to 15 years.
Any signs of deterioration should be identified and corrective repair/replacement action carried
out. Signs to look for include:
o Wood in contact with ground or plantings;
o Excessive cupping, loose knots, cracks or splits;
o Open wood-to-wood joints or loose/missing fasteners;
o Attack from biological growth (such as moss or moulds) or infestations (such as
carpenter ants);
o Animal damage or accumulations (such as chewed holes, nesting, or bird/rodent
droppings). These should be approached using Hazardous Materials procedures; and
o Signs of water ingress (such as rot, staining or mould).
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·

·

Paint finishes should be inspected every three to five years and expect a full repainting every
seven to ten years. Signs to look for include:
o Bubbling, cracks, crazing, wrinkles, flaking, peeling or powdering; and
o Excessive fading of colours, especially dark tones.
Note all repainting should be as per the recommended historic colours in section 10.8 above.

d. Windows and Doors
·
·
·
·

Replace cracked or broken glass as it occurs.
Check satisfactory operation of windows and doors. Poor operation can be a sign of building
settlement distorting the frame or sashes or doors may be warped.
Check condition and operation of hardware for rust or breakage. Lubricate annually.
Inspect weather stripping for excessive wear and integrity.

e. Roofing and Rainwater Works
·

·
·
·
·
·

Inspect roof condition every five years, in particular looking for:
o Loose, split or missing shingles, especially at edges, ridges and hips;
o Excessive moss growth and/or accumulation of debris from adjacent trees; and
o Flashings functioning properly to shed water down slope, especially at the chimneys.
Remove roof debris and moss with gentle sweeping and low-pressure hose.
Plan for roof replacement at around 18 to 22 years.
Annually inspect and clean gutters and flush out downspouts. Ensure gutters positively slope to
downspouts to ensure there are no leaks or water splashing onto the building.
Ensure gutter hangers and rainwater system elements are intact and secure.
Ensure downspouts are inserted into collection piping stub-outs at grade and/or directed away
from the building onto concrete splash pads.

f.

General Cleaning

·

The building exterior should be regularly cleaned depending on build up of atmospheric soot,
biological growth and/or dirt up-splash from the ground.
Cleaning prevents build up of deleterious materials, which can lead to premature and avoidable
maintenance problems.
Windows, doors and rainwater works should be cleaned annually.
When cleaning always use the gentlest means possible, such as soft bristle brush and lowpressure hose. Use mild cleaner if necessary, such as diluted TSP or Simple Green ©.
Do not use high-pressure washing as it will lead to excessive damage to finishes, seals, caulking
and wood elements and it will drive water in wall assemblies and lead to larger problems.

·
·
·
·
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City of New Westminster

REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Community Heritage Commission

Date:

April 6, 2016

From:

Julie Schueck,
Heritage Planner

File:

13.2606.03

Subject:

First Street and Royal Avenue

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to seek comments from the Community Heritage
Commission regarding the potential development of an area in the Downtown which
contains three historic houses.
POLICY CONTEXT
Official Community Plan
The subject site is designated Residential – Mid Rise Apartment in the Council adopted
Downtown Community Plan. This designation is:
x Targeted for residential
x Intended for mid-rise apartments
x Also may include low rise apartments, townhouses, stacked townhouses, row
houses
x Community amenities such as churches, child care, libraries or community space
x Small scale corner store type retail, restaurant, and service uses permitted.
The mid-rise apartment designation could include residential developments up to ten
storeys in height.
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Zoning Bylaw
All three properties involved are zoned RS-2 Single Detached Dwelling Districts. The
site would need to be rezoned to permit multi-unit residential development on this site.
Heritage
Heritage Revitalization Agreement
A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) is a negotiated agreement between the City
and a property owner for the purposes of heritage conservation. In exchange for longterm legal protection and exterior restoration, certain zoning relaxations, including an
increase in density, are seen as incentives that offer property owners a financially viable
means for conservation. Provisions for the local government to negotiate a Heritage
Revitalization Agreement are set out in Section 610 of the Local Government Act.
Heritage Designation Bylaw
A heritage property which is the subject of an HRA is also protected with a Heritage
Designation Bylaw. A Heritage Designation Bylaw is a form of land use regulation that
places long-term protection on the land title of a property and which is the primary form
of regulation that can prohibit demolition. Any changes to a protected heritage property
must first receive approval from City Council (or its delegate) through a Heritage
Alteration Permit. Provisions for the local government to place Heritage Designation
Bylaws on properties are set out in Sections 611-613 of the Local Government Act.
Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada
Council adopted the “Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in
Canada” (“Standards & Guidelines”) in 2008 as a basis for assessing heritage projects
within the city. HRA proposals are carefully evaluated against it by staff to confirm
compliance.
BACKGROUND
The subject site is composed of three properties, one of which is occupied by a 1955 twofamily dwelling, one by an 1890 single-family house and one by a 1906 single-family
house. The subject site features a number of mature trees and significant hedges on and
along the edge of the site and is adjacent to Royal Avenue, which is part of the Major
Road Network (MRN).
Multi-unit residential developments are located across Royal Avenue and First Street.
Older single-family houses are located to the west across Windsor Street, which functions
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like a lane. The property to the south at 72 First Street is the 1902 William Keary house,
currently not protected. The properties at 101 (circa 1899) and 107/109 (circa 1911) First
Street are protected heritage properties.
A map and photographs of the houses is in Appendix 1.
DISCUSSION
Community Plan Designation and Potential Development
If consolidated, the three properties would create a subject site that is 21,364 square feet
or roughly half an acre in size. The Community Plan designation supports a mid-rise
residential apartment on this site. While this designation allows for buildings up to ten
storeys in height, a four storey apartment development is more likely for a site this size.
It is estimated that a half acre site could accommodate 30 or more residential units in this
building form.
The redevelopment of this site would require rezoning to a multi-unit residential zoning
district. Therefore, as part of any rezoning, Council would be entitled to direct staff to
work with any developer to retain historic buildings that they consider worthy of
retention.
If development of the site was based on the retention of the two historic dwellings, there
would still be nearly half of the site available for development. The geometry of the site
and its orientation to Windsor Street would favor an infill row house or townhouse type
development, which could result in a development of around eight to ten units,
considerably less than if they had a completely clear site.
Heritage Considerations
Given the age and historic associations of two of the houses on the subject site (74 First
Street, 82 First Street), Council may direct staff to work with the applicant to retain and
incorporate one or both of these houses in any development proposal, or they may direct
that one or both of the houses be considered for relocation, or they may direct that the
development application proceed without retention of the houses.
As part of their deliberations for the subject site, Council would consider the
development potential outlined in the Official Community Plan, the heritage value of the
houses, and any other considerations they feel are appropriate. It would be helpful for
Council to receive comments from the CHC on the heritage value of the three houses.
If any of the houses were retained, the development would be processed through a
Heritage Revitalization Agreement rather than through a regular rezoning process.
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OPTIONS
The following options are available for consideration by the Community Heritage
Commission:
1) That the Community Heritage Commission recommends that any future
development of the subject site include retention of the houses currently located at
74 First Street, 82 First Street and 108 Royal Avenue ; or
2) That the Community Heritage Commission recommends that any future
development of the subject site include retention of the houses currently located at
74 First Street and 82 First Street; or
3) That the Community Heritage Commission recommends that any future
development of the subject site include retention of the house currently located at
74 First Street, or
4) That the Community Heritage Commission recommends that any future
development of the subject site include retention of the house currently located at
82 First Street,
5) That the Community Heritage Commission recommends that any future
development of the subject site need not include any of the existing houses, or
6) Give an alternative recommendation.
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Appendix C:
Excerpt of the Minutes of the CHC Meeting on
April 6, 2016
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MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommends that Council support the
Heritage Alteration Permit for 188 Wood Street, with the retention of the original
material on the north façade.
CARRIED.
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.
Procedural note: Christa MacArthur re-entered the meeting at 6:47 p.m.

5.3

74 & 82 First Street – Possible Rezoning
Julie Schueck, Heritage Planner, summarized the report dated April 6, 2016, regarding
the potential development of 108 Royal Avenue, 74 First Street and 82 First Street,
which contains three historic houses.
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Schueck provided the following
information:
• The retention of heritage homes within a multifamily development has been
implemented at different projects, such as the development located at Eighth
Street and Fourth Avenue;
• An application has not been received for any of the properties; and,
• The developer of a property generally determines if a project will be for
purchase or rental.
Discussion ensued, and the Commission noted that the home located at 82 First Street is
an attractive house and could be retained; however, the house has a poor addition. The
homes located at 108 Royal Avenue and 74 First Street do not appear to require
retention.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommends that any future development
of the subject site include the retention of the house currently located at 82 First Street,
with the removal of the addition; and,
THAT the scale of future infill on the properties be sensitive to the scale of the
neighbourhood.
CARRIED.
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.
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MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommends that the house currently
located at 82 First Street be placed on the Heritage Register.
CARRIED.
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.
5.4

234 Second Street – demolition application for pre-1900 house
Procedural note: David Sarraf exited the meeting at 7:06 p.m.
Julie Schueck, Heritage Planner, summarized the report dated April 6, 2016, regarding
a demolition application that has been received for a pre-1900 house located at 234
Second Street.
Discussion ensued, and the Commission noted the following comments:
• It was suggested that the additions could be removed from the house to provide
adequate room for a laneway home;
• There are homeowners in the neighbourhood that have put effort into retaining
and restoring heritage homes; and,
• The City could consider infill housing options to prevent owners from seeking
demolition permits for older homes.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommends that Council place formal
protection on the property located at 234 Second Street with a Heritage Designation
bylaw.
DEFEATED.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommends that Council place a
temporary protection order on 234 Second Street in order for the applicant and staff to
discuss heritage options.
CARRIED.
Christa MacArthur, Catherine Hutson and Damon Alberda voted in opposition to the
motion.

5.5

328 Second Street – demolition application for pre-1900 house
Julie Schueck, Heritage Planner, summarized the report dated April 6, 2016, regarding
a demolition application that has been received for a pre-1900 house located at 328
Second Street.
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Appendix D:
Current Photos of 114 and 118 Royal Ave
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114 Royal Avenue - Front
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114 Royal Avenue - Rear
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118 Royal Avenue - Front
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118 Royal Avenue - Rear
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Appendix D:
Heritage Resource Inventory Listings for 114
and 118 Royal Ave
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NEW WESTMINSTER HERITAGE RESOURCE INVENTORY
ALBERT CRESCENT
A SUPPLEMENT TO VOLUME 2

Prepared by:

Funded by:

Cherie Enns
For the Heritage Advisory Committee
City of New Westminster

British Columbia
Heritage Trust
1985 August
Revised 1990 November
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The rear side view of 114 Royal Avenue is similar to 112 Royal Avenue.
Both period revival homes have side gabled chamfered roof lines, and rear
shed dormers.
114 Royal Avenue with its blue shingle and clapboard exterior,
and pedimented porch with leaded glass windows was the residence of the
J. G. Gibso~ family and was built in 1944.

52.

114 Royal Avenue
(1944)
Period Reviyal Style
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RESIDENCES SUPPORTING THE LOWER QUEEN'S PARK CLUSTER
Address

Date

123 First Street
(builder A. S. Bodley)

1941

116 Granville Street
(builder Larbow &
Libby)

1939

Period Revival
(Prairie Box)

109 Park Row
(builder S. Carlson)

1942

Minimalist Tradition
(with some English
builder features)

115 Park Row
(G.L. Peck Home)

1902

Italianate Style
(Victorian)

118 Royal Avenue

1945

Minimalist

General Style
Ranch Style
(with gothic windows)

~radition
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City of New Westminster

REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Community Heritage Commission

Date:

July 7, 2021

From:

Kathleen Stevens,
Heritage Planning Analyst

File:

HER00729

Subject:

208 Fifth Avenue: Heritage Revitalization Agreement Application Update

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
At the May 5, 2021 meeting, the Community Heritage Commission (CHC) was asked to
review an application for a Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) at 208 Fifth
Avenue, a mid-block lot in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area. The CHC
provided feedback related to the following items and requested the application return for
further discussion, prior to making a recommendation to Council:
• identified house style,
• removal and relocation of original windows,
• streetscape changes due to the relocation of the house,
• addition of a carport to the heritage house, and
• overall project density.
It was also suggested that the CHC conduct a site visit, which was held on June 16, 2021.
Additionally, during a subsequent discussion on house naming conventions at the June 2,
2021 meeting, it was highlighted that the first residents of 208 Fifth Avenue were the
Calbick family; the applicant was encouraged to consider this as part of feedback from
the Commission.
The applicant has made revisions to the project’s Heritage Conservation Plan to address
some of the above items, and has updated the proposed design plans (for example, to
provide further information on window protection). This report provides the new
information, a summary of changes, and requests the CHC make a recommendation to
Council on the heritage elements of the application.
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GUIDING POLICY AND REGULATIONS
Please refer to Attachment D for information on guiding policy and regulations.
BACKGROUND
Project Description, Site Characteristics and Context
Please refer to Attachment D for the project description, site characteristics, and context.
Previous Consideration by the CHC
At the May 5, 2021 meeting, the Community Heritage Commission (CHC) was asked to
review an application for a Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) at 208 Fifth
Avenue, a mid-block lot in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area. The CHC
provided feedback related to the following items and requested the application return for
further discussion, prior to making a recommendation to Council:
• identified house style,
• removal and relocation of original windows,
• streetscape changes due to the relocation of the house,
• addition of a carport to the heritage house, and
• overall project density.
Additionally, it was suggested that the CHC conduct a site visit for further observation to
aid in their decision on a recommendation when the project was brought back to the CHC
for a second review. The staff report and minutes from this meeting are included as
Attachment C and D.
ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION
House Style and Name
In response to feedback received from both the CHC and during community consultation,
changes have been made to the identified house style and house name and are reflected in
the revised Heritage Conservation Plan (HCP). A response letter from the Heritage
Consultant and the revised HCP are included in Attachment B.
Recognizing that house style is not always straightforward, the house has been revised to
be acknowledged as an Edwardian-era cottage instead of a Colonial Revival. Although
houses in New Westminster are typically named after the first residents, the City does not
have guidelines for house naming conventions. Given there is a recognized Calbick
House in New Westminster, the house name was initially chosen to honour the builder
Robert Lane. In response to the feedback received, the house name has been changed to
Doc # 1865543
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the Calbicks House, to honour the two branches of the Calbick family who occupied the
house from 1910 to 1965.
An updated Statement of Significance (SoS) for the Calbicks House is available in
Attachment B (pages 7 of the HCP). The SoS indicates that the house, built in 1910 by
local builder Robert Lane, has aesthetic, historical and cultural value. It has been
evaluated as having aesthetic value as an Edwardian-era one and a half storey woodframe cottage and has high integrity due to its original windows, intact architectural
details and unique mid-century bevelled and combed cedar siding that is not often seen
today.
The house has also been noted to have historical significance for its association with New
Westminster’s Edwardian-era building boom which followed the city’s recovery after the
1898 fire. It is also considered to have historical and cultural significance as modest
home of working-class individuals in one of the first fully serviced neighbourhoods in
New Westminster, notably the paved street and concrete sidewalks in 1906, the sewer
system and landscaped boulevards in 1912 and the street curbs in 1913. The first resident
Charles Calbick, an electrician, lived in the house from 1910 to 1955 and his son Garth
Calbick, a janitor, lived in the house from 1956 to 1964/65. More detailed information on
the heritage value evaluation is available in Attachment B and photographs of the
building are also available in Attachment B (pages 10-11).
Does the updated Statement of Significance provide an accurate representation of the
heritage values of the building?
Is the heritage value of the house sufficient to warrant long term legal protection and
heritage status through a Heritage Designation Bylaw?
Heritage Conservation Work
A revised Heritage Conservation Plan is included as Attachment B and a summary of the
overall conservation work forms part of the Discussion section of the May 5 staff report
(Attachment D, pages 7 and 8). Additional analysis is provided in the subsections below
for items highlighted in the CHC’s previous discussion in May
Heritage House Windows
In response to feedback received, the applicant has provided further details on the
retention and relocation of the original wood windows, all of which are being retained
either in situ or relocated on the building face as a result of rehabilitation work. A
summary of the heritage house window retention plan is provided in Table 1 below.
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Table 1: Heritage House Window Retention Plan Summary
Building
Element

Action

Material

Front façade
windows

Preserve

All original, wood-framed windows, labelled 1-7 on the
design plans, would be retained in situ

Left side
façade
windows

Preserve/
Relocate/
Restore

All four original, wood-framed windows, labelled A
through D on the design plans, are retained on this
elevation but are being relocated to accommodate the
attached carport
One original, wood-framed wood window, labelled F, is
being relocated from the right side elevation

Right side
façade
windows

Preserve/
Relocate/
Restore

One original, wood-framed wood window, labelled 8 on the
design plans, is retained in situ
Four original, wood-framed wood windows, labelled G, H,
J, and K on the design plans, are retained on this elevation
but are being relocated to accommodate the attached
sundeck and a new door for access
One original, wood-framed wood window, labelled F, is
being relocated to the right side elevation (as noted above)
Two original, wood-framed wood windows, labelled E and
I on the design plans, are being relocated to the rear
elevation
One non-original, on rear addition will be removed (not
labelled on design plans)

Rear façade
windows

Remove

No original windows present

Is the level of retention proposed appropriate for this project?
Is relocation an appropriate approach to retention?
New Building Elements
Location
The CHC expressed concern with the heritage house being relocated closer to Fifth
Avenue as it may impact the streetscape by no longer lining up with the neighbouring
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house which face the same direction on the street. The red line in Figure 1 below
highlights the variation in the front setbacks in the 200 block of Fifth Avenue, on the
same side of the street where the subject site is located (outlined in blue). The front
setback differences on the opposite side of Fifth Avenue are also visible in Figure 1.
The proposed setback for the heritage house would meet the Zoning Bylaw requirement
for the proposed smaller lot size, though would not meet the required setback for the
current larger lot. Work has been done with the project and City arborists to ensure the
proposed new location would not be detrimental to the protected-size cedar tree in the
front yard, which is shared with the neighbour to the west.
Figure 1: Varied Setbacks along the 200 Block of Fifth Avenue

Considering the information above, is the proposed setback generally appropriate to the
varied historic streetscape pattern?
Carport
While it is recognized that an attached carport would not have been originally included in
a house of this age, the applicant feels its inclusion increases the livability of the house,
addresses the needs of the current occupants, and ensures its relevance now and into the
future. The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Design Guidelines recommend that
Doc # 1865543
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new additions should respect the form, scale, and massing of the original building and
should be compatible with, subordinate to, and distinguishable from the original. Carports
are not prohibited, but parking pads or covered parking locations hidden or recessed from
the street are preferred. In this case, the proposed carport would be setback from the front
building face in order to make it subordinate and meet the neighbourhood guidelines.
If the applicant chose to not include the carport, three of the five proposed relaxations for
the heritage house would be eliminated: attached accessory structure size, side yard
setback and side yard projection. Additionally, window relocation may no longer be
required.
Is the inclusion of a carport detrimental to the heritage value of the house?
Is a carport an appropriate contemporary intervention on a heritage house?
Density
A protected house in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area can achieve a 0.7
floor space ratio (FSR) and are also permitted to build laneway/carriage house, to a
maximum additional density of 10% (or 0.1 FSR) of site area, consistent with what is
permitted in other zones throughout the city; resulting in a total combined site density of
0.8 FSR (see Attachment D for more detailed information on zoning and proposed
relaxations).
The proposed density of the heritage house is 0.7 FSR and the new house is 0.65 FSR,
resulting in a combined density of 0.68 FSR which is 0.12 FSR lower than permitted
under the current zoning.
Are the massing, and siting elements of the new house and site plan compatible with and
respectful of the heritage house?
Does the site plan or the design of the new house overwhelm the heritage house?
FEEDBACK FROM THE COMMISSION
The Community Heritage Commission is being asked to review the application and
provide feedback in relation to the following elements of the proposal:
•
•
•
•
•

The heritage value of the 1910 house, and whether it warrants Designation;
The revised Statement of Significance;
The appropriateness and level of the planned heritage conservation work;
The appropriateness of the planned interventions in the heritage house; and
Any heritage implications related to the design of the site or infill house.
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The Community Heritage Commission is also being asked to provide a recommendation
on the project to Council, based on its heritage merits. The following options are offered
for the Commission’s consideration:
1) That the Community Heritage Commission recommend that Council support the
Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 208 Fifth Avenue; or
2) That the Community Heritage Commission recommend that Council does not
support the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 208 Fifth Avenue; or
3) The Community Heritage Commission could also provide an alternative
recommendation, stemming from elements identified in their discussion.
The Commission may also provide conditional support (or non-support) based on
addressing specific heritage items identified in their discussion.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A: Revised Design Plans
Attachment B: Response Letter from Heritage Consultant, Revised Heritage
Conservation Plan and Statement of Significance
Attachment C: Extract of May 5, 2021 Community Heritage Commission Meeting Minutes
Attachment D: May 5, 2021 Staff Report to Community Heritage Commission titled
‘208 Fifth Avenue: Heritage Revitalization Agreement Application’
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Attachment A
Revised Design Plans
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City of New Westminster
Planning, Building & Development
511 Royal Avenue
New Westminster, BC
V3L 1H9

May 27, 2021

RE: 208 Fifth Avenue Amendments
To the Planning, Building & Development Staff,
Thank you for the various feedback received with regards to the proposed Heritage Revitalization
Agreement (HRA) for 208 Fifth Avenue. We have amended our materials in response to the input received
from the Community Heritage Commission (CHC) on May 5th, our Virtual Open House held on May 8th
and the public survey conducted from April 15th to May 13th, 2021. We thank the various individuals for
their thoughtful comments and feedback.
In summary, we have updated the following:
1) The house name from Robert Lane House to the Calbicks House.
a. We were concerned that there is already a Calbick House recognized in New Westminster
(at 218 Fourth Street), which is why we decided to honour Robert Lane instead. Thank
you for the reassurance that it is acceptable to have two houses similarly named and so
we are happy to be able to honour the two branches of the Calbick Family who lived in
the house for 55 years (Charles Calbick from 1910 to 1955 and his son Garth Calbick from
1956 to 1965).
2) The house style.
a. Although the house certainly fits the Vancouver Heritage Foundation’s Colonial Revival
description, 1 we have amended the Heritage Conservation Plan to simply acknowledge it
as an Edwardian-era cottage to avoid any concerns or confusion.
3) Some minor amendments were made to the wording of the Statement of Significance.
4) The preservation plan for the various windows has been more clearly illustrated.
If you have any other questions or comments, please just let us know.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
All the best,

Katie Cummer, PhD CAHP
Principal, Cummer Heritage Consulting (CHC)
“The defining element of the Colonial Revival style is the hipped roof, most of which have a single dormer centered
on the front. The Colonial Revival cottage is usually a single-storey, boxy house with an integral porch, usually with
the front door placed in the middle… Some have a bell-cast flare to the eaves.” Online resource:
https://www.vancouverheritagefoundation.org/house-styles/colonial-revivals/.
1
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Cummer Heritage Consulting

Heritage Conservation Plan

Calbicks House, 208 Fifth Avenue, New Westminster, BC
June 2021

Fig. 1: Calbicks House, 208 Fifth Avenue, New Westminster, BC, 2019. (Source: Cummer)

Written by Katie Cummer, PhD CAHP – Cummer Heritage Consulting (CHC)
1
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Heritage Conservation Plan: Calbicks House, 208 Fifth Avenue, New Westminster, BC
1.0 Location
The subject house, Calbicks House, is an Edwardian-era one and a half storey, wood-frame cottage with
concrete foundation located at 208 Fifth Avenue, in the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area of New
Westminster (Fig. 2). This is the area located between Sixth Avenue in the north, First Street in the east
along with the 75.5 acre area of Queen’s Park, Queens Avenue in the south and Sixth Street in the west.

Fig. 2: Map of the area surrounding 208 Fifth Avenue, which is outlined in yellow. (Source: City of New Westminster
Map Viewer, CityViews, 2019)

Fig. 3: Aerial view of the surrounding neighbourhood of 208 Fifth Avenue, outlined in red. (Source: Google, 2019)
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2.0 Historic Brief
Although situated on the land of the Qayqayt First Nation and the Coast Salish people, the colonial history
of New Westminster dates back to 1859, when the British Royal Engineers surveyed the area that was to
be the new colonial capital of the crown colony of British Columbia (Hainsworth and Freund-Hainsworth
2005, pp. 18-19). They overlaid a grid pattern on the natural topography of the area (Fig. 4a), parallel to
the Fraser River (Mather and McDonald 1958, p. 22). The design, still present today, had the streets
running up the hill, perpendicular to the river, and the avenues across the area, parallel to the river. The
head engineer, Colonel Richard Moody, envisioned a formally planned “Garden City” with prominent
public parks and elegant wide avenues (Wolf 2005, pp. 18-20).
“The Royal Engineers marked out the area now known as Queen’s Park including road allowances for wide
streets and landscaped boulevards, land reserves, and squares in 1859. The next year the Royal Engineers
surveyed 75.5 acres for what became Queen’s Park itself. The area very soon began to attract merchants
and entrepreneurs seeking a prestigious location away from the noise and pollution of the downtown and
river front.” (DCD et al. 2009, p. 41). The subject property, at 208 Fifth Avenue, is located in the northeast
quadrant of the residential portion of this area.
In its early history, New Westminster experienced two major building booms. The first beginning in the
1880s with the extension of the Canadian Pacific Railway line and the second in the 1900s, following the
destructive fire of 1898 that destroyed much of Downtown (Mather and McDonald 1958). The house at
208 Fifth Avenue is a product of the latter Edwardian-era boom, associated and connected with the
economic growth and development in the Lower Mainland region prior to World War I. By this time,
Queen’s Park “was filled up as an elite residential neighbourhood. In 1906 Queen’s Park acquired paved
street and concrete sidewalks, in 1912 a sewer system, and a year later street curbs, making it the first
fully serviced neighbourhood in New Westminster. 1912 also saw the design of the landscaped boulevards
on 2nd and 5th Streets” (DCD et al. 2009, p. 42). The larger context of the house within the City of New
Westminster (Figs. 4a and 4b) and this development boom is discernible in comparing an earlier 1892 map
to a 1913 Fire Insurance Map (Figs. 5a and 5b).
As outlined in the “Historical Context Statement” for the Queen’s Park neighbourhood:
The Queen’s Park neighbourhood is of aesthetic value primarily for its outstanding stock of
houses and older apartments in a variety of stately traditional styles set in a landscape of
mature trees, shrubs, and planted borders. Its streets are aesthetically valued for their variety
- from the tiniest of lanes to the grandest of boulevards with planted medians - and variety
of pavements with great physical character. The intimate parks that are the legacy of the
Royal Engineers in the neighbourhood are of aesthetic and social value, giving the area
specific unique character. The area’s aesthetic importance lies in part in the relative physical
cohesion brought about through the deployment of a common palette of materials
commonly found in late 19th and early 20th Century housing.
Queen’s Park is of cultural value for its association with the city’s establishment and its role
as the most prestigious residential area in the city. It is valued as the historical centre of
governmental and military power. Its attention-getting grand housing (often given names)
claimed the area for the city’s elite. Its residents still figure prominently in civic affairs, playing
a central role in foundation of city-wide heritage preservation society and a wider
consciousness of the value of heritage in the province. (DCD 2009, p. 40)
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It is interesting to note that, as revealed in the research findings (section 4.0 of this report), despite this
more “prestigious” quality to the neighbourhood, the original residents of 208 Fifth Avenue were more
modest, working-class individuals. The house’s original owner and first resident from 1910 to 1955,
Charles Calbick, was an electrician, while his son, Garth Calbick, owner and resident of the house from
1956 to 1965, was a janitor. These facts contribute to the place’s significance, as outlined in Section 3.0
of this report below.

Figs. 4a and 4b: Fig. 4a (above) shows the City of New Westminster, 1892. In Fig. 4a (above), the neighbourhood of
208 Fifth Avenue is outlined in red. Its lot is outlined in bolded red in Fig. 4b (below). (Source: City of Vancouver
Archives, AM1594-MAP 617)
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Figs. 5a and 5b: Fire Insurance Map of New Westminster, 1913. In Fig. 5a (above), the neighbourhood of 208 Fifth
Avenue is outlined in red. The property is outlined in bolded red in Fig. 5b (below). (Source: City of Vancouver
Archives, 1972-472.07, Plate 120)
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3.0 Statement of Significance
The following is the Statement of Significance of the Calbicks House, located at 208 Fifth Avenue.
3.1 Description of Historic Place
This historic place, Calbicks House, is an Edwardian-era one and a half storey wood-frame cottage with
bevelled and combed horizontal wood siding and a concrete foundation. It has a hipped roof and centredhipped dormer with a slight bell-cast flare to its eaves. Its partial-width porch is set under the main roof
and supported by classical columns, with its front door placed in the middle. The house is located in the
northeast quadrant of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood on Fifth Avenue near Second Street.
3.2 Heritage Value of Historic Place
Built in 1910, Calbicks House has heritage value for its aesthetic, historic and cultural significance. This
house is among the many varied surviving examples represented in the Queen’s Park Heritage
Conservation Area, which boasts a range of ages, styles and scales. This one section of Fifth Avenue in fact
has an example from almost every decade dating back to the 1890s, with this house as one of the few
surviving smaller scale examples from the 1910s. It also boasts a rather unique mid-century bevelled and
combed cedar siding that is not often surviving to today. This uniqueness in the landscape contributes to
the place’s significance.
Designed and built in 1910 by Robert Lane, the building has historic value for being representative of the
Edwardian-era building boom that took place in New Westminster. It also connects to the final stages of
developing the Queen’s Park neighbourhood, being largely contemporaneous with the inputting of
modern amenities such as the paved street and concrete sidewalks that went in in 1906, the sewer system
and landscaped boulevards in 1912 and the street curbs in 1913; making it the first fully serviced
neighbourhood in New Westminster. The Calbicks House also has further significance for its association
with the Calbick Family; a family connected to New Westminster dating back to the 19th century. The first
and longest staying resident of 208 Fifth Avenue was Charles Calbick, an electrician, who lived in the house
from 1910 to 1955. His son, Garth Calbick, a janitor, continued to live in the house from 1956 to 1965.
3.3 Character Defining Elements
Key elements that define the heritage character of the Calbicks House at 208 Fifth Avenue include:
• Its location in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood.
• Its setting in a well-tended and manicured lot.
• Its residential form, scale and massing as expressed by its one and a half storey height.
• Its boxy quality, its hipped roof and hipped dormer with bell-cast flare to its eaves, its partialwidth porch with classical columns and its centred front door.
• Its bevelled and combed cedar siding.
• Its double-hung horned wood windows featured on the sides and front of the house, including its
prominent front window that boasts the decorative upper sashes that are lozenge pattern lights
with textured/coloured glass. Its square, frosted glass, wood-framed windows on its western side
and its square wood-framed windows on its eastern side.
• Its simple brick chimney placement and design (particularly its traditional cap).
• Its overall minimal ornamentation.
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4.0 Research Findings
Neighbourhood: Queen’s Park
Address: 208 Fifth Avenue
Folio: 06684000
PID: 001-664-212
Postal Code: V3L 1R4
Legal Plan: NWP2620
Legal Description: Lot 29; Block 7; New West District; Plan NWP2620
Zoning: Single Detached/RS-4
Site Area: 809.37 sqm
Date of completion: 1910
Architect/Builder/Designer: Robert Lane
The following tables are a consolidated summary of the residents of 208 Fifth Avenue, as determined from
the available city directories for New Westminster, as well as a list of the construction dates of the
surrounding properties, illustrating the range of ages to the street.
Table 1: Consolidated list of the occupants of 208 Fifth Avenue from the available city directories (Source: BC Archives
Library; New Westminster Archives; and Vancouver Public Library)

Year(s)
1910 to 1955
1956 to 1964/65
1966 to 1970
1971 to 1973
1979
1991

Name(s)
Charles Calbick
Garth Calbick
Henry Cairns and Elsie Evanisky
Evanisky
Bart and Maureen Van der Belt
Ken Oreskovich

Occupation (if listed)
Electrician
Janitor
Not listed
Not listed
Not listed
Not listed

Table 2: Consolidated list of the construction dates for the houses surrounding 208 Fifth Avenue, New Westminster,
BC. (Source: BC Assessment)

Address
442 Second Street
436 Second Street
208 Fifth Avenue
212 Fifth Avenue
214 Fifth Avenue
216 Fifth Avenue
220 Fifth Avenue
222 Fifth Avenue
224 Fifth Avenue
228 Fifth Avenue
232 Fifth Avenue
236 Fifth Avenue
439 Third Street
435 Third Street

Year Built
2008
1895
1910
1910
2005
1924
1929
2018
1940
1895
1937
1979
1912
1912

Configuration
4 bedrooms, 4 bath
3 bedrooms, 2 bath
3 bedrooms, 2 bath
5 bedrooms, 3 bath
4 bedrooms, 4 bath
4 bedrooms, 4 bath
4 bedrooms, 5 bath
4 bedrooms, 3 bath
3 bedrooms, 2 bath
2 bedrooms, 2 bath
4 bedrooms, 2 bath
4 bedrooms, 4 bath
4 bedrooms, 3 bath
4 bedrooms, 2 bath
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5.0 Archival Photographs

Fig. 6: Queen’s Park neighbourhood, 1918, taken in the 300 block of Second Street (around the corner and a block
away from 208 Fifth Avenue), showing the range of different house forms and styles present in the neighbourhood.
(Source: New Westminster Archives, IHP1115)

Fig. 7: The only available historical photograph of 208 Fifth Avenue, 1982. (Sources: New Westminster Archives,
IHP14546)
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6.0 Current Photographs

Fig. 8: Front view of Calbicks House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019, illustrating the hipped dormer, hipped roof with slight
bell-cast flared eaves, the partial-width porch and classical columns, with centred front door. (Source: Cummer)

Fig. 9: Partial front and eastern side view of Calbicks House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019, highlighting its hipped roof.
(Source: Cummer)
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Fig. 10: Back view of Calbicks House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019, showing the later addition that will be removed.
(Source: Cummer)

Figs. 11 and 12: Western side view of Calbicks House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019, from the back (left, Fig. 11) and the
front (right, Fig. 12). Note the double-hung horned wood windows and the square wood windows. (Sources:
Cummer)
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7.0 Conservation Objectives
Calbicks House, at 208 Fifth Avenue, will be moved slightly northeast within its property lines (Fig. 13a) to
allow for its lot to be subdivided for a sympathetic new build at the back (Fig. 13b), with restoration and
rehabilitation work carried out on the heritage house (Fig. 14). An additional rear dormer will be added at
the back, adding continuity and unifying the back roofline, as well as an additional eastern side dormer to
match the existing western side dormer, adding symmetry to the property. These additions will maintain
and respect its characteristic boxy exterior. The proposed work would allow for a continued residential
use, with improved living space at the back, and does not affect the Heritage Values nor the Character
Defining Elements of this historic place.

Fig. 13a: Proposed new location for 208 Fifth Avenue. Note the hashed green lines illustrate the current location of
the house and the solid black lines shows the new location. (Source: D3 Dimension, Drafting and Design Inc.)
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Fig. 13b: Site plan illustrating the proposed subdivision of 208 Fifth Avenue to facilitate a new build construction at
the back of the lot, front Elgin Street. (Source: D3 Dimension, Drafting and Design Inc.)
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Fig. 14: Proposed revitalization of Calbicks House, at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2021. (Source: D3 Dimension, Drafting and
Design Inc.)

Preservation, Restoration and Rehabilitation are the conservation objectives for the building. Specifically,
preservation of the windows, restoration of the lower back configuration of the building by removing the
later addition and rehabilitation of the siding and soffits.
As defined by the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2nd edition):
Preservation: The action or process of protecting, maintaining and/or stabilizing the existing
materials, form and integrity of an historic place or of an individual component, while protecting
its heritage value.

Restoration: The action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of a
historic place or of an individual component, as it appeared at a particular period in its history,
while protecting its heritage value.
Rehabilitation: The action or process of making possible a continuing or compatible contemporary
use of an historic place or of an individual component, through repair, alterations, and/or additions,
while protecting its heritage value. (Canada’s Historic Places 2010, p. 255)

8.0 Building Description

This building, Calbicks House, is an Edwardian-era one and a half storey, wood-frame cottage with
bevelled and combed horizontal wood siding and a concrete foundation. It has a hipped roof and hipped
dormer with a slight bell-cast flare to its eaves. Its partial-width porch is set under the main roof and
supported by classical columns, with its front door placed in the middle. It has double-hung horned wood
windows featured on the sides and front of the house. Its most prominent, visible window is a triple
window assembly comprised of three double-hung horned wood windows with decorative upper sashes
that are lozenge patterned lights with mostly textured glass and a few green stained-glass panels. It also
has square, frosted glass wood windows on its western side and square wood windows on its eastern side.
The house sits in a well-landscaped lot and is located in the northeast quadrant of the Queen’s Park
neighbourhood on Fifth Avenue near Second Street.
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9.0 Condition Assessment
Overall, the exterior of Calbicks House appears to be in good condition. That being said, there are certain
areas needing attention, as discussed below.
9.1 Structure
The front exterior of Calbicks House appears to be in good condition (Fig. 15), however, the back addition
is in somewhat poor condition, with some levels of deterioration visible (Figs. 16 and 17). Considering the
back addition will be removed as part of this conservation work, the poorer condition of this aspect of the
building is of less concern.

Fig. 15: Partial front and eastern side view of Calbicks House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019, illustrating its overall good
condition. (Source: Cummer)

Figs. 16 and 17: Fig. 16 (left) shows the southwestern back view of Calbicks House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019, and
Fig. 17 (right) shows the southeastern back view, illustrating some of the deterioration. (Sources: Cummer)
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9.2 Foundations
Overall, the condition of the walls and building envelope, from roof to foundation, appears to be good
(Fig. 18). Please note an interior inspection was not conducted. It is understood that the house will be put
on a new foundation following its relocation.

Fig. 18: Eastern side view of Calbicks House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019, illustrating its foundation. (Source: Cummer)

9.3 Wood Elements
The visible, exterior wood elements of the front porch, windows and siding are, for the most part, in good
condition (Fig. 19). There are simply some sections of the siding in need of repair and/or maintenance, as
discussed in the relevant section below. Please note an internal inspection was not conducted to inspect
the internal timber elements. These should also be inspected by a structural engineer to confirm their
integrity and stability, prior to moving the house.

Fig. 19: Northwestern front and side view of Calbicks House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019, illustrating the overall good
condition of its exterior wood elements. Note the landscaping possibly growing too close to the foundations, as
discussed in section 9.9 below. (Source: Cummer)
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9.4 Roofing and Waterworks
The average roof life is approximately 15 years, with the potential to last 30 years with proper care and
maintenance. The current roof is in fair condition. It is recommended to replace the current roof and to
ensure the gutters are cleaned and in good operation (if they are not also replaced at the same time). It
is also encouraged that during this work, the unsympathetic skylight be removed (Fig. 20).

Fig. 20: Eastern side view of the roof of Calbicks House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019, with the unsympathetic skylight
visible in the middle. (Source: Cummer)

9.5 Chimneys
It appears there are two chimneys currently on the house and they seem, externally, in good condition.
On the eastern side of the house, there is a fairly tall and prominent metal chimney stack on the outer
edge of the building’s roof plane and a smaller one with intact chimney cap nearer the back, in the middle
of the hipped roof line (Fig. 21).

Fig. 21: Front view of the roof of Calbicks House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019, with the taller chimney visible in the
foreground and the smaller along the roof line. (Source: Cummer)

9.6 Windows and Doors
Considering the age of the building, the windows and doors are in good condition, overall. Most of the
windows (their frames, sashes and hardware) appear to be the original ones from 1910, particularly the
double-hung horned wood windows (Figs. 22 to 24) and some of the square ones (Figs. 25 and 26). While
the condition of the windows is, for the most part, good, there are areas that could be touched up and
repaired, such as the upper casing of the square windows on the western side of the building, as illustrated
in Fig. 25 below.
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Figs. 22 to 24: Fig. 22 (upper left) shows the eastern side windows of Calbicks House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019; Fig.
23 (upper right) shows some of the western side windows; Fig. 24 (bottom) shows the triple window assembly of
double-hung horned wood windows with decorative upper sashes at the front of the house. (Source: Cummer)

Figs. 25 to 26: Fig. 25 (left) shows one of the western side frosted glass square windows of Calbicks House at 208
Fifth Avenue, 2019; Fig. 26 (right) shows one of the eastern side square windows, with possibly replaced glass.
(Sources: Cummer)
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As for the front door, considering the style and design (wood with a frosted/stained glass window), it may
not be the original door, but an early update, possibly from the 1930s (Figs. 27 and 28). No matter its time
period, it is in good condition and should be preserved, preferably as exposed wood rather than painted,
as would be appropriate for its era.

Figs. 27 to 28: Fig. 27 (left) shows the exterior view of the front door of Calbicks House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019;
Fig. 28 (right) shows the interior view of the front door, with its stained glass more clearly visible. (Sources: D3
Dimension, Drafting and Design Inc.)

9.7 Cladding and Trimwork
As mentioned above, some sections of the wood siding are in need of repair and maintenance (Fig. 29),
particularly at the back of the building. This is also the case for some of the fascia boards and soffits (Fig.
30). They are not in terrible condition, currently, but should be addressed in a timely manner.

Figs. 29 and 30: Fig. 29 (left) shows the southwestern corner of Calbicks House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019, illustrating
one area of the wood siding in need of repair; Fig. 30 (right) shows the southeastern corner soffit and fascia boards
in need of minor maintenance. (Sources: Cummer)
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9.8 Finishes
The finishes of the house are in good condition, for the most part, with few areas currently requiring
attention.
9.9 Landscaping
The landscaping on site is, overall, well maintained at a distance from the main house structure. The
inclusion of a gravel bed surrounding the house is to be commended and encouraged as this ensures the
foundations of the building are better protected, particularly from any encroaching landscaping and with
improved drainage. The only area to be careful with regards to the landscaping is at the front, where some
plantings are possibly growing too close to the structure, with potential for damage to the foundations of
the building (Fig. 19 above). Further investigation should be explored and remedies considered, if needed.
Despite these minor issues and concerns stated above, the overall condition of the property is good.
10.0 Recommended Conservation Procedures
10.1 Structure – Preservation
•

The main one and a half storey hipped roofed structure will, for the most part, be preserved. It is
understood that the framed walls of the basement will be deconstructed and rebuilt on a new
foundation, after the house is moved.

10.2 Foundations – Rehabilitation
•

It is understood that due to the house’s relocation it will be moved onto a new foundation.

10.3 Wood Elements – Preservation and Restoration
•

As addressed in greater detail in the relevant sections below (in particular, roofing, windows and
cladding), the wood elements should be preserved where possible and restored (repaired,
maintained or replaced in-kind), as needed.

10.4 Roofing and Waterworks – Rehabilitation and Restoration
•

On account of its age, the roofing should be replaced. The unsympathetic skylight on the eastern
side of the house should be removed, restoring the original look of the roof.

10.5 Chimney – Preservation
•

•

The original brick chimney, with intact chimney cap, should be preserved, if possible (or, if
needed, rebuilt after the house is moved). If the latter is required, the chimney should be
dismantled to the roofline and the bricks should be cleaned to be re-used for rebuilding the
chimney with its original bricks, as much as possible.
The metal chimney stack will be removed, due to condition concerns and an aesthetic preference
to simplify the look of the house from the front. This is deemed acceptable since it is unlikely this
metal chimney stack is original.
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10.6 Windows and Doors – Preservation
•
•
•

The double-hung horned wood windows of Calbicks House are the original 1910 windows and
should be preserved.
The square wood windows, particularly with the frosted glass, also appear to be original and
should be preserved, where possible.
The windows being covered by the carport addition should be explored for installation elsewhere
on the building (as opposed to installing new windows throughout). This allows for these original
elements to be repurposed and preserved on their original building (as opposed to being
salvaged/recycled for another project/building or, worse, ending up in a landfill). The following
figures outline the proposed location and placement of the repurposed and preserved windows
(Figs. 31 to 34).

Fig. 31: Front view of Calbicks House, at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2021, highlighting the window proposal for this façade.
Note the numbered windows are those that will be unchanged and preserved in-situ. (Source: D3 Dimension,
Drafting and Design Inc.)
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Fig. 32: Eastern side view of Calbicks House, at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2021, highlighting the window proposal for this
façade. Note the lettered windows are those that will be preserved, but relocated. (Source: D3 Dimension, Drafting
and Design Inc.)

Fig. 33: Back view of Calbicks House, at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2021, highlighting the window proposal for this façade.
Note the lettered windows are those that will be preserved, but relocated. (Source: D3 Dimension, Drafting and
Design Inc.)
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Fig. 34: Western side view of Calbicks House, at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2021, highlighting the window proposal for this
façade. Note the numbered windows are those that will be unchanged and preserved in-situ and the lettered
windows are those that will be preserved, but relocated. (Source: D3 Dimension, Drafting and Design Inc.)

•

•

•

If there are concerns with regards to the performance of the original windows, an immediate
measure to allow for better protection of them (while address heating and sound issues), is to
install exterior wood storm windows on them. This would be the best conservation approach for
their long-term preservation, if so desired.
If this route is taken, the proposed storm windows should be traditional wood storm windows:
Single pane, single light and of similar sash dimension to the window sash itself, to minimise the
visual impact on the building and to allow the windows to continue to be visible on the exterior.
They should be painted the same colour as the current. Dimensions should be the same as the
window sash as per the proposed, historically appropriate colour scheme, outlined below. An
ideal storm window design will be hinged so that in the summer the top part can be opened to
allow for ventilation and they can be removed when repair and maintenance of the storms or the
windows is needed. This is a reversible measure that would immediately benefit the building,
providing greater protection to the house and improving its performance in relation to
temperature control, energy efficiency and also from a noise perspective.
The front door should be preserved, remaining with a wood stain colour (as opposed to being
painted).

10.7 Cladding and Trimwork – Preservation and Rehabilitation
•
•

The horizontal, bevelled and combed cedar siding should be preserved as much as possible and
rehabilitated in the few areas requiring repair.
Similar to the windows, the original siding should be salvaged and repurposed as much as possible
from the areas that will be covered by the new addition carport or from the back, with the removal
of the later back addition. These materials can be used to rehabilitate the areas requiring
attention, such as at the back of property, as well as for the additional, matching side dormer.
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•
•

As for the dormer extension at the back of the property, a new cedar shingle should be used for
the cladding, ideally with a similar profile to the original, but with a distinguishable texture, to
differentiate it from the preserved cladding.
The fascia boards and soffits should be cleaned and rehabilitated, as needed.

10.8 Finishes – Restoration
•

•

•

The current colour scheme does not need to be maintained. On account of its era, a proposed
historically appropriate colour scheme should be inspired by the Edwardian trend of “mid-range
to dark body colour with lighter trim” (VHF 2001, p. 4). An example of a typical colour scheme for
this era is: “dark green body with buff trim & gloss black sash” (ibid.).
The restored colour scheme should incorporate a combination of historical colours from the
Benjamin Moore Historical True Colours Palette (VHF 2012), following a three-colour exterior
scheme: a mid-range tone body colour (VC-12 to VC-34), a lighter trim colour (VC-1 to VC-11); and
gloss black sash (VC-35). VC-16 (Comox Sage) could be an appropriate green for the body, VC-1
(Oxford Ivory) for the trim and VC-35 (Gloss Black) for the sash.
Follow Master’s Painters’ Institute, Repainting Manual procedures, including removing loose
paint down to next sound layer, clean surface with mild TSP solution with gentlest means possible
and rinse with clean water; do not use power-washing.

10.9 Landscaping
•

Once the house is moved, the gravel bed surrounding the house should be restored and the
landscaping near the front of the house should be replanted, as desired. However, a minimum 2ft clearance between the vegetation and the building face is preferable to ensure there is
sufficient space from the foundation to remove any threat to the foundation or the building’s
finishes over time.

11.0 Proposed Alterations and Future Changes
11.1 Proposed Alterations
The major proposed changes to this house are:
1) Moving the house northeast within the property lines onto a new foundation, with increased
basement height dug into the ground (not affecting the exterior height of the building);
2) Extending the rear dormer and adding an additional back dormer on the east side of the building
to mirror the current dormer on the western side of the building;
3) Building a carport on the eastern side of the house; and
4) Building a small deck off the western side of the house.
Alterations 1) to 2) do not dramatically affect the visible design of the building, as viewed from the street.
The proposed changes are considered a reasonable intervention given generally accepted conservation
standards, rehabilitation needs and site conditions. The proposed changes do not affect the Heritage
Values nor the Character Defining Elements of the building. Although alterations 3) to 4) have more of
visual impact as viewed from the street, both additions are fairly modest. Furthermore, the deck on the
western side will be behind fencing and landscaping and therefore less visible from the street. And, even
though the carport is more visible on the eastern side, it is in keeping with the Queen’s Park HCA Design
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Guidelines and has been set back as far as possible on the property in an effort to make it subordinate to
the heritage asset while increasing the house’s livability and addressing the needs of the current
occupants (City of New Westminster 2017, pp. 27 and 40-41).
11.2 Future Changes
Changes to the building’s configuration, particularly any additions, should be carefully considered for
minimal effect on the Heritage Values as embodied in the Character Defining Elements (CDEs) listed in the
building’s Statement of Significance (section 3.0 above).
12.0 Maintenance Plan
Following completion of the outlined conservation work, the owner must maintain the building and land
in good repair and in accordance with generally accepted maintenance standards. All work should follow
the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2nd Edition). The Local
Government determines the acceptable level or condition to which the heritage building is maintained
through the Heritage Maintenance Bylaw (CCNW 2018). As with the Heritage Conservation Plan, the
maintenance standards apply only to the exterior of the building.
As general upkeep is frequently overlooked and will lead to the deterioration of heritage resources,
maintenance standards warrant special attention to help to extend the physical life of a heritage asset.
Any building should be kept in a reasonable condition so that it continues to function properly without
incurring major expenses to repair deterioration due to neglect. The most frequent source of
deterioration problems is from poorly maintained roofs, rainwater works and destructive pests.
It is important to establish a maintenance plan using the information below:
12.1 Maintenance Checklist
a. Site
• Ensure site runoff drainage is directed away from the building.
• Maintain a minimum 2-ft clearance between vegetation and building face and a 12-inch-wide
gravel strip against the foundation in planted areas.
• Do not permit vegetation (such as vines) to attach to the building.
b. Foundation
• Review exterior and interior foundations, where visible, for signs of undue settlement,
deformation or cracking.
• If encountered, seek advice from a professional Engineer, immediately.
• Ensure perimeter drainage piping is functional.
• Arrange a professional drainage inspection every three to five years.
c. Wood Elements
• Maintaining integrity of the exterior wood elements is critical in preventing water ingress into
the building. Annual inspection of all wood elements should be conducted.
• Closely inspect highly exposed wood elements for deterioration. Anticipate replacement in kind
of these elements every 10 to 15 years.
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•

•

•

Any signs of deterioration should be identified and corrective repair/replacement action carried
out. Signs to look for include:
o Wood in contact with ground or plantings;
o Excessive cupping, loose knots, cracks or splits;
o Open wood-to-wood joints or loose/missing fasteners;
o Attack from biological growth (such as moss or moulds) or infestations (such as
carpenter ants);
o Animal damage or accumulations (such as chewed holes, nesting, or bird/rodent
droppings). These should be approached using Hazardous Materials procedures; and
o Signs of water ingress (such as rot, staining or mould).
Paint finishes should be inspected every three to five years and expect a full repainting every
seven to ten years. Signs to look for include:
o Bubbling, cracks, crazing, wrinkles, flaking, peeling or powdering; and
o Excessive fading of colours, especially dark tones.
Note all repainting should be as per the recommended historic colours in section 10.8 above.

d. Windows and Doors
• Replace cracked or broken glass as it occurs.
• Check satisfactory operation of windows and doors. Poor operation can be a sign of building
settlement distorting the frame or sashes or doors may be warped.
• Check condition and operation of hardware for rust or breakage. Lubricate annually.
• Inspect weather stripping for excessive wear and integrity.
e. Roofing and Rainwater Works
• Inspect roof condition every five years, in particular looking for:
o Loose, split or missing shingles, especially at edges, ridges and hips;
o Excessive moss growth and/or accumulation of debris from adjacent trees; and
o Flashings functioning properly to shed water down slope, especially at the chimneys.
• Remove roof debris and moss with gentle sweeping and low-pressure hose.
• Plan for roof replacement at around 18 to 22 years.
• Annually inspect and clean gutters and flush out downspouts. Ensure gutters positively slope to
downspouts to ensure there are no leaks or water splashing onto the building.
• Ensure gutter hangers and rainwater system elements are intact and secure.
• Ensure downspouts are inserted into collection piping stub-outs at grade and/or directed away
from the building onto concrete splash pads.
f.
•
•
•
•
•

General Cleaning
The building exterior should be regularly cleaned depending on build up of atmospheric soot,
biological growth and/or dirt up-splash from the ground.
Cleaning prevents build up of deleterious materials, which can lead to premature and avoidable
maintenance problems.
Windows, doors and rainwater works should be cleaned annually.
When cleaning always use the gentlest means possible, such as soft bristle brush and lowpressure hose. Use mild cleaner if necessary, such as diluted TSP or Simple Green ©.
Do not use high-pressure washing as it will lead to excessive damage to finishes, seals, caulking
and wood elements and it will drive water in wall assemblies and lead to larger problems.
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COMMUNITY HERITAGE COMMISSION
Wednesday, May 5, 2021
Meeting held electronically under Ministerial Order No. M192/2020 and the
current Order of the Provincial Health Officer - Gatherings and Events

MINUTES – Extract
7.2

208 Fifth Avenue: Heritage Revitalization Agreement & Applicant
Presentation
Kathleen Stevens, Heritage Planning Analyst, reviewed the May 5, 2021 staff report
regarding a proposed Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) at 208 Fifth
Avenue to subdivide the property into two lots, retain, protect and move the existing
house forward onto the northerly lot fronting Fifth Avenue, as well as build a new
house on the southerly lot fronting Elgin Street, which is designed to be reflective
of the area’s traditional character.
Ms. Stevens requested the Commission provide feedback on the heritage value and
proposed conservation work on the heritage house, the design relationship of the
proposed new house to the heritage house, and provide a recommendation to
Council of support or non-support on the HRA.
Kirsten Sutton, D3 Design, Katie Cummer, Heritage Consultant, and Gillian
Jamieson, Applicant, provided a PowerPoint presentation in regards to the project,
highlighting the following information:
• Goals and background of the project, including the history and significance
of the heritage house and its character-defining elements, and,
• Rehabilitation details of the heritage house, and design of the additional
house fronting Elgin Street.
In response to questions from the Commission, Ms. Sutton, Ms. Cummer, Ms.
Jamieson, Ms. Stevens, and Britney Dack, Senior Heritage Planner, provided the
following information:
• The back dormer is existing on the house, and is proposed to be widened;
• The reason for moving the heritage house forward on the property is to
accommodate the infill house, as it would be challenging to have both houses
on the property in the current configuration;
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• The neighbouring house to the east of the subject property is further forward
on the property;
• Moving the heritage house would not impact either of the large trees on the
property, and this has been confirmed by both private and City arborists who
have investigated, and would be on site to monitor the project;
• Moving the house forward on the lot would be in compliance with the City’s
front setback requirements for the proposed lot size;
• Other than a few cracks, there are no particular issues with the foundation of
the heritage house; however, moving the house forward would provide for a
new foundation;
• Some of the relaxations being requested in the applications are for the
carports and decks on both houses;
• The windows that are proposed to be removed would be used in other
locations within the heritage house;
• A curb cut on Fifth Avenue would be required for the new carport to be
located at the front of the property; and,
• Within the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area (HCA) guidelines,
carports are listed in the acceptable category.
In discussion, the Commission made the following comments:
• The bellcast roof on the heritage house is indicative of the Arts and Crafts
style, rather than Colonial Revival as indicated in the applicant’s submission;
• Concern was expressed about moving the heritage house forward on the lot,
as it would no longer line up with the neighbouring house which faces the
same direction on the street, and it would change the streetscape;
• Concern was expressed about the use of the HRA, as it would be increasing
the density on the lot and the house is already protected by the Queen’s Park
HCA;
• Moving the house on the lot within the front setback limits would be
appropriate in order to accommodate the infill house;
• The dormer extension and new dormer would be favourable interventions on
the heritage house;
• The carport does not appear to be a complimentary addition to the house;
• If the original windows were preserved and restored and the carport was
revised, the application could be supportable;
• There appears to be some inconsistent information within the report; and,
• It may be useful for the Commission members to do a site visit for further
observation and to aid in their recommendation.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommend further discussion between
the City and the applicant on the identified issues for 208 Fifth Avenue and return
to the Commission for further review.
CARRIED.
Maureen Arvanitidis voted in opposition to the motion.
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8.2

General Inquiries from the Commission (Standing Item)
3. Naming a Heritage House
In response to a question from the Commission, Britney Dack, Senior Heritage
Planner, noted that the naming of a house often occurs as part of defining the
Statement of Significance (SOS).
Commission members noted the following:
• The house at 208 Fifth Avenue (as discussed in Item 7.2) has been
referred to as the Robert Lane House; however the first family who lived
there was named Calbick, from 1910 to 1965;
• There is already a designated Calbick House in the City;
• Robert Lane also has a house in his name, at 320 Fourth Street; and,
• The SOS of the house notes that the house was named after Robert Lane
because he was the architect, which provides some notoriety to the house.
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Attachment D
May 5, 2021 Staff Report to Community
Heritage Commission titled
‘208 Fifth Avenue: Heritage Revitalization
Agreement Application’
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City of New Westminster

REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Community Heritage Commission

Date:

May 5, 2021

From:

Kathleen Stevens,
Heritage Planning Analyst

File:

HER00729

Subject:

208 Fifth Avenue: Heritage Revitalization Agreement Application

PROJECT SUMMARY
An application has been received for a Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) at 208
Fifth Avenue, a mid-block lot in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. The HRA proposes
subdivision, parallel to the streets. The existing 1910 house would be retained, moved
forward onto the northerly lot fronting Fifth Avenue, and rehabilitated with several new
features. The house is also proposed to be protected with a Heritage Designation Bylaw.
A new house would be built on the southerly lot fronting Elgin Street, designed to be
reflective of the area’s traditional character. Five Zoning Bylaw relaxations are requested
for the heritage house and three for the new house, including a smaller lot size for both.
Overall, the heritage bylaws could provide a higher level of protection, design control,
and development regulations than those of the Heritage Conservation Area.
PURPOSE OF REVIEW
The Community Heritage Commission is being asked to review the application and
provide feedback in relation to the following elements:
• The heritage value of the 1910 house, and prepared Statement of Significance;
• The appropriateness and level of the planned heritage conservation work;
• The appropriateness of the planned interventions in the heritage house; and
• Any heritage implications related to the design of the site or infill house.
The Community Heritage Commission is also being asked to provide a recommendation
to Council on this application, based on its heritage merits.
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GUIDING POLICY AND REGULATIONS
Interim Development Application Review Process
In April 2020, Council directed staff to implement an Interim Development Application
Review Process (Interim Process) in response to the COVID-19 Pandemic. The Interim
Process is intended to support continued public engagement on development projects,
while also meeting physical distancing requirements. Under this process, development
applications with a heritage component will be brought forward to the Commission
virtually for comment and endorsement. However, the focus of the review will be on the
Statement of Significance (SoS), Heritage Conservation Plan (HCP), and heritage-related
elements of the project, as will be outlined in staff reports moving forward.
Official Community Plan (OCP) Land Use Designation
The Official Community Plan (OCP) sets out the City’s anticipated land use for the
future, for the purposes of guiding development applications. In the OCP, this property is
designated Residential Detached and Semi-Detached Housing (RD). This designation
envisions a mix of low density residential units including houses, duplexes, secondary
suites, and laneway or carriage houses. The proposed application is consistent with this
the RD designation.
Projects with Heritage Assets
The OCP encourages the use of Heritage Revitalization Agreements when a heritage
asset on the site is appropriately incorporated into a development. Through this type of
agreement, the OCP land use designation indicates that the development may be used to
permit the housing forms listed in Residential – Ground oriented Infill Housing
designation. Residential – Ground oriented Infill Housing (RGO) is intended to allow a
mix of ground oriented infill housing forms which are complementary to the existing
neighbourhood character, and may include single detached dwellings, single detached
dwellings on a compact lot, and other forms. The proposed application is consistent with
this designation.
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area
The subject property is protected through the Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area.
The proposed Heritage Designation and HRA would provide a higher level of protection,
design control, and development regulations than the Heritage Conservation Area. The
additional protection and sensitive infill proposed is consistent with the goals of the
Heritage Conservation Area.
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Design Guidelines
The Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Design Guidelines are the basis for
assessing projects within the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. The evaluation is based on an
examination of the existing character of the surrounding area and the building itself. The
guidelines aim to respect the integrity of historic buildings, while ensuring new
construction is sympathetic to the character of the neighbourhood. The proposed
application is consistent with these design guidelines.
Zoning Bylaw
The existing zoning for the site is RS-4 Queen’s Park Single Detached Dwelling District.
The intent of this district is to allow single detached dwellings with secondary suites and
a laneway or carriage house. In this zone, the maximum floor space ratio (FSR) for
principal houses which are protected under the Heritage Conservation Area is 0.7 and 0.5
for non-protected (new) houses. The proposed application would require relaxations to
the Zoning Bylaw (as noted in the following sections of the report). As such, a Heritage
Revitalization Agreement is proposed to permit the proposal.
Heritage Revitalization Agreement
A Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) is a negotiated agreement between the City
and a property owner for the purposes of heritage conservation. In exchange for longterm legal protection through a Heritage Designation Bylaw and exterior restoration,
certain zoning relaxations may be considered (as noted above). An HRA is not precedent
setting, as each one is unique to a specific site. The Policy for the Use of HRAs lays out
the process for HRAs and the relaxations which may be considered.
Heritage Related Design Guidelines
Council endorsed The Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places
in Canada in 2008 as a basis for assessing heritage projects within the city. These are
national guidelines for best practice in heritage conservation and design. All HRA
proposals are carefully evaluated using this document to ensure conservation work on the
exterior of the heritage building is in compliance. Additionally, the design of the adjacent
new buildings are reviewed against the principles and guidelines in this document.
Heritage Designation Bylaw
A heritage asset which is the subject of an HRA is also protected by a Heritage
Designation Bylaw. This Bylaw is a regulation that places long-term legal protection on
the land title of a property. Any changes to a protected heritage property must first
receive approval from City Council (or its delegate, the Director of Development
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Services) through a Heritage Alteration Permit (HAP). Future development is no longer
entitled, but could be permitted by Council with an HAP. HAP applications are also
evaluated by staff against the Standards and Guidelines and the Heritage Conservation
Area guidelines, where appropriate.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Site Characteristics and Context
The subject property is 8,712 sq. ft. (809 sq. m.) and the 1910 house is currently 2,448 sq. ft.
(227 sq. m.), including a 1,130 sq. ft. (105 sq. m.) basement. It is located in the northeast
corner of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood, an area of single-detached dwellings. The
property is located mid-block and double fronting: on Fifth Avenue to the north and Elgin
Street to the south. Both streets are classified as local roads, though Fifth Avenue is
standard width and Elgin Street is narrow (with a similar width to a lane). The property is
two blocks south from Herbert Spencer Elementary School, four blocks east of the Sixth
Street commercial area, and one block west of Queen’s Park (playground, sports field,
arena etc.). A site context map and aerial image is provided in Appendix A.
Project Description
The proposal is to allow subdivision of the property into two new lots: approximately
4,000 sq. ft. (372 sq. m.) and 4,711 sq. ft. (438 sq. m.) in size. The existing 1910 house
would be moved forward onto the smaller northerly lot fronting Fifth Avenue and a new
house would be built on the larger southerly lot fronting Elgin Street. At a proposed
density of 0.7 FSR, the heritage house would be approximately 2,800 sq. ft. (260 sq. m.);
approximately 350 sq. ft. (32.5 sq. m.) larger than existing, though consistent with the
zoning. The new house would have a density of 0.65 FSR, and would be 3,099 sq. ft.
(288 sq. m.) which would require a Zoning Bylaw relaxation.
Both houses would be family friendly, with the heritage house proposed to contain five
bedrooms and the new house proposed to contain three bedrooms. Secondary suites and
carriage houses are not included as part of this application, and could only be added in
the future if Council were to consider an HRA amendment. It’s not likely carriage houses
would be constructed, due to the site’s design. If secondary suites were added, a second
parking space would be required, or a relaxation requested of Council. At this time, one
off-street parking space, located in an attached carport, would be provided on each lot:
this meets the Zoning Bylaw’s parking requirement.
A draft site plan is below, with emphasis added in thicker lines to show the proposed lots
and rough house footprints, including carports. More detailed drawings are available in
Appendix B.
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Proposed Relaxations
Under the City’s Policy for the Use of HRAs, and the OCP, regulatory land use (Zoning
Bylaw) relaxations may be considered through an HRA. In this case, there are two
relaxations proposed for both houses: smaller lot size and increased attached accessory
area (decks, porches, carports) size. Three additional relaxations would be required for
the heritage house: an increased side yard projection and reduced setbacks (side and rear).
Two additional relaxations would be required for the new house: increased density and an
increase in the allowable width of a bay window. A summary is provided in Tables 1 and
2 below and more detailed information is available in Appendix D.
Table 1: Summary of Proposed Relaxations for 208 Fifth Avenue (Heritage House)
Characteristic Relaxation
Lot Size
Attached Accessory Structure Size
Rear Yard Setback
Side Yard Setback
Side Yard Projection

Relaxation
33% smaller
42% larger
22% smaller
20% smaller
20% smaller

Table 2: Summary of Proposed Relaxations for New House on Elgin Street
Characteristic Relaxation
Lot Size
Density
Attached Accessory Structure Size
Bay Window Width

Relaxation
21% smaller
30% increase
30% larger
70% wider

The primary relaxations are to lot size and density for the new house. The increased
density proposed is in line with previous similar HRAs (which include both a subdivision
and higher density). On the new house, a portion of the additional density request is
located in the basement, and there are no setback, site coverage, or height related
relaxations proposed. Therefore, the additional basement density would not significantly
impact building bulk, or be detrimental to the streetscape. Without a basement, the new
house would be around 0.57 FSR, which is 0.07 FSR (30.7 sq. m. / 330 sq. ft.) above the
Zoning Bylaw maximum of 0.5 FSR.
ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION
Heritage Value of the House
A Statement of Significance (SoS) has been prepared for the Robert Lane House which is
available in Appendix C (pages 7-8). The SoS indicates that the house, built in 1910 by
local builder Robert Lane, has aesthetic, historical and cultural value. It has been
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evaluated as having aesthetic value as the only surviving Colonial Revival style in this
section of Fifth Avenue and has high integrity due to its original windows, intact
architectural details and unique mid-century bevelled and combed cedar siding that is not
often seen today.
The house has also been noted to have historical significance for its association with New
Westminster’s Edwardian-era building boom which followed the city’s recovery after the
1898 fire. It is also considered to have historical and cultural significance as modest
home of working-class individuals, an example that is under-represented in the
neighbourhood. The first resident, an electrician, lived in the house from 1910 to 1955.
Lastly, 208 Fifth Avenue embodied the “Canadian dream” that BC offered in the late 19th
and early 20th centuries. More detailed information on the heritage value evaluation is
available in Appendix C. Photographs of the building are available in Appendix C (pages
11-12).
Does the Statement of Significance provide an accurate representation of the heritage
values of the building?
Is the heritage value of the house sufficient to warrant long term legal protection and
heritage status through a Heritage Designation Bylaw?
Heritage Conservation Work
Overall, the house is described to be in very good condition, though the building is
proposed to undergo rehabilitation as part of the redevelopment project. Details are
available in the Heritage Conservation Plan, which is included in full in this report as
Appendix C (pages 22-25). A summary of the retained and restored elements of the house
is provided in Table 3 below:
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Table 3: Summary of Heritage Conservation Work
Building Element
Form and Massing

Action
Rehabilitate

Architectural style
markers
Main body siding

Preserve

Window and door trim,
fascia boards, and soffits
Front façade windows
Side and rear façade
windows

Preserve

Front door
Centre chimney

Preserve
Preserve /Restore

Skylight
Side chimney
Exterior paint palette

Remove
Remove
Rehabilitate

Preserve/ Restore

Preserve
Preserve/ Relocate/
Restore

Material
Removal of existing rear addition
and back deck to replace and
extension of rear dormer
N/A
Horizontal, bevelled and combed
cedar siding, repair as needed with
siding saved from rear addition
removal
Wood board (original or good
replica)
Original, wood-framed windows
Original, wood-framed windows
retained or relocated, as required to
accommodate side yard deck,
attached carport and rear elevation
changes
Wood and stained glass
Brick and concrete (if necessary,
rebuild using original bricks)
Unsympathetic contemporary
Metal, not likely original chimney
Mid-range green tone body colour
with ivory trim and black sash

Is the level of retention proposed appropriate for this project?
Are there exterior building elements not addressed which could or should be?
Is the Heritage Conservation Plan sufficiently comprehensive and detailed?
New Building Elements
As part of the project, interventions in the heritage materials are also proposed, they are
summarized as follows, with more details in the Heritage Conservation Plan (Appendix
C) and the architectural drawings (Appendix B):
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Table 4: Summary of Interventions on the Heritage House
New Building
Element
Location

Detail and Materials

House is keeping same orientation but being relocated closer
to Fifth Avenue
Foundation
Concrete, full height
Side Roof Dormer
Cedar shingle siding salvaged and repurposed from removed
(southwest)
rear addition
Rear dormer extension New cedar shingle siding, similar to original siding profile,
but with a distinguishable texture
Attached carport
Cedar shingle siding similar to original siding profile but
(southwest)
with a distinguishable texture
Side yard deck
A new wood side deck which requires a new opening in the
(southeast)
building’s side for entry doors
Windows
On the rear elevation, all new windows are to be installed
including one replica wood sash window on main floor, one
wood slider window on basement level and two sets of three
wood clearstorey windows on the upper level. On the side
elevation (right), one new wood slider window on the
basement level is to be installed.
Roofing material
New shingles to match original look of the roof
Several doors on new Wood
openings
Are the new elements to be introduced to the house appropriate to the building’s design?
Are the new elements respectful to the house’s heritage elements?
Is the level of intervention proposed appropriate for this project?
Design Relationship with the Infill House
The City’s policies, including the Standards and Guidelines, strongly encourage
developments which include a historic building to be respectful of the existing heritage
assets. Respectful development does not necessarily mean the new building must be
physically smaller than the heritage building, or that the site should not be developed,
rather that the site or new building’s design should consider the heritage building, and
allow the heritage building to be the focus of the development. The guidelines identify
that new building should not be overwhelming, or detracting from the historic features.
Are the massing, and siting elements of the development proposal compatible with and
respectful of the heritage house?
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Does the site plan or the design of the new house overwhelm the heritage house?
Heritage Conservation Area Design Guidelines
The new house design is inspired by the traditional architectural character found in the
Queen's Park neighbourhood. It features an intersecting hipped roof with twin peaked
gables at the front, a centred entrance way with a covered front porch, horizontal siding
and vertical windows throughout. The new house features traditional design elements in
its form, but can be identified as a contemporary building through its lack of ornamental
statements, such as brackets or tapered columns. Its scale, massing, and materials are
proposed to be compatible with the historic houses on the subject block. Drawings of the
proposed new house, and its exterior materials are provided in Appendix B.
Is the proposed design reflective of the traditional heritage character elements of the
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area?
FEEDBACK FROM THE COMMISSION
The Community Heritage Commission is being asked to review the application and
provide feedback in relation to the following elements of the proposal:
1910
____
• The heritage value of the 1931 house and the prepared Statement of Significance;
• The appropriateness and level of the planned heritage conservation work;
• The appropriateness of the planned interventions in the heritage house; and
• Any heritage implications related to the design of the site or infill house.
The Community Heritage Commission is also being asked to provide a recommendation
on the project to Council, based on its heritage merits. The following options are offered
for the Commission’s consideration:
1) That the Community Heritage Commission recommend that Council support the
Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 208 Fifth Avenue; or
2) That the Community Heritage Commission recommend that Council does not
support the Heritage Revitalization Agreement for 208 Fifth Avenue; or
3) The Community Heritage Commission could also provide an alternative
recommendation, stemming from elements identified in their discussion.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Site Context Map
Appendix B: Proposed Design Plans
Appendix C: Heritage Conservation Plan and Statement of Significance
Appendix D: Proposed Project Statistics and Relaxations
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Appendix A
Site Context Map
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208 Fifth Avenue
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This map is a user generated static output from an Internet mapping site and
is for reference only. Data layers that appear on this map may or may not be
accurate, current, or otherwise reliable.
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Appendix B
Proposed Design Plans
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Heritage Conservation Plan

Robert Lane House, 208 Fifth Avenue, New Westminster, BC
March 25, 2021

Fig. 1: Robert Lane House, 208 Fifth Avenue, New Westminster, BC, 2019. (Source: Cummer)

Written by Katie Cummer, PhD CAHP – Cummer Heritage Consulting (CHC)
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1.0 Location
The subject house (Robert Lane House) is a Colonial Revival, one and a half storey, wood-frame
construction with concrete foundation located at 208 Fifth Avenue, in the Queen’s Park Heritage
Conservation Area of New Westminster (Fig. 2). This is the area located between Sixth Avenue in the
north, First Street in the east along with the 75.5 acre area of Queen’s Park, Queens Avenue in the south
and Sixth Street in the west.

Fig. 2: Map of the area surrounding 208 Fifth Avenue, which is outlined in yellow. (Source: City of New Westminster
Map Viewer, CityViews, 2019)

Fig. 3: Aerial view of the surrounding neighbourhood of 208 Fifth Avenue, outlined in red. (Source: Google, 2019)
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2.0 Historic Brief
Although situated on the land of the Qayqayt First Nation and the Coast Salish people, the colonial history
of New Westminster dates back to 1859, when the British Royal Engineers surveyed the area that was to
be the new colonial capital of the crown colony of British Columbia (Hainsworth and Freund-Hainsworth
2005, pp. 18-19). They overlaid a grid pattern on the natural topography of the area (Fig. 4a), parallel to
the Fraser River (Mather and McDonald 1958, p. 22). The design, still present today, had the streets
running up the hill, perpendicular to the river, and the avenues across the area, parallel to the river. The
head engineer, Colonel Richard Moody, envisioned a formally planned “Garden City” with prominent
public parks and elegant wide avenues (Wolf 2005, pp. 18-20).
“The Royal Engineers marked out the area now known as Queen’s Park including road allowances for wide
streets and landscaped boulevards, land reserves, and squares in 1859. The next year the Royal Engineers
surveyed 75.5 acres for what became Queen’s Park itself. The area very soon began to attract merchants
and entrepreneurs seeking a prestigious location away from the noise and pollution of the downtown and
river front.” (DCD et al. 2009, p. 41). The subject property, at 208 Fifth Avenue, is located in the northeast
quadrant of the residential portion of this area.
In its early history, New Westminster experienced two major building booms. The first beginning in the
1880s with the extension of the Canadian Pacific Railway line and the second in the 1900s, following the
destructive fire of 1898 that destroyed much of Downtown (Mather and McDonald 1958). The house at
208 Fifth Avenue is a product of the latter Edwardian era boom, associated and connected with the
economic growth and development in the Lower Mainland region prior to World War I. By this time,
Queen’s Park “was filled up as an elite residential neighbourhood. In 1906 Queen’s Park acquired paved
street and concrete sidewalks, in 1912 a sewer system, and a year later street curbs, making it the first
fully serviced neighbourhood in New Westminster. 1912 also saw the design of the landscaped boulevards
on 2nd and 5th Streets” (DCD et al. 2009, p. 42). The larger context of the house within the City of New
Westminster (Figs. 4a and 4b) and this development boom is discernible in comparing an earlier 1892 map
to a 1913 Fire Insurance Map (Figs. 5a and 5b).
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Figs. 4a and 4b: Fig. 4a (above) shows the City of New Westminster, 1892. In Fig. 4a (above), the neighbourhood of
208 Fifth Avenue is outlined in red. Its lot is outlined in bolded red in Fig. 4b (below). Although the lots were laid out,
unless they were numbered, they were not developed at this point in time. Therefore, note the numerous empty
lots along Fifth Avenue, many of which become developed by 1913 (illustrated in Figs. 5a and 5b below). (Source:
City of Vancouver Archives, AM1594-MAP 617)
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Figs. 5a and 5b: Fire Insurance Map of New Westminster, 1913. In Fig. 5a (above), the neighbourhood of 208 Fifth
Avenue is outlined in red. The property is outlined in bolded red in Fig. 5b (below). Note the increase in the number
of houses in New West at this point in time, compared to the 1890s. (Source: City of Vancouver Archives, 1972472.07, Plate 120)

As outlined in the “Historical Context Statement” for the Queen’s Park neighbourhood:
The Queen’s Park neighbourhood is of aesthetic value primarily for its outstanding stock of
houses and older apartments in a variety of stately traditional styles set in a landscape of
mature trees, shrubs, and planted borders. Its streets are aesthetically valued for their variety
- from the tiniest of lanes to the grandest of boulevards with planted medians - and variety
of pavements with great physical character. The intimate parks that are the legacy of the
Royal Engineers in the neighbourhood are of aesthetic and social value, giving the area
specific unique character.
The area’s aesthetic importance lies in part in the relative physical cohesion brought about
through the deployment of a common palette of materials commonly found in late 19th and
early 20th Century housing.
The area is historically of value for having received much planning and building attention, (for
example, being planned to accept the provincial legislative assembly, being the site for the
civic and military institutions, and the major recreational park), and yet also for being an area
with millworkers’ cottages and small informal streets.
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Queen’s Park is of cultural value for its association with the city’s establishment and its role
as the most prestigious residential area in the city. It is valued as the historical centre of
governmental and military power. Its attention-getting grand housing (often given names)
claimed the area for the city’s elite. Its residents still figure prominently in civic affairs, playing
a central role in foundation of city-wide heritage preservation society and a wider
consciousness of the value of heritage in the province. (DCD 2009, p. 40)
It is interesting to note that, as revealed in the research findings (section 4.0 of this report), despite this
more elitist quality to the neighbourhood, the residents of 208 Fifth Avenue were actually of more modest
means, particularly for the neighbourhood. The listed occupations of the residents were more workingclass, for example the house’s first resident was an electrician (1910 to 1955) and its second a janitor
(1956 to 1965). This is a somewhat unique quality to the building and contributes to its significance, as
outlined in more detail below.
3.0 Statement of Significance
The following is the Statement of Significance of the Robert Lane House, located at 208 Fifth Avenue,
based on the Heritage Assessment and Evaluation conducted by the author in May 2019.
3.1 Description of Historic Place
This historic place, Robert Lane House, is a Colonial Revival, one and a half storey, wood-frame house with
bevelled and combed horizontal wood siding and a concrete foundation. It has a hipped roof and hipped
dormer with slightly flared eaves. Its partial-width porch is set under the main roof and supported by
classical columns, with its front door placed in the middle. It has double-hung horned wood windows
featured on the sides and front of the house. Its most prominent, visible window is a triple window
assembly comprised of three double-hung horned wood windows with decorative upper sashes that are
lozenge patterned lights, with mostly textured glass and a few green stained-glass panels. It also has
square, frosted glass wood-framed windows on its western side and square wood-framed windows on its
eastern side. The house sits in a well-landscaped lot and is located in the northeast quadrant of the
Queen’s Park neighbourhood on Fifth Avenue near Second Street.
3.2 Heritage Value of Historic Place
Robert Lane House has heritage value for its aesthetic, historic and cultural significance, as outlined below.
Aesthetic Significance
This house is among the many varied surviving examples represented in the Queen’s Park Heritage
Conservation Area, which boasts a range of ages and styles. This one section of Fifth Avenue in fact has
an example from almost every decade dating back to the 1890s, up to the present 2010s, with this house
as one of the few surviving examples from the 1910s. Despite a few other contemporary examples, 208
Fifth Avenue is the only surviving Colonial Revival style, with its neighbour representing the Gabled
Vernacular tradition and the others down the street being of Craftsman style. It also boasts a rather
unique mid-century bevelled and combed cedar siding that is not often surviving to today. This uniqueness
in the landscape contributes to the place’s significance. As does it embodying the vision of the Queen’s
Park neighbourhood with beautiful houses nestled in well-tended, manicured gardens.
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Historic and Cultural Significance
Designed and built in 1910 by Robert Lane, the building has historic value for being representative of the
Edwardian era building boom that took place in New Westminster following the devastating fire in 1898.
It also connects to the final stages of developing the Queen’s Park neighbourhood with the inputting of
modern amenities such as the paved street and concrete sidewalks that went in in 1906, the sewer system
and landscaped boulevards in 1912 and the street curbs in 1913; making it the first fully serviced
neighbourhood in New Westminster. This house embodies this flight to quality that Queen’s Park was and
continues to be known for.
That being said, the Robert Lane House at 208 Fifth Avenue is interesting for its more modest residents
for the neighbourhood. Of the other 1910s constructions, 208 Fifth Avenue is a smaller, more modest
residence: 3 bedrooms and 2 baths, compared to 5 bedrooms and 3 baths next door and 4 bedrooms with
3 baths down the street. As a result, despite the more elitist quality to the neighbourhood, the first and
longest staying residents of 208 Fifth Avenue were an electrician (Chas Calbick, living in the house from
1910 to 1955) and a janitor (Garth Calbick, living there from 1956 to 1965); more working-class individuals
than would have been the norm for Queen’s Park. This aspect reveals the house’s cultural significance in
embodying the “Canadian dream” that BC offered in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, for individuals
coming out here to settle down and build their lives.
3.3 Character Defining Elements
Key elements that define the heritage character of the Robert Lane House at 208 Fifth Avenue include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Its location in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood.
Its setting in a well-tended and manicured lot.
Its residential form, scale and massing as expressed by its one and a half storey height.
Its Colonial Revival style represented by its boxy quality, its hipped roof and hipped dormer with
slightly flared eaves, its partial-width porch with classical columns and its centred front door.
Its bevelled and combed cedar siding.
Its double-hung horned wood windows featured on the sides and front of the house, including its
prominent front window that boasts the decorative upper sashes that are lozenge pattern lights
with textured/coloured glass.
Its square, frosted glass, wood-framed windows on its western side and its square wood-framed
windows on its eastern side.
Its simple brick chimney placement and design (particularly its traditional cap).
Its overall minimal ornamentation.
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4.0 Research Findings
Neighbourhood: Queen’s Park
Address: 208 Fifth Avenue
Folio: 06684000
PID: 001-664-212
Postal Code: V3L 1R4
Legal Plan: NWP2620
Legal Description: Lot 29; Block 7; New West District; Plan NWP2620
Zoning: Single Detached/RS-4
Site Area: 809.37 sqm
Date of completion: 1910
Architect/Builder/Designer: Robert Lane
The following tables are a consolidated summary of the residents of 208 Fifth Avenue, as determined from
the available city directories for New Westminster, as well as a list of the construction dates of the
surrounding properties, illustrating the range of ages to the street.
Table 1: Consolidated list of the occupants of 208 Fifth Avenue from the available city directories (Source: BC Archives
Library; New Westminster Archives; and Vancouver Public Library)

Year(s)
1910 to 1955
1956 to 1964/65
1966 to 1970
1971 to 1973
1979
1991

Name(s)
Chas Calbick
Garth Calbick
Henry Cairns and Elsie Evanisky
Evanisky
Bart and Maureen Van der Belt
Ken Oreskovich

Occupation (if listed)
Electrician
Janitor
Not listed
Not listed
Not listed
Not listed

Table 2: Consolidated list of the construction dates for the houses surrounding 208 Fifth Avenue, New Westminster,
BC. (Source: BC Assessment)

Address
442 Second Street
436 Second Street
208 Fifth Avenue
212 Fifth Avenue
214 Fifth Avenue
216 Fifth Avenue
220 Fifth Avenue
222 Fifth Avenue
224 Fifth Avenue
228 Fifth Avenue
232 Fifth Avenue
236 Fifth Avenue
439 Third Street
435 Third Street

Year Built
2008
1895
1910
1910
2005
1924
1929
2018
1940
1895
1937
1979
1912
1912

Configuration
4 bedrooms, 4 bath
3 bedrooms, 2 bath
3 bedrooms, 2 bath
5 bedrooms, 3 bath
4 bedrooms, 4 bath
4 bedrooms, 4 bath
4 bedrooms, 5 bath
4 bedrooms, 3 bath
3 bedrooms, 2 bath
2 bedrooms, 2 bath
4 bedrooms, 2 bath
4 bedrooms, 4 bath
4 bedrooms, 3 bath
4 bedrooms, 2 bath
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5.0 Archival Photographs

Fig. 6: Queen’s Park neighbourhood, 1918, taken in the 300 block of Second Street (around the corner and a block
away from 208 Fifth Avenue), showing the range of different house forms and styles present in the neighbourhood.
(Source: New Westminster Archives, IHP1115)

Fig. 7: The only available historical photograph of 208 Fifth Avenue, 1982. (Sources: New Westminster Archives,
IHP14546)
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6.0 Current Photographs

Fig. 8: Front view of Robert Lane House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019, illustrating the hipped dormer with slightly flared
eaves, the partial-width porch and classical columns, with centred front door. (Source: Cummer)

Fig. 9: Partial front and eastern side view of Robert Lane House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019, highlighting its hipped
roof. (Source: Cummer)
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Fig. 10: Back view of Robert Lane House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019, showing the later addition that will be removed.
(Source: Cummer)

Figs. 11 and 12: Western side view of Robert Lane House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019, from the back (left, Fig. 11) and
the front (right, Fig. 12). Note the double-hung horned wood windows and the square wood windows. (Sources:
Cummer)
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7.0 Conservation Objectives
Robert Lane House, at 208 Fifth Avenue, will be moved slightly northeast within its property lines (Fig. 14)
to allow for its lot to be subdivided for a sympathetic new build at the back, with restoration and
rehabilitation work carried out on the heritage house. An additional rear dormer will be added at the back,
adding continuity and unifying the back roofline, as well as an additional eastern side dormer to match
the existing western side dormer, adding symmetry to the property (Fig. 13). These additions will maintain
and respect the boxy exterior look characteristic of the Colonial Revival style. The proposed work would
allow for a continued residential use, with improved living space at the back, and does not affect the
Heritage Values nor the Character Defining Elements of this historic place.

Fig. 13: Proposed additional dormers for Robert Lane House, at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2021. (Source: D3 Dimension,
Drafting and Design Inc.)
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Fig. 14: Proposed new location for 208 Fifth Avenue, 2021. Note the hashed lines illustrate the current location of
the house and the solid black lines shows the new location. (Source: D3 Dimension, Drafting and Design Inc.)

Preservation, Restoration and Rehabilitation are the conservation objectives for the building.
As defined by the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2nd edition):
Preservation: The action or process of protecting, maintaining and/or stabilizing the existing
materials, form and integrity of an historic place or of an individual component, while protecting
its heritage value.

Restoration: The action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of a
historic place or of an individual component, as it appeared at a particular period in its history,
while protecting its heritage value.
Rehabilitation: The action or process of making possible a continuing or compatible contemporary
use of an historic place or of an individual component, through repair, alterations, and/or additions,
while protecting its heritage value. (Canada’s Historic Places 2010, p. 255)
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Specifically, preservation of the windows, restoration of the lower back configuration of the building by
removing the later addition and rehabilitation of the siding and soffits.
8.0 Building Description
This building, Robert Lane House, is a Colonial Revival, one and a half storey, wood-frame construction
with bevelled and combed horizontal wood siding and a concrete foundation. It has a hipped roof and
hipped dormer with slightly flared eaves. Its partial-width porch is set under the main roof and supported
by classical columns, with its front door placed in the middle. It has double-hung horned wood windows
featured on the sides and front of the house. Its most prominent, visible window is a triple window
assembly comprised of three double-hung horned wood windows with decorative upper sashes that are
lozenge patterned lights with mostly textured glass and a few green stained-glass panels. It also has
square, frosted glass wood windows on its western side and square wood windows on its eastern side.
The house sits in a well-landscaped lot and is located in the northeast quadrant of the Queen’s Park
neighbourhood on Fifth Avenue near Second Street. It is one of the few Colonial Revival style houses along
the street.
9.0 Condition Assessment
Overall, the exterior of Robert Lane House appears to be in good condition. That being said, there are
certain areas needing attention, as discussed below.
9.1 Structure
The front exterior of Robert Lane House appears to be in good condition (Fig. 15), however, the back
addition is in somewhat poor condition, with some levels of deterioration visible (Figs. 16 and 17).

Fig. 15: Partial front and eastern side view of Robert Lane House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019, illustrating its overall
good condition. (Source: Cummer)
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Figs. 16 and 17: Fig. 16 (left) shows the southwestern back view of Robert Lane House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019,
and Fig. 17 (right) shows the southeastern back view, illustrating some of the deterioration. (Sources: Cummer)

Considering the back addition will be removed as part of this conservation work, the poorer condition of
this aspect of the building is of less concern.
9.2 Foundations
Overall, the condition of the walls and building envelope, from roof to foundation, appears to be good
and having aged well (Fig. 18). Please note an interior inspection was not conducted. A structural engineer
should conduct a thorough investigation of the foundations prior to the house being moved. It is
understood that a new foundation will be used, on account of the additional basement height.

Fig. 18: Eastern side view of Robert Lane House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019, illustrating its foundation. (Source:
Cummer)
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9.3 Wood Elements
The visible, exterior wood elements of the front porch, windows and siding are, for the most part, in good
condition (Fig. 19). There are simply some sections of the siding in need of repair and/or maintenance, as
discussed in the relevant section below. Please note an internal inspection was not conducted to inspect
the internal timber elements. These should also be inspected by a structural engineer to confirm their
integrity and stability, prior to moving the house.

Fig. 19: Northwestern front and side view of Robert Lane House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019, illustrating the overall
good condition of its exterior wood elements. Note the landscaping possibly growing too close to the foundations,
as discussed in section 9.9 below. (Source: Cummer)

9.4 Roofing and Waterworks
Although the roof is in fair condition, it appears to be the same roof from the 1980s (as illustrated in Fig.
7 above). The average roof life is approximately 15 years, with the potential to last 30 years with proper
care and maintenance. It is therefore recommended to replace the current roof and to ensure the gutters
are cleaned and in good operation (if they are not also replaced at the same time). It is also encouraged
that during this work, the unsympathetic skylight be removed (Fig. 20).
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Fig. 20: Eastern side view of the roof of Robert Lane House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019, with the unsympathetic skylight
visible in the middle. (Source: Cummer)

9.5 Chimneys
It appears there are two chimneys currently on the house and they seem, externally, in good condition.
On the eastern side of the house, there is a fairly tall and prominent metal chimney stack on the outer
edge of the building’s roof plane and a smaller concrete one with intact cap nearer the back, in the middle
of the hipped roof line (Fig. 21). It is hard to tell from the 1982 photograph whether the taller stack was
already a metal one, however, it is unlikely this was the original chimney.

Fig. 21: Front view of the roof of Robert Lane House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019, with the taller chimney visible in the
foreground and the smaller along the roof line. (Source: Cummer)

9.6 Windows and Doors
Considering the age of the building, the windows and doors are in quite good condition. Most of the
windows (their frames, sashes and hardware) appear to be the original ones from 1910, particularly the
double-hung horned wood windows (Figs. 22 to 24) and some of the square ones (Figs. 25 and 26). While
the condition of the windows is, for the most part, good, there are areas that could be touched up and
repaired, such as the upper casing of the square windows on the western side of the building, as illustrated
in Fig. 25 below.
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Figs. 22 to 24: Fig. 22 (upper left) shows the eastern side windows of Robert Lane House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019;
Fig. 23 (upper right) shows some of the western side windows; Fig. 24 (bottom) shows the triple window assembly
of double-hung horned wood windows with decorative upper sashes at the front of the house. (Source: Cummer)
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Figs. 25 to 26: Fig. 25 (left) shows one of the western side frosted glass square windows of Robert Lane House at 208
Fifth Avenue, 2019; Fig. 26 (right) shows one of the eastern side square windows, with possible replaced glass.
(Sources: Cummer)

As for the front door, considering the style and design (wood with a frosted/stained glass window), it may
not be the original door, but an early update, possibly from the 1930s (Figs. 27 and 28). No matter its time
period, it is in good condition and should be preserved, preferably as exposed wood rather than painted,
as would be appropriate for its era.

Figs. 27 to 28: Fig. 27 (left) shows the exterior view of the front door of Robert Lane House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019;
Fig. 28 (right) shows the interior view of the front door, with its stained glass more clearly visible. (Sources: D3
Dimension, Drafting and Design Inc.)
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9.7 Cladding and Trimwork
As mentioned above, some sections of the wood siding are in need of repair and maintenance (Fig. 29),
particularly at the back of the building. This is also the case for some of the fascia boards and soffits (Fig.
30). They are not in terrible condition, currently, but should be addressed in a timely manner.

Figs. 29 and 30: Fig. 29 (left) shows the southwestern corner of Robert Lane House at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2019,
illustrating one area of the wood siding in need of repair; Fig. 30 (right) shows the southeastern corner soffit and
fascia boards in need of minor maintenance. (Sources: Cummer)

9.8 Finishes
The finishes of the house are in good condition, for the most part, with few areas currently requiring
attention.
9.9 Landscaping
The landscaping on site is, overall, well maintained at a distance from the main house structure. The
inclusion of a gravel bed surrounding the house is to be commended and encouraged as this ensures the
foundations of the building are better protected, particularly from any encroaching landscaping and with
improved drainage. The only area to be careful with regards to the landscaping is at the front, where some
plantings are possibly growing too close to the structure, with potential for damage to the foundations of
the building (Fig. 19 above). Further investigation should be explored and remedies considered, if needed.
Despite these minor issues and concerns stated above, the overall condition of the property is good.
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10.0 Recommended Conservation Procedures
10.1 Structure – Preservation
•

The main one and a half storey hipped roofed structure will, for the most part, be preserved. It is
understood that the framed walls of the basement will be deconstructed and rebuilt on a new
foundation, after the house is moved.

10.2 Foundations – Rehabilitation
•

The foundations should be checked by a structural engineer prior to moving. It is understood that,
on account of the increased basement height, the house will be moved onto a new foundation.

10.3 Wood Elements – Preservation and Restoration
•

As addressed in greater detail in the relevant sections below (in particular, roofing, windows and
cladding), the wood elements should be preserved where possible and restored (repaired,
maintained or replaced in-kind), as needed.

10.4 Roofing and Waterworks – Rehabilitation and Restoration
•

On account of its age, the roofing should be replaced. The unsympathetic skylight on the eastern
side of the house should be removed, restoring the original look of the roof.

10.5 Chimney – Preservation
•

•

The original brick chimney, with intact chimney cap, should be preserved, if possible (or, if
needed, rebuilt after the house is moved). If the latter is required, the chimney should be
dismantled to the roofline and the bricks should be cleaned to be re-used for rebuilding the
chimney with its original bricks, as much as possible.
The metal chimney stack will be removed, due to condition concerns and an aesthetic preference
to simplify the look of the house from the front. This is deemed acceptable since it is unlikely this
metal chimney stack is original.

10.6 Windows and Doors – Preservation
•
•
•

The double hung horned wood windows of Robert Lane House at 208 Fifth Avenue are the original
1910 windows and should be preserved.
The square wood windows, particularly with the frosted glass, also appear to be original and
should be preserved, where possible.
The windows being covered by the carport addition should be explored for installation elsewhere
on the building (as opposed to installing new windows throughout). This allows for these original
elements to be repurposed and preserved on their original building (as opposed to being
salvaged/recycled for another project/building or, worse, ending up in a landfill). The following
figures outline the proposed location and placement of the repurposed and preserved windows
(Figs. 31 to 34).
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Fig. 31: Front view of Robert Lane House, at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2021, highlighting the window proposal for this façade.
(Source: D3 Dimension, Drafting and Design Inc.)

Fig. 32: Eastern side view of Robert Lane House, at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2021, highlighting the window proposal for this
façade. (Source: D3 Dimension, Drafting and Design Inc.)
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Fig. 33: Back view of Robert Lane House, at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2021, highlighting the window proposal for this façade.
(Source: D3 Dimension, Drafting and Design Inc.)

Fig. 34: Western side view of Robert Lane House, at 208 Fifth Avenue, 2021, highlighting the window proposal for
this façade. (Source: D3 Dimension, Drafting and Design Inc.)
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•

•

•

If there are concerns with regards to the performance of the original windows, an immediate
measure to allow for better protection of them (while address heating and sound issues), is to
install exterior wood storm windows on them. This would be the best conservation approach for
their long-term preservation, if so desired.
If this route is taken, the proposed storm windows should be traditional wood storm windows:
Single pane, single light and of similar sash dimension to the window sash itself, to minimise the
visual impact on the building and to allow the windows to continue to be visible on the exterior.
They should be painted the same colour as the current. Dimensions should be the same as the
window sash as per the proposed, historically appropriate colour scheme, outlined below. An
ideal storm window design will be hinged so that in the summer the top part can be opened to
allow for ventilation and they can be removed when repair and maintenance of the storms or the
windows is needed. This is a reversible measure that would immediately benefit the building,
providing greater protection to the house and improving its performance in relation to
temperature control, energy efficiency and also from a noise perspective.
The front door should be preserved, remaining with a wood stain colour (as opposed to being
painted).

10.7 Cladding and Trimwork – Preservation and Rehabilitation
•
•

•
•

The horizontal, bevelled and combed cedar siding should be preserved as much as possible and
rehabilitated in the few areas requiring repair.
Similar to the windows, the original siding should be salvaged and repurposed as much as possible
from the areas that will be covered by the new addition carport or from the back, with the removal
of the later back addition. These materials can be used to rehabilitate the areas requiring
attention, such as at the back of property, as well as for the additional, matching side dormer.
As for the dormer extension at the back of the property, a new cedar shingle should be used for
the cladding, ideally with a similar profile to the original, but with a distinguishable texture, to
differentiate it from the preserved cladding.
The fascia boards and soffits should be cleaned and rehabilitated, as needed.

10.8 Finishes – Restoration
•

•

•

The current colour scheme does not need to be maintained. On account of its era, a proposed
historically appropriate colour scheme should be inspired by the Edwardian trend of “mid-range
to dark body colour with lighter trim” (VHF 2001, p. 4). An example of a typical colour scheme for
this era is: “dark green body with buff trim & gloss black sash” (ibid.).
The restored colour scheme should incorporate a combination of historical colours from the
Benjamin Moore Historical True Colours Palette (VHF 2012), following a three-colour exterior
scheme: a mid-range tone body colour (VC-12 to VC-34), a lighter trim colour (VC-1 to VC-11); and
gloss black sash (VC-35). VC-16 (Comox Sage) could be an appropriate green for the body, VC-1
(Oxford Ivory) for the trim and VC-35 (Gloss Black) for the sash.
Follow Master’s Painters’ Institute, Repainting Manual procedures, including removing loose
paint down to next sound layer, clean surface with mild TSP solution with gentlest means possible
and rinse with clean water; do not use power-washing.
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10.9 Landscaping
•

Once the house is moved, the gravel bed surrounding the house should be restored and the
landscaping near the front of the house should be replanted, as desired. However, a minimum 2ft clearance between the vegetation and the building face is preferable to ensure there is
sufficient space from the foundation to remove any threat to the foundation or the building’s
finishes over time.

11.0 Proposed Alterations and Future Changes
11.1 Proposed Alterations
The major proposed changes to this house are:
1) Moving the house slightly northeast within the property lines;
2) Extending the basement height;
3) Extending the rear dormer and adding an additional back dormer on the east side of the building
to mirror the current dormer on the western side of the building;
4) Building a carport on the eastern side of the house; and
5) Building a small deck off the western side of the house.
Alterations 1) to 3) do not dramatically affect the visible design of the building, as viewed from the street
level. They are in keeping with the Colonial Revival tradition, particularly in that there are two
manifestations of that style: the one to one and a half storey version and the two to two and a half storey
version. As outlined by the Vancouver Heritage Foundation: “2-storey Colonial Revivals are tall boxy
buildings with a hipped roof and a central dormer, usually with an attached front porch... Some larger
examples have an additional half-storey illuminated by additional dormers. Porch posts and dentils are
similar to the one storey form, classically inspired” (VHF n.d.). The proposed changes are considered a
reasonable intervention given generally accepted conservation standards, rehabilitation needs and site
conditions. The proposed change does not affect the Heritage Values and Character Defining Elements of
the building.
Alterations 3) to 4) do somewhat impact the visible design of the building, as viewed from the street.
However, both additions (the carport on the eastern side and the deck on the western side) are fairly
modest, particularly the deck since it will be behind the fencing and less visible from the street. And, even
though the carport is a bit more visible and does have some impact on the visible design of the house as
viewed from the street, as requested in the Queen’s Park HCA Design Guidelines, it has been set back as
far as possible on the property in an effort to make it subordinate to the heritage asset while increasing
the house’s livability and addressing the needs of the current occupants (City of New Westminster 2017,
pp. 27 and 40 - 41).
11.2 Future Changes
Changes to the building’s configuration, particularly any additions, should be carefully considered for
minimal effect on the Heritage Values as embodied in the Character Defining Elements (CDEs) listed in the
building’s Statement of Significance (section 3.0 above).
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12.0 Maintenance Plan
Following completion of the outlined conservation work, the owner must maintain the building and land
in good repair and in accordance with generally accepted maintenance standards. All work should follow
the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (2nd Edition). The Local
Government determines the acceptable level or condition to which the heritage building is maintained
through the Heritage Maintenance Bylaw (CCNW 2018). As with the Heritage Conservation Plan, the
maintenance standards apply only to the exterior of the building.
As general upkeep is frequently overlooked and will lead to the deterioration of heritage resources,
maintenance standards warrant special attention to help to extend the physical life of a heritage asset.
Any building should be kept in a reasonable condition so that it continues to function properly without
incurring major expenses to repair deterioration due to neglect. The most frequent source of
deterioration problems is from poorly maintained roofs, rainwater works and destructive pests.
It is important to establish a maintenance plan using the information below:
12.1 Maintenance Checklist
a. Site
•
•
•

Ensure site runoff drainage is directed away from the building.
Maintain a minimum 2-ft clearance between vegetation and building face and a 12-inch-wide
gravel strip against the foundation in planted areas.
Do not permit vegetation (such as vines) to attach to the building.

b. Foundation
•
•
•
•

Review exterior and interior foundations, where visible, for signs of undue settlement,
deformation or cracking.
If encountered, seek advice from a professional Engineer, immediately.
Ensure perimeter drainage piping is functional.
Arrange a professional drainage inspection every three to five years.

c. Wood Elements
•
•
•

Maintaining integrity of the exterior wood elements is critical in preventing water ingress into
the building. Annual inspection of all wood elements should be conducted.
Closely inspect highly exposed wood elements for deterioration. Anticipate replacement in kind
of these elements every 10 to 15 years.
Any signs of deterioration should be identified and corrective repair/replacement action carried
out. Signs to look for include:
o Wood in contact with ground or plantings;
o Excessive cupping, loose knots, cracks or splits;
o Open wood-to-wood joints or loose/missing fasteners;
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Attack from biological growth (such as moss or moulds) or infestations (such as
carpenter ants);
o Animal damage or accumulations (such as chewed holes, nesting, or bird/rodent
droppings). These should be approached using Hazardous Materials procedures; and
o Signs of water ingress (such as rot, staining or mould).
Paint finishes should be inspected every three to five years and expect a full repainting every
seven to ten years. Signs to look for include:
o Bubbling, cracks, crazing, wrinkles, flaking, peeling or powdering; and
o Excessive fading of colours, especially dark tones.
Note all repainting should be as per the recommended historic colours in section 10.8 above.
o

•

•

d. Windows and Doors
•
•
•
•

Replace cracked or broken glass as it occurs.
Check satisfactory operation of windows and doors. Poor operation can be a sign of building
settlement distorting the frame or sashes or doors may be warped.
Check condition and operation of hardware for rust or breakage. Lubricate annually.
Inspect weather stripping for excessive wear and integrity.

e. Roofing and Rainwater Works
•

•
•
•
•
•

Inspect roof condition every five years, in particular looking for:
o Loose, split or missing shingles, especially at edges, ridges and hips;
o Excessive moss growth and/or accumulation of debris from adjacent trees; and
o Flashings functioning properly to shed water down slope, especially at the chimneys.
Remove roof debris and moss with gentle sweeping and low-pressure hose.
Plan for roof replacement at around 18 to 22 years.
Annually inspect and clean gutters and flush out downspouts. Ensure gutters positively slope to
downspouts to ensure there are no leaks or water splashing onto the building.
Ensure gutter hangers and rainwater system elements are intact and secure.
Ensure downspouts are inserted into collection piping stub-outs at grade and/or directed away
from the building onto concrete splash pads.

f.

General Cleaning

•

The building exterior should be regularly cleaned depending on build up of atmospheric soot,
biological growth and/or dirt up-splash from the ground.
Cleaning prevents build up of deleterious materials, which can lead to premature and avoidable
maintenance problems.
Windows, doors and rainwater works should be cleaned annually.
When cleaning always use the gentlest means possible, such as soft bristle brush and lowpressure hose. Use mild cleaner if necessary, such as diluted TSP or Simple Green ©.
Do not use high-pressure washing as it will lead to excessive damage to finishes, seals, caulking
and wood elements and it will drive water in wall assemblies and lead to larger problems.

•
•
•
•
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APPENDIX D: PROJECT STATISTICS AND PROPOSED RELAXATIONS
A summary of the proposed project statistics are outlined in Table 5 and 6. Relaxations
being sought through the HRA are highlighted in grey.
Table 5: Summary of Proposed Statistics for 208 Fifth Avenue (Heritage House)
Attributes
Minimum Site Area
Lot Frontage

RS-1 Zoning
557 sq. m.
(6,000 sq. ft.)
--

Lot Depth

--

Maximum Floor Space

260 sq. m.
(2,800 sq. ft.)
0.7
3
35%
3.7 m.
(12.1 ft.)
2.5 m.
(8.1 ft.)
3.7 m.
(12.1 ft.)
1.5 m.
(5 ft.)
0.8 m.
(2.5 ft.)
1.5 m.
(5 ft.)
10.7 m.
(35 ft.)
7.6 m.
(25 ft.)
10%

Proposed
372 sq. m.
(4,000 sq. ft.)
20.1 m.
(66 ft.)
18.5 m.
(60.6 ft.)
260 sq. m.
(2,800 sq. ft.)
0.7
1
29%
3.9 m.
(12.8 ft.)
3.9 m.
(12.8 ft.)
2.9 m.
(9.4 ft.)
1.2 m.
(3.9 ft.)
0.6 m.
(2.0 ft.)
8 m.
(19 ft.)
8.4 m.
(27.4 ft.)
7.5 m.
(24.5 ft.)
14%

1 space

1 space

Maximum Floor Space Ratio
Maximum Number of Units
Maximum Site Coverage
Minimum Front Setback
Minimum Front Yard
Projection Setback
Minimum Rear Setback
Minimum Side Setback (left)
Maximum Side Yard Projection
Setback
Minimum Side Setback (right)
Maximum Height (Roof Peak)
Maximum Height (Midpoint)
Maximum Attached Accessory
Area
Minimum Off-Street Parking

Relaxation
185 sq. m.
(2,000 sq. ft.)
--

--

-------

0.8 m.
(2.7 ft.)
0.3 m.
(1.1 ft.)
0.2 m.
(0.5 ft.)
---4%

NOTE: grey rows indicate proposed variances, white rows meet City regulations.
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Table 6: Summary of Proposed Statistics for 208 Fifth Avenue (New House)
Attributes
Minimum Site Area
Lot Frontage

RS-1 Zoning
557 sq. m.
(6,000 sq. ft.)
--

Lot Depth

--

Maximum Floor Space

219 sq. m.
(2,356 sq. ft.)
0.5
3
35%
4.4 m.
(14.3 ft.)
1.8 m.
(6 ft.)
4.4 m.
(14.3 ft.)
3.1 m.
(10.3 ft.)
1.5 m.
(5 ft.)
1.5 m.
(5 ft.)
10.7 m.
(35 ft.)
7.6 m.
(25 ft.)
10%
43.8 sq. m.
(471 sq. ft.)
1 space

Maximum Floor Space Ratio
Maximum Number of Units
Maximum Site Coverage
Minimum Front Setback
Maximum Bay Width to Allow
Projection into Front Setback
Minimum Rear Setback
Minimum Rear Yard
Projection Setback
Minimum Side Setback (left)
Minimum Side Setback (right)
Maximum Height (Roof Peak)
Maximum Height (Midpoint)
Maximum Attached Accessory
Area
Minimum Off-Street Parking

Proposed
438 sq. m.
(4,711 sq. ft.)
20.1 m.
(66 ft.)
21.8 m.
(71.4 ft.)
288 sq. m.
(3,099 sq. ft.)
0.65
1
31%
4.4 m.
(14.3 ft.)
3.2 m.
(10.4 ft.)
6.2 m.
(20.5 ft.)
3.3 m.
(10.9 ft.)
1.5 m.
(5 ft.)
1.8 m.
(6 ft.)
9.4 m.
(30.7 ft.)
7.4 m.
(24.3 ft.)
13%
58.8 sq. m.
(633 sq. ft.)
1 space

Relaxation
120 sq. m.
(1,289 sq. ft.)
--69 sq. m.
(743 sq. ft.)
0.15
---1.4 m.
(4.4 ft.)
------3%
15 sq. m.
(162 sq. ft.)
--

NOTE: grey rows indicate proposed variances, white rows meet City regulations.
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City of New Westminster

REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Community Heritage Commission

Date:

July 7, 2021

From:

Samantha Bohmert,
Planning Assistant

File:

13.2606.20

Subject:

2021 Heritage Register Update – Addition of One Property and Removal of
One Property

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As per best practice, the City of New Westminster regularly updates the Heritage
Register. The Community Heritage Commission (CHC) reviews these updates and
provides a recommendation to Council on the proposed changes. This year’s update is
relatively small and relates to two items. The first is to request CHC’s recommendation to
Council on including 647 Ewen Avenue. The second is to request CHC’s
recommendation to Council on removing 445 Columbia Street, which was destroyed in a
fire earlier in the year.
BACKGROUND
Heritage Register
The City’s Heritage Register is authorized by Section 598, Part 15 of the Local
Government Act. A Heritage Register is an official list of properties identified by the
City as having heritage value or heritage character. The City created a Heritage Register
in 1994 and currently has over 200 properties listed, which include single detached
dwellings (the majority of listings), commercial buildings, parks and roads. An owner’s
permission is not required to list a building on the Heritage Register, but it is generally
the City’s practice that Registration occurs with the owner’s consent. A property,
building or feature may only be added or removed from the Register by order of Council.

If a property is listed on the Heritage Register, it is not legally protected. Rather, the
Heritage Register is used as a planning tool through which the City has an opportunity to
Doc#1460498
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discuss development and retention options with the property owner, and as a way to offer
guidance and support to owners of properties with heritage merit. Inclusion on the
Heritage Register allows Council to temporarily withhold a building permit or a
demolition, or to order a heritage impact assessment. The City encourages owners of a
building on the Heritage Register to retain and protect the structure, while ensuring its
use, density and function are the best they can be. There are advantages to retaining a
heritage building. For example, properties listed on a Heritage Register are eligible for
special provisions in the B.C. Building Code and the Homeowner Protection Act.
DISCUSSION
Addition of Property to Heritage Register: 647 Ewen Avenue
New Westminster’s Slovak community constructed the building at 647 Ewen Avenue,
also called the Royal City National Slovak Society Home (Slovak Hall), in 1939. A
simple rectangular structure, the building is significant for its Colonial Revival detailing,
evidence of a popular style seen in Queensborough in the 1920s. As the sole remaining
building on Ewen Avenue with this style, the Slovak Hall is an important reminder of
early establishments on Ewen Avenue and early settlement of Queensborough by diverse
people.
This building is subject to a Heritage Revitalization Agreement and Heritage
Designation. On May 29, 2018, the Community Heritage Commission (CHC) reviewed
an application for a Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA) at 647 Ewen Avenue.
They reviewed the application, in particular the Heritage Conservation Plan, Statement of
Significance (included as Appendix A) and the design of the proposed infill townhouses.
The minutes are included as Appendix B. The CHC adopted of the following motion:
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommend that City Council support
the Heritage Revitalization Agreement application for 647 Ewen Avenue.
The HRA and Designation bylaws were adopted by Council on January 13, 2020. When
there is a successful application for an HRA, the property being protected by the HRA is
also placed on the City’s Heritage Register. During the approval process, the
recommendation that the building be added to the Heritage Register was omitted in error,
which is why this request is being brought forward now.
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Removal Property from Heritage Register: 445 Columbia Street
The Deane Block at 445 Columbia Street (also addressed as 441 Columbia Street) was
constructed in 1931 and added to the Heritage Register in 2004. As per its Statement of
Significance (Appendix C), this building was a two-storey commercial masonry building,
located on a steeply-sloping corner lot on the north side of Columbia Street at Church
Street in New Westminster's historic downtown core. The Deane Block was significant
for its contribution to the consistent and distinctive built form of Columbia Street and its
association with its architect, Edwin George William Sait.
On May 24, 2021, a fire destroyed the Deane Block, leaving little remaining. Photos of
the remains are available in Appendix D. Buildings which are no longer standing, or
whose historic integrity has been compromised beyond repair, are generally removed
from a local government’s Heritage Register.
OPTIONS
The following options are available for consideration by the Community Heritage
Commission:
1) That the Community Heritage Commission recommends that City Council
consider the inclusion of 647 Ewen Avenue on the City’s Heritage Register.
2) That the Community Heritage Commission recommends that City Council
consider the removal of the 445 Columbia Street from the City’s Heritage
Register.
3) That the Community Heritage Commission provide an alternative
recommendation, based on their discussions.
Appendix A: Statement of Significance for 647 Ewen Ave
Appendix B: Community Heritage Commission Minutes from May 29, 2018
Appendix C: Statement of Significance for 445 (441) Columbia St
Appendix D: Current Photographs of 445 Columbia St
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5.1

647 Ewen Avenue – Heritage Revitalization Agreement Application
Hardev Gill, Planning Technician, summarized the report dated May 29, 2018,
regarding an HRA for a five unit townhouse complex at 647 Ewen Avenue, and
provided the following information:
• The history and significance of the Slovak Hall;
• Details of the HRA, which would include retention, restoration and
designation of the existing 1939 Slovak Hall, along with the addition of
three townhouses to the rear of the Slovak Hall;
• Location of the site on Ewen Ave, which is identified as a Great Street;
• Requirement for OCP and Zoning amendments to permit the requested
variances; and,
• Request for CHC to review the SOS, heritage detail work and comment on
the appropriateness of the proposed design of the infill housing.
Lambert Chow, Birmingham & Wood, provided a PowerPoint presentation
covering the following information:
• Reviewed the history and present condition of the Slovak Hall, noting the
historic false-front façade;
• Site context and neighbourhood;
• Proposed changes and initiatives to be made to the Slovak Hall in order to
retain the heritage building and raise it to meet floodplain requirements;
• Dormers proposed on the heritage building to match the new townhouse
units and to achieve the family friendly policy requirements; and,
• Details of units, outdoor spaces, bike storage, and parking.
In response to questions from the Commission, Mr. Chow provided the following
information:
• In reference to the dormers, the intention is to delineate the heritage
building by ensuring that any new part of the building is clearly visible and
matches the contemporary look of the townhouses at the rear;
• The façade and rest of the building would be painted Comox Sage with
dark blue trim, from the Benjamin Moore Historic Colour Palette for the
Lower Mainland and,
• The existing façade of the Slovak Hall is stucco, which would be stripped
and replaced with a new rain screen.
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Community Heritage Commission recommend that City Council support
the Heritage Revitalization Agreement application for 647 Ewen Avenue.
CARRIED.
All members of the Commission present voted in favour of the motion.
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Deane Block
Return to listing

Deane Block
441 Columbia Street, New Westminster, British Columbia

Other Name(s)
Peoples Trust Block

Links
n/a

Image(s)

Oblique view

Oblique view

Statement of Significance
Description of Historic Place
The Deane Block is a two-storey commercial masonry building, located on a steeply-sloping corner lot on the north
side of Columbia Street at Church Street in New Westminster's historic downtown core.

Heritage Value
The Deane Block is significant for its contribution to the consistent and distinctive built form of Columbia Street,
much of which dates from 1898 and 1913, when New Westminster was the major centre of commerce and industry
for the booming Fraser Valley area. Built in 1908-09 as a speculative property for Evans Brown Deane (1857-1950),
a Vancouver real estate investor, by 1911 it had been sold to another owner. In addition to four ground floor retail
spaces, for a few years the Deane Block housed the Westminster Club, a New Westminster private members club
established in 1889 for the social needs of the business and political elite of the area.
Additionally, the Deane Block is valued for its association with its architect, Edwin George William Sait (18671949). By 1892, Sait had settled in New Westminster, where he was a long-term resident. He achieved early success
following the Great Fire of 1898, but experienced a decline in his career following the collapse of the local economy
in 1913.
Source: Heritage Planning Files, City of New Westminster

Character-Defining Elements
Key elements that define the heritage character of the Deane Block include its:
- location on a corner lot at Columbia and Church Streets, part of a grouping of late Victorian and Edwardian era
commercial buildings in historic downtown New Westminster
- siting on the property lines, with no setbacks
- form, scale and massing as expressed by its two-storey plus lower level height, flat roof, chamfered corner and
rectangular plan
- regular fenestration

Location

Recognition
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Province/Territory

Jurisdiction

British Columbia

British Columbia

Street Address

Recognition Authority

441 Columbia Street

Local Governments (BC)

Location

Recognition Statute

Greater Vancouver Regional District
Burnaby
New Westminster

Local Government Act, s.954

Recognition Type
Community Heritage Register

Recognition Date
4/5/2004

Historical Information
Construction Date(s)

Significant Date(s)

1908 to 1909

n/a

Theme - Category and Type
n/a

Function - Category and Type
Historic
Commerce / Commercial Services
Shop or Wholesale Establishment
Community
Social, Benevolent or Fraternal Club

Architect / Designer

Current
n/a

Builder

Edwin George William Sait

J. Common

Additional Information
Related Listing(s)
n/a

Location of Supporting Documentation
Heritage Planning Files, City of New Westminster

Cross-Reference to Collection
n/a

Fed/Prov/Terr Identifier

Status

DhRr-132
Home

Site Map

Last updated: 25/08/2010

Listed
Search this Site

Contact Us
Page Top

About Us

FAQ
Important Notices
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Memorandum
To:

Community Heritage Commission

Date:

July 7, 2021

From:

Kathleen Stevens,
Heritage Planning Analyst

File:

13.2606.06

Subject:

38 Agnes Street: Demolition of a 1926 Building

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As part of the Pattullo Bridge Replacement Project, a project being led by the Province, a
demolition permit has been granted for the 95 year old building at 38 Agnes Street.
Typically, no permits would be required, but the Province agreed to submit Demolition
Permit applications to allow the City the opportunity to document each building. The
permit includes submission of photographs, and recycling of building materials. This
memo is for information. Comment or a recommendation from the CHC is not required.
GUIDING POLICY
Heritage Inventory
The building is not legally protected by bylaw nor listed on the City’s Heritage Register.
Though, it is on the City’s Heritage Resource Inventory – Albert Crescent (1985) as a
Residence Supporting the Prospect Park Cluster. The Inventory is an informal listing of
historic New Westminster properties. The Inventory was the City’s first step to identify
local heritage assets, and listing acts as a flag for potential heritage value in a property.
50 Year and Older Heritage Review Policy
In June 2011, Council approved a revised heritage review policy where demolition
applications for a building or structure older than 50 years is automatically forwarded to
the Planning Division for review, and may be referred to the Community Heritage
Commission (CHC) for comment if it is deemed by the Planning Division to have
sufficient heritage significance. Should the application have been for private property,
this policy would have applied. Therefore, this memo is provided for CHC’s information.
Provincial Authority
As this is a project being led by the Province, typically no Demolition Permits would
required. However, in the agreement entered into by the Province and the City for this
Doc # 1862931
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project, the Province agreed to submit Demolition Permit applications to allow the City
the opportunity to document the demolition of each building. This includes submission of
photographs, and recycling of building materials.
In this context, the City does not have the right to seek a Temporary Protection Order,
Designation, or otherwise prevent the demolition of the building.
BACKGROUND
Property Description
The building at 38 Agnes Street was built in 1926 in the Vernacular Craftsman Style by
developer Dan Schnoter. It is approximately 479 sq. m. (5,127 sq. ft.) and has undergone
significant change, including in use. Five building permits were issued for the building:
in 1926 to erect store/dwelling; in 1946 to erect addition to house/store; in 1972 to repair
porch; in 1973 to erect carport; and in 2021 to convert store in existing SDD into a
secondary suite. Additionally, a Special Use Permit was granted in 1973 for a conversion
to a restaurant.
Photographs of the building in its current condition is available in Attachment A.
Site Context
The subject site is located on the southwest side of Agnes Street, between Hastings and
Dufferin Streets, and is zoned Single Detached Residential Districts (RS-2). The
surrounding properties are also zoned RS-2, with the exception being 43 Hastings Street,
zoned Comprehensive Development District (43 Hastings Street) (CD-73). A site
location map is included as Attachment B.
Pattullo Bridge Replacement Project
In 2017, the Province announced it would be moving forward with the construction of a
$1.377-billion bridge to replace the aging Pattullo Bridge, which opened in 1937. The
new four lane bridge will be located upstream of the existing bridge and will include
wider vehicle lanes and dedicated walking and cycling lanes, providing a safer crossing
for all users.
In July 2020, the CHC was provided with an information memo (Attachment C)
regarding the demolition of eight existing properties in the east end of Downtown
(locations in Figure 1 below) as a part of the Pattullo Bridge Replacement Project.
Doc # 1862931
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Figure 1: Location of Properties Slated for Demolition as Part of Pattullo Bridge Replacement Project

The Province recently determined that demolition of the building at 38 Agnes Street is
also required as part of the project. Due to the policy context, and the age/Inventory
listing of the building, the CHC is provided with this memo for information.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A: Current Photos
Attachment B: Site Context Map
Attachment C: July 8, 2020 Community Heritage Commission Report titled Pattullo
Bridge Replacement Project: Demolition of Eight Houses
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Attachment A
Current Photos
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38 Agnes St.
Photographs of the Existing House
North - West: Front of the house
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38 Agnes St.
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38 Agnes St.
North – East Elevation: Left Side of the House
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38 Agnes St.
South – West Elevation: Right Side of the House
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Attachment B
Site Context Map
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38 Agnes Street
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This map is a user generated static output from an Internet mapping site and
is for reference only. Data layers that appear on this map may or may not be
accurate, current, or otherwise reliable.
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Attachment C
July 8, 2020 Community Heritage Commission
Report titled “Pattullo Bridge Replacement
Project: Demolition of Eight Houses”
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Pattullo Bridge Replacement Project
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Figure 1: Connections in New Westminster

6RXUFH3URYLQFHRI%&3DWWXOOR%ULGJH5HSODFHPHQW3URMHFW:HESDJH
KWWSVHQJDJHJRYEFFDDSSXSORDGVVLWHV7,&3%5&206SULQJ3URMHFW2YHUYLHZ0D\
SGI 


GUIDING POLICY AND REGULATIONS

Pre-1900 Heritage House Policy (2011)

$VWKH3DWWXOOR%ULGJH5HSODFHPHQW3URMHFWZLOOUHTXLUHWKHGHPROLWLRQRIEXLOGLQJV
FRQVWUXFWHGSULRUWRWKLVLQIRUPDWLRQKDVEHHQUHIHUUHGWRWKH&RPPXQLW\
+HULWDJH&RPPLVVLRQIRULQIRUPDWLRQ

Heritage Resource Inventory

6RPHRIWKHEXLOGLQJVSURSRVHGWREHGHPROLVKHGDUHOLVWHGLQWKH+HULWDJH5HVRXUFH
,QYHQWRU\7KH,QYHQWRU\LVDQLQIRUPDOOLVWLQJRIKLVWRULFSURSHUWLHVLQWKHFLW\,W
ZDVFUHDWHGLQWKHVZLWKWKHJRDORILGHQWLI\LQJORFDOKHULWDJHDVVHWV0RUH
WKDQSURSHUWLHVDUHOLVWHGLQWKH,QYHQWRU\7KRXJKWKH,QYHQWRU\FRQYH\VQR
OHJDODXWKRULW\RYHUDSURSHUW\LWLVRIWHQDQLQGLFDWLRQWKDWWKHEXLOGLQJOLVWHGLV
FRQVLGHUHGWRKDYHKHULWDJHYDOXHDQGDVVXFKVWDIIUHIHUWRWKLVOLVWLQJDVDIODJLQ
VLWXDWLRQVRISRWHQWLDOUHGHYHORSPHQW

Provincial Authority
$VWKLVLVDSURMHFWEHLQJOHGE\WKH3URYLQFHW\SLFDOO\QR'HPROLWLRQ3HUPLWV
ZRXOGUHTXLUHG+RZHYHULQWKHDJUHHPHQWHQWHUHGLQWRE\WKH3URYLQFHDQGWKH
&LW\IRUWKLVSURMHFWWKH3URYLQFHDJUHHGWRVXEPLW'HPROLWLRQ3HUPLWDSSOLFDWLRQV
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WRDOORZWKH&LW\WKHRSSRUWXQLW\WRGRFXPHQWWKHGHPROLWLRQRIHDFKEXLOGLQJ7KLV
LQFOXGHVVXEPLVVLRQRISKRWRJUDSKVDQGUHF\FOLQJRIPDWHULDOV

,QWKLVFRQWH[WWKH&LW\GRHVQRWKDYHWKHULJKWWRVHHND7HPSRUDU\3URWHFWLRQ
2UGHURURWKHUZLVHSUHYHQWWKHGHPROLWLRQRIWKHEXLOGLQJV
DEMOLITIONS
$VSDUWRIWKH3DWWXOOR%ULGJH5HSODFHPHQW3URMHFW'HPROLWLRQ3HUPLWDSSOLFDWLRQV
ZLOOEHVXEPLWWHGWRGHPROLVKHLJKWH[LVWLQJEXLOGLQJVLQWKHHDVWHQGRI'RZQWRZQ
ORFDWLRQVLQ)LJXUHEHORZ ,WLVDQWLFLSDWHGWKDWWKHGHPROLWLRQVZRXOGRFFXULQ
WKHVXPPHURI

)LYHRIWKHEXLOGLQJVWREHGHPROLVKHGDUHOLVWHGRQWKH+HULWDJH,QYHQWRU\1RQHDUH
IRUPDOO\SURWHFWHGKHULWDJHSURSHUW\

Figure 2: Location of Properties
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7KHGHPROLWLRQRIWKHVHEXLOGLQJVLVUHTXLUHGWRPDNHZD\IRUQHZPXOWLXVH
SDWKZD\VDQGWKHQHZDFFHVVURXWHVRQWRWKHEULGJHSHU)LJXUHDERYH,QIRUPDWLRQ
DERXWHDFKRIWKHSURSHUWLHVLVVXPPDUL]HGLQ)LJXUHEHORZ3KRWRVRIHDFKRIWKH
EXLOGLQJVFDQEHIRXQGLQ$WWDFKPHQW

$WWKHUHTXHVWRIWKH&LW\WKH3URYLQFHDOVRFRQVLGHUHGDOORZLQJWKHUHORFDWLRQRI
WKHEXLOGLQJVEXWZDVQRWDEOHWRPRGLI\WKHSURMHFWWLPHOLQHWRSURYLGHIRUWKLV
RSSRUWXQLW\

Figure 3: Summary of Property Details 









Site

Property Address

Building
Age

Building
Name

Developer

Building
Style

Inventory
Listed

1

30 Royal Ave



1$

(5REHUWV

0LGFHQWXU\
0RGHUQ

1R

2

55 Dufferin St



1$

'RQDOG
0DFNHQ]LH

(GZDUGLDQ

<HV

3

42 Dufferin St



1$

0FEULGH

&UDIWVPDQ
%XQJDORZ

1R

4

38 Dufferin St



-HPPHWW
5HVLGHQFH

:6
-HPPHWW

(DUO\&RWWDJH

<HV

5

37 Wellington St



0F)DUODQH
5HVLGHQFH

,%)LVKHU

(DUO\&RWWDJH

<HV

6

41 Wellington St



*RZ
5HVLGHQFH

,%)LVKHU

0LGFHQWXU\
YHUQDFXODU
UHPRGHO 

<HV

7a*

47 Wellington St



1$

&1HOVRQ

&RQWHPSRUDU\ 1R

7b*

35 Hastings St



0F1DPDUD &1HOVRQ
5HVLGHQFH

WZREXLOGLQJVRQRQHSURSHUW\

,QWHUZDU
%XQJDORZ

<HV
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$WWDFKPHQW
%XLOGLQJ3KRWRJUDSKV
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BUILDING PHOTOGRAPHS
Location of Properties


Site #1: 30 Royal Avnue



6RXUFH*RRJOH6WUHHW9LHZ 
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Site #2: 55 Dufferin Street

Site #3: 42 Dufferin Street
6RXUFH*RRJOH6WUHHW9LHZ 
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Site #4: 38 Dufferin Street

6RXUFH,PDJHSURYLGHGE\3URMHFW7HDP 


Site #5: 37 Wellington Street

6RXUFH,PDJHSURYLGHGE\3URMHFW7HDP 
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Site #6: 41 Wellington Street

6RXUFH,PDJHSURYLGHGE\3URMHFW7HDP 




Site #7b: 35 Hastings Street

6RXUFH,PDJHSURYLGHGE\3URMHFW7HDP 
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